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Miss Gladys M. Butman left last week
f 'r Boston where she will continue her
studies in the Conservatory of Music.
(

and Mrs. William H. Kelley of Brewted Mr. K’s mother, Mrs. Laura
last week. They returned Thurs-

tiie

Main

street

.The Rockland-Rockport Lime Co.’s barge
No. o arrived Tuesday from Carteret, S'. .1.,
with KiOO tons of phosphate for the American Chemical Co.

meet next

afternoon with the Misses Lizzie B.f
L., and Ethel Colcord, East Main

Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Nickerson ar,
rived Tuesday evening from
l’ortlaudeailed here by the death oi Mrs. Nickerson’s father, Mr. C. 1'. Ferguson.

-et.

Harry K. lliohborn is enduring an
she was tak.ittack uf chicken pox
Suuday. It is hoped it may prove,
ht ease.
>.

Thomas Liberty, who

injured

the
Agricultural Chemical Company's plant by falling from one of their
buildings, is getting alijjig nicely.

ek

was

Americ..n

Charles C. Park has added to the
idiveness of his residence by putting
line, large window on the north side
sitting room, just behind their piano.

Iipt.

llaveiiA-

apt. 1. II.

merchant, has been visiting friends in
Bucksport aud Kent’s Hill the past week.

'd

,ii

CHURCHES.

Mr. James A. McDougall, who spent the
summer and fall in town, returned Thursday to his home iu Auburn, N. V.

ws from Mr. and Mrs. II. L. Hopkins
: them enjoying their Florida sojourn
feeling belter.

>1

fir-'??'-Murphy

Rufus E Sargent arrived Thursday from
Brewer where lie lias been a: woi k the
past summer in Sargent’s mill.

Alvali C. Treat will spend Wednes'•*e. 18th, in Prospect with old friends.

Y*>ung Ladies' Guild will

December 4th. One of the features <>f the
afternoon was the readiug of a letter received some few weeks ago from Mrs.
James C. Perkins, the wife of the missionary at the Aruppukottai station in the
Madura District, India, where the church
is especially interested, to whom a box was
seut a number of months ago from the
church and Endeavor societies. Mrs. Perkins said in part: “This morning the box
sent me from your church reached me, and
I opened it with great delight. You sent
exactly what I wanted and I thank you all
most heartily. It was packed so well that
everything was in perfect condition. The
dark haired doilies, each in her own box
and with eyes that open and shut, will be a
perfect marvel and delight to our little
Hindu girls. They never see dolls at all,
except those we give them, and these are
much superior to the little china dolls we
have given them before. lean hardly wait
to see their joy over them.
Then there was
so much of the bright calico iu the
box, and
we need so much!
And the pretty cards
and scrap-books will be so useful and attractive. Last, but not least, thank you for
THE
my personal gift.
1 had been thinking, if I
only had a cool, pretty, comfortable dress*
It,
would
be such a luxury.
ing-sacque.
The public is cordially invited to
attend Hut it takes such an amount of sewing to
the festival of the Trinity
Reformed church keep my small son clean and comfortable
m this heat that I could not think of
Christmas night.
anything for myself just now. In your letter
The Christian Scientists hold
services in you spoke of sending me a kimoua, but I
tiieii hall, 1 ifr Main street,
every Sunday thought, perhaps it will be very small, as
morning at 11 o’clock and \1 ednesday even- how can they know 1 am a large woman?
Wasn’t I happy when I saw' this very
ing at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cordially
pretty kimona, just exactly what I should
welcome.
have chosen and large and comfortable. I
felt as if it was the Lord’s care and thought
There will be services next
Sunday in the i«*i me that you should have sent that
chapel at East Nortbport at 10.45 a. m. special garment. As your box was the
Sermon by Rev. W. F. Maffitt.
Services In only One in answer to my letter, it was
particularly appreciated; in fact, I don’t
the Hrainard schoolbouse at 2.30
p. m. by believe a
missionary box ever gave more
Rev. G. G. Winslow.
pleasure.
Every little card we can use. L
1 here will he an afternoon service of the thought you might like to see the little girls
who will receive the dolls, so I send a picture
Protestant Episcopal church at the North of
them with this letter. The thirteen best
church vestry on Sunday next, Dec.
15th, students among them will get the dolls.
.We have a second Hindu Girls School,
at 3.30.
All are welcome.
Mr. Orlando
a new one in another
part of Aruppukottai,
Titherington is lay reader.
and a Hindu Boys
School, beside the two
First Parish church (Unitarian). Service large Hoarding Schools on our own compound. The cloth
wili be used
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m. ; sermon
by the entirely for our you sent School
girls.
pastor on “The Art of Holding in Suspen- Some of the cardsBoarding
we give
out in the
sion.”
Sunday school at 12 noon, when schools here and some in the village
will begin another course of lessons on schools throughout this big station. You
will notice that many of the little girls In
“The Stoiy of Israel.”
the picture wear uose or lip-jewrels or the
TIiere will be a service at Trinity Re- large earrings which pull down the lobes
of their ears so far. Their dress is of very
formed church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m..
bright colors and they really make an atwith sermon by the pastor, Rev. William tractive picture when you see them. Your
0.
E. Society will be glad to know that we
Vaughan. Sunday school immediately afhave a flourishing Junior C. E. Society in
ter ttie service. Prayer meeting this, Thursthis school, and among the girls are some
day, evening at 7.30 o'clock. The seats are faithful, earnest Christians.
Thanking
free and a welcome is extended to all.
you again for your thoughtful kindness in
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Angie Mudgett is improving from
ittack of the shingles slowly rather.

<>

at

James P. Nichols and Eugene A. Nickerhave been drawn to seive as traverse
jurors at the supreme judicial court to
he held at Belfast, January term.
son

j

first of the evening meetings at the
•rsalist church was held last Sunday, j
Belis. J. D. Lindsay, Helen Crowell and
will be continued through the winter Portland Packett discharged
cargoes of
•ably, as a goodly congregation was j phosphate at the American Agricultural
| Chemical plant at Mack’s Point last week.
Mrs. W. M. Thayer of Belfast will be at
;uid Mrs. Albion Goodhue returned
ird from Boston, where Mrs. G. had M. A. I ook’s Dec. 19. !i, 20th aud 21st, where
Hie guest of her mother for several she will display a Christmas stock of
„s, her husband having joined her for
watches, jewelry, aud out glass. Bee her
advt.
homeward trip.
he Ladies' Aid Society will hold no j
During the lute panic while the banks in
rigs aftei the. Thursday sale until after
other Btates have been closing their doors,
:>t of January; date to be announced \ tiie banks in
Maine have, made an increase
Mrs. Henry Overiock was chosen
in their deposits as has been the case with
i-nt atjthe session held last week at 1 the
Bearsport banks.
,e

*§

1

"iue.

merchants are arranging their
window decorations, having their
well filled to supply the expected
id for holiday goods. Look at home
.e
going elsewhere to buy Christmas I
nts this year.
n. pal by is offered by our community
and Mrs. Alfred Kerry (in the upper I
f oar town) in the decease, last Fri-.
>f their last remaining child, Mrs.
rale\, from pulmonary oonsumpour

-: 111a>

■

Shute arrived from Itockland Dec.
-pond his customary winter vacation
h.s position as quartermaster on the
!arbor a:ni Rockland steamboat line,
F'den
ins patents, Capt. ami Mrs.
Welcome home!
Leslie M Ktagg, after spending his
.Ksgtvmg vacation with hi- mother
Jennie M. Kragg, at the hom* of his
<ifather, Capt. Ralph Morse, returned ;
week to ttie University of Maine, j
e he is a sophomore,
ii. 1‘endleton suffered a slight ;
vestei
ectic shock Dec. 3d, which has eonlin- i
!
mi to tiie bed Since, although at this
mu
Monday evening,) be is apparently j
Llis friends hope to j
cing steadily.
m upon tite street before many weeks.
11• t. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin weie
liangor over Thanksgiving with their
hter, Miss Edith, who is .studying for
1 hey
the hospital.
utied nurse at
1 hei in excellent health and deeply in
with her chosen work, for which she !
mis well fitted.
Hichborn is displaying
i-s Harriet D.
lined local views, calendars and
Mini
pictures, together with pyrohn* work, both in brown and colors, at
Creamer. Many of these.
-mre of W. J
irticuiarly adapted to the holiday sea
being in the line of gifts.
-mess at Cape Jellison is very Qui t
ury

Sharing

general depression

the

by the great monetary stringency
whole country the interests there are
Led; but we presume the near future
Let
see the former activity resumed.
pessimists, if such there be, remember
darkest
before
■‘It is always
just
\\n.”
store
of Mr
the
The Fad,”
fancy goods
Mrs. Walter F. Trundy, is now occupythe corner apartment in the Sprague
:k, having moved Dec. 2nd, from the Col1 building on East Main street, which
y had rented since opening their busiThe new location is a central and
desirable one—corner Church and
ter Main streets.
;«»* Ladies’ Aid .Society will hold their
of aprons and fancy work this, Thurs-

j

e

*

;

ft nr noon and evening at, Hichborn
A supper will be served from 6 to 7 p.
JO cents a plate; and it is hoped our

will liberally patronize the well
! tables for which out pubiic-spirited
Remember the date,
are famous.
ursday, Dec. 12th.
! :ie C urrent Events Club will be enter'd next week on Tuesday afternoon,
17th, (instead of Wednesday,; by Mrs.
all C. Treat, Church street. It is the
'versary of Whittier's birth, and will be
erved as “Whittier Day” and all memare requested
to furnish something
itive to the poet’s life, or selections from
writings, instead of a curreut event, as
-ns

viously arranged.
SAV’S
A.

IT

IS

FACT.

Howes & Co. Confirm Guarantee on

Hyomei) Cure

tor Catarrh.

Ihe question having bee
raised as to
••ther or no A. A
Howes Sc Co. will
fund the money if a llyomei outfit does
do all that is claimed for it in curing
trrh, A A. Howes Sc Co. want to state
^Lively that this guarantee is an absolute
fact.
guarantee like this i« the best profcf
l can be offered as to the curative now
.f llyomei in all catarrhal troubles,
ii do not risk a cent in te.sting Hs healing
Hues, A. A. Howes and Ct>. take all the
r

s

k.

If you have catarrh, try this wonderful
indicated air of llyomei.
It dors nol drug
derange the stomach, hut is breathed
a
neat
inhaler
that‘comes
pocket
‘hrougfi
with every outfit, so that its medication
"aches the mo t remote air cells in the
nose, throat and lungs, where any catarrhal germs may be lurking.
It quickly deploys them, heals and soothes the irritated
mucous membrane and vitalizes the tissues
so that catarrh is no longer possible.
You
can lose nothing by giving llyomei a trial,
nothing trat the catarrh and that is good
riddance.
The price of the complete outfit is but
til 00; nothing if it fails to cure. Get an
outfit from A. A. Howes & Co. to-day and
begin its use at once.
A very pretty
Michaels—Kel let.
wedding occurred at the Methodist parsonage Saturday evening, December 7th, at
k o’clock when Alton D. Michaels and Miss
Mertie A. Kelley, both of Belfast, were uni-

ted in marriage.
The bride and groom
were accompanied by a party of friends.
The ceremony was performed by the Iiev.
Albert E. Luce, pastor of the Methodist
church, who used the ring service. The
young couple have the best wishes of their
many friends.

KPiirfincr

tfit* hnv

Regular services at the Baptist church
Yours in IIis service,
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Lucy C. Perkins.
I The pastor, Rev. I>. II.
Tiie dolls mentioned in the letter were sen.iri na« lesigueu ilia
MacQuarrie, will
position as night watchman at the Ameri- j take as subject for the morning's sermon, cured with some difficulty, as it was found
can
Agricultural chemical
company's! “Standing by the Cross” (John 19:25); that the Hindu children refused light
plant at Mack’s Point and Rutus R. Sarsubject of evening sermon, “Hie Breaking haired dolls, and as it is useless to send
gent has been appointed as his successor.
or Binding of Divine Bands” (Psalm 23 .)
ones with sawdust stuffing on account of
The schools in No.’s 1, 7, 8and 9 will open
lie destructive white ants. The dolls were
he village schools ; Other appointments remain unchanged.
Monday, Dec. lti h.
Mr. Rimer Kastman liar- I
open Dec. 80th.
Collectors of taxes will please bear in dressed in bright colors by some of the
ris, a giaduateof Harvard College, class of !
>oung people of the parish, who, with
1904, has been engaged to .each the High j mind that the latent issue ot I he Journal in
school.
which ti»e advertisements of tax sales can the .Juniors, contributed cards and pictwhile
sent
ures,
bright calico w?as
to Come within the terms of law,
Mr. and Mrs. Colum -us t
Rayford of j appear,
of the ladies of
the church.
Presque Isle were in town last week to at- ; wiii he that of December 19th. In order to by some
tend the funeral of Mr. Charles P. Fergu- i tret them in
type for that issue they must he
son.
Mr. Rayford and Mr. Fe;gu>on n.ul
j received at least 24 hours earlier, and if posTHE NEWS OF BELFAST.
adjoining farms in Presque Die and were |
sible should be sent to the ffice this week.
neighbors for 80 years.
DOdge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. Harry !
The steamer Castine was launched from
fhe services at the Methodist church
P. 1 ai nham oi .>11. m and .Joseph P. Walch i
the marine railway last Friday and is laid
next, Sunday will be as follows: at 10.45a
of Boston ai rived last “Saturday evening
and me at the “Chapin’s” lor a lew days. m preaching by the pa-toi. Rev. Albert E. up at the railway wharf for the winter.
.Kdward A. Matthews and daughter l. uee; subject, Encouragements, text, Isa.,
Found on the street last Friday a small
Doris visited his part nts, .Nir. and Mrs. \\
41:6, “They Helped Ever) one. Ids Neigh- purse containing a suui of money. The
J. Matthews, a lew days iast week.
bor;” at 12 o’clock Bible school; at 3.30 p. owner can have the same by calling at The
Beginning Monday, Dec. 10 h, the evening m. Junior Epworth League; at 7.30
Journal office and proving property.
p. m.
maii will leave Bangor a 4.25 p. m. and will
evangelistic service, choiu- and solo singarrive at Searsp'-i l at 5 45 p m
1 he after
When the Journal went to press the Uninoon train from x*ai spoil wi-i not go into
ing.
Tuesday at 7 30 p m
Epworth versalist fair was in progress in Memorial
Baugoi 011 1 lie new schedule but the pis-! League; leader, Miss O n Wood;
subject, Hall, and there was every indication that
se tigers will go in on the
Maine ( entral
train, No. 29, ai riving at Bangor oi 8.15 p. m. “The Straight Gate.” Tluusda) at 7.30 p. the sale, supper and entertainment would
class meeting, conducted by the pastor.
The barkentiue Mabel 1. Meyers, ( apt. in.,
equal, if not surpass, the many successes of
The services next Sunday at the Univer- former seasons.
C. N. Meyers, 1 rom New York, Dec. 1st, lor
Yarmouth, N s., t<. load lumber for luionos salist church will be as follows: morning
A. Perry Coombs has bought his wife a
Ayies, was run into lbuisday night by a service at 10 45 a.
m., with sermon by the
tow of ha:ges 01 a mile west of the Pollock
new Schubert piano, which will be taken to
Rip Light Mi ip and was cut. down on the pastor; subject, “The Mill Small Voice;”
lslesboro, where Mr. and Mrs. Coombs will
starboard sin- i.« within a few feet of the Sunday school at 12 o'clock ;
evening seri :*«- barkentine arrived in Boswater line
the winter at the Coombs homestead.
vice at 7.30, with lecture; subject, “George spend
ton Saturday in tow of the tug Orient.
will return to 17 Spring street next
Fox—A man dressed all in leather.” The They
Capt. Joseph D. Sweetser, commander of musical
April, when the steamer Castine goes into
will
be
as
follows:
Anprogram
the steamer Virginian of
toe Americancommission.
Raw auan line, V as taken dow'ii with mala- them, “It is a good thing to give Thanks,”
rial fever at Newport News when tire Brackett; “The Lord in His Holy Temple,”
Smelt fishing has begun in earnest at Citysteamer was about ready for sea.
Capt. L. Greene; “Hear the Lord,” Greene; organ;
point and numerous eager fishermen daily
A. Coicord of the steamer American ot the
Aria, llandel; Postludimn, Has sard.
same hue was sent iiom New Yo k to take
patrol the river’s banks or sit patiently in
command of the Virginian,which pioeeeded
their boats above the murmuring waters
The services for the week at the North
to sea Nov. 29ih, w ith 128*00 10118 01 coal on
waiting for the smooth little fish to swallow
hoard for the United .Mates government,
Congregational church will be as follows:
the bait; but thus far not a fisherman has
chartered for .San Francisco, ( apt. sweet- Junior C. E. meeting
afterthis, Thursday,
ser was taken to the hospital at
been able to cut a hole in the ice or put up
Newport
News. Latei news lias Oeen received that mum at 3.30; prayer meeting this evening a tent thereou—and a Citypoint smelt never
1 apt. Sweetser had recovered from his illat 7.30, topic: Think on These Things. Phil.
has the true flavor until he is caught from a
ness and had returned to New York, where
4:8 9; Knights of King Arthur Friday evenhe w ill take command oi another steamer of
tent, through a hole in the ice, with the
at 7.00.
ing
at
Morning
worship
{Sunday
tlie same line at an early dale.
mercury twenty below zero.
10 45, with sermon by the pastor, Rev. D. L.
The advance sale of seats for the play to Wilson ; Sunday school at 12 in.; meeting of
For the past few years Mr. Henry I).
be given next Tuesday evening by the the Christian Endeavor
{Society at 6.30 p. Clough has devoted some of his leisure time
Seniors of the High School, p onuses a good
house to encourage their efforts to raise m ; topic, ( onfident Testimony for Christ. to the manufacture of dolls furniture, which
Luke 12:11,12; Acts 4.13-33; evening wor- has been an attiactive feature during the
money for graduating exercises at the end
ofthe school year. “Up to Freddie” is a ship at 7.30.
holiday season. This year he has manubright college farce in two acts, the fiist
factured less than usual, but the furniture
representing Greenville Lodge’s loom at
The Junior League of the Methodist
is larger and handsomer than any he had
college, where lie entertains young lady
a
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News From

large and interested meeting of the Nortt
Church sewing circle was held with Mrs.
Carrie E. |Pei roe Wednesday afternoon,
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memhoilff ,'£atter>-

_e6—Troy: 11s Early History......Wedding
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LOCALS.

engager! in gold mining until 1858,when
returned and went iuto the hotel busiwith the late John Eames in PassaHe was married Nov. 11, i860,
i8 ,am Up with a dumkeag
uy Kev C h. Emerson at Lee, Me., to Miss
on hU
of Lee.
He sold his inana 80,1 soott »I*?VnTihe hoteJ t0 Alr- Karnes iu 1860 and
went to Presque
Isle, where lie purchased a
t apt. and Mrs. Frank A. Curtis left last larm, remaining there for about 36 years,
1 d61
farms in Aroostook
Thursday for Boston.
enm°DnrxatIlea fi,|est
,Whlle resident of Presque Isle
d
Miss Mildred E. Shute has been
>ears 0,1 tbe boar<J of as‘
appointa'any
ed librarian of the Sears Public
Presque Isle in the
Library.
Lee slan,™
„Unnng the Civil war he
F. S. Sherman, eastern agent of the
East- servert n
Preeman McGilvery’s famous
ern Steamship Co., was in town
no
He was a prominent
Sundiy.
Mrs. Marian Hughes left last week for
grange, also a member of the
Boston where she will learn
Fraternity. He leaves a widow
dressmaking.
Edward ti. Nickerson
( apt. aud Mrs. Daniel S. Goodell
'*
Portland.
Fuueral services were
I1.
left
lHte residence Friday forenoon
Thursday ou a visit to friends in Boston
and vicinity.
and were conducted bv Rev.
C.
ff
.of the first Cong’l church,
Mrs. George S. Sargent and son Walter
offerings
were many and beautireturned last week from a visit with friends fni
1
“
waa in the
in Boston and vicinity.
village ceme'Py.' e. 1 he pall bearers were Mr
Mrs. Charles P. Ferguson is to spend the
Nathan
Cftpt
F. Gilkey
Con
*la"k Colou"1 a"d Mr- William
winter in Portland with her daughter, Mrs.
M
Eilward il. Nickerson.

ige l—Stockton Springs....Congressman Burleigh's Work—Sear sport Locals..The
Churches..The News of Belfast..Personal.
me 2—Maine is All Right (editorial)....The
Honker (poem)....Forty Years Married.
Waldo County Rescript.Tie for
Scholastic Championship.."Dick,” The

...

...

event provides
material
lor the
Second act. The characters to be impel
sonated include Greenville Lodge, student
and amateur playwright, .‘Story Irundy;
winch

Jack Stanhope, student, Gouid Fnnton;
Fweddie Thatchah, irresistible to ail fair
maidens, Renfrew Wilson; Miss Prince,
young chaperon, Maude Smith; Marguerite
Burnett, one who catches and is c<»ugbt,
Henrietta Gilkey; Mary Stanhope, Jack’s
sister, Edna Carter; Patty Huger, lascinating Southerner, Laura Tiumly ; Dmothea
Chisholm, timid and tenderhearted, Annie
Gilkey; Leonore Crowuiushield, E<sie Cxi 1I’he play
key, a shifty minded maiden.
will be fidlowed by dancing, for which the
Belfast Quintette will furnish music. Seats
are on sale at Holmes’ Drug Store.

Obituary.

The community wan shockof the sudden death Tuesday
morning, DeC. Shi, b> heart faiiuie oi Mr.
Char es P. Ferguson, whose death occurred
at 9.4? ;« m., at llie .store «»| W M. Parse on

ed

l

hear

Main street,

Mr.

Ferguson

came

up

town

ih liis u»ual health ami went to (lie denial
Dr.
K Sawyer, where he had a
loose tootli extracted.
He remained in the
office a few minutes conversing wiili the
doctor, then came down stairs to the sidewalk w here lie remarked to Mr. W. T. <
Runnells that he had just had his lU't tootli
extracted, and appeared to Mr. Rumells 1|
He took a le steps
apparently all tigut.
lie was taken
and sank to the sidewalk,
into the store of W. M. Parse and Dr.
l’attee was immediately summoned to the
side of the dying man, who expired in
about five minutes.
Mr. Ferguson was an
honorable and uptight citizen "and will be
missed by the large circle of friends he
had made during his twelve or thirteen
He was born
years residence in Searrfport.
in Belfast Nov. 27, 1828, the son of George
M. and Mary E. (A-pinwall) Ferguson.
His father was a native of Scotland and
learned the jewelers trade in Bel ast, Ire.
His mother was a native of Danvers, Mass
Upon the death of his parents, when he
was ten years of age, he went to live with
the late Emery Nickerson of Swanville.
When about seventeen years of age he
commenced to follow the sea from 5>earsport with t apt. Jeremiah Sweetser 1st,
in the brig Baltic, Capt. Dariu9 Doak in
the schooner Ranger; Cap Albeit Carver,
sell. Geneva, Capt. P P. Carver,brig Keoka,
Capt. Edward McGrath, bark Brunette of
Bcltast; and his last voyage in the bark
Soloniaii Piper, with Capt. Libbeus Curtis.
He left the bark in San Francisco,
lie
worked two years in the gold mines, returning home in 1852, where he remained a
short time.
Returning to California he
ro- nisoi

j

concert in the vestry last
church held
Sunday at 3.30 p. in., under the direction of
then efficient sunerintendent. Miss Lillian
Spinney. The children, must of whom
were little tots, took their parts very nicely,
and the exercises weie enjoyed by the
The
parents and many friends present.
program was as folio s:
Processional;
prayer, Rev. A. E. Luce; welcome song,
Juoiurs; Bible gem ; sung, On Life’s Threshold, Juniors; scripture reading, Abbie
Thorndike; song, Setter the Children,
Juniors; rec., Rally round tde Standard,
Hazel SirouL; song, Nature’s Melodies,
Mildred Dewitt; rec, Mother’s Girl, Lillian
iiraddock; song, Hope of the Nation;
Juniors; ree., A Good Mamma, Frances
Wy Hie; song, Jesus loves Children, Juniors;
exercise, Three little Hates; flower song,
four girls; voluntary, Geneva Hutchins;
address, Rev. A. E. Luc ; song and story.
Me..
of Chiolhood, three young ladies ;
rec., Good Night, Louise Ellis; benediction.

The December parish supper and social
belli at the North Congregational church

Tuesday evening

great success in
spite of the unfavorable weather. The supper tables were filled, and the entertainment which followed, and 'which was arranged for by a committee of gentlemen
from tiie Congregational Club, headed by
Mr. John R. Dunton, was greatly enjoyed.
The parlors were prettily arranged and
decorated by the Club members, and looked
their best. Screens were used effectively,
and festoons of gieen in the small parlor,
and of red bells in the larger one, bespoke
much taste and thought.
After supper
college songs were song, with Mrs. Elon R.
Gilchrest at the piano, and Mr. J. R. Dunwas

a

made. lie sold the entire stock
to W. H. Richards of the Belfast Department. Store, Main street, where it is now on

previously

exhibition.
Hoad Commissioner II.lietmeu,

assist-

ed by F. E. Wiley, bas moved the city’s stone
pushing plant from the land of John Jackson on Waldo avenue to the city’s land on

Congress street and is putting up suitable
buildings for its protection. The carpenter
work is being done by Wallace Ellis. A
storehouse will also be built for the smaller
machinery and tools. The entire plant was
W. E. Whitcoiub
moved in eight hours.
moved the seven-ton boiler with one pair of
horses.
Miss Clarabel Marsh, who eutered the
Western Union office .September 16th as a
student, has made almost unheard of progIt is very rarely that
ress in telegraphy.
a student becomes an
operator in three
months, aud it is more often a year, or even
more, betore one can do good and reiiable
work. Miss Marsh, however, handles the
business w ith the correctness and accuracy
of an old operator, working the wires so
acceptably as to win great praise from the
liostou operators, who are prone to be critical of a beginner’s work, aud for the past
two weeks lias been of much assistance in
the office, where her good work and reliabil-

ity

are

greatly appreciated.

A New

Collector.

Last

Thursday

morning's daily papers contained the

news

that President Roosevelt had sent to the
Senate, Dec. 4th, among other nominations,
that of Samuel W. Johnson as Collector of
Customs for the lielfast district. Although
it was generally known that the present
ton as announcer.
The formal program
Collector, Charles E. Kuowltou, was to
was one of the best ever given in the vestry,
leave the city for a time the faot that be
and was as follows: selection by piano
had resigned was not known. It hardly
MrOrlando
Titherington, need be said that he has made a most efplayer; solo,
Miss Amy E. Stoddard accompanist; solo, ficient collector.
As
custodian of the
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, with cello obligato by federal
building he has brought about
Miss Gladys Pitcher, sod accompanied by
mauy improvements, and recently he se.
Mrs. Gilchrest; reading from the “Bonny oured the recommendation of the supervisBriar Bush’’ by Rev. D. L. Wilson; solo,
ing architect for an extension of the build,
Mr. E. S. Pitcher; selection by piano player.
ing to meet the needs of the post office.

It is not expected he will turn over the
office to his successor until the close of the
present quarter, Deo. 31st. Dr. Johnson
has long been one of the leading
physicians
of Belfast and is still in active practice here
and identified with the Waldo
County
Hospital. He was born in Albion and after
completing his medical education at the Albany Medical College began practioe in
Dixmont. He came to Belfast in 1882, and
has since been a resident of this
city. He
took an active part in
organizing the Belfast Hand, of which he was a member for
several years, and whs one of the first to advocate the establishment of a hospital here,
lie has been a member of the U. S. board
of examining surgeons for several
years
and is a life-long Republican.

The assignments of Justices for the
nisi prius terms of the
Supreme Court, for
1908 have been made. The Waldo

J. G. Piper has
with 11 carloads of
Christmas trees, which were cut in Waldo
and Hancock counties.
The number of
trees per car ranged from 600 to 3500, the
whole aggregating about 21,000.
The price
which will be received for the holiday foliwill
be
age
governed entirely by the condition of the market. One year Mr.
Piper
saw it so glutted that 105 carloads
were
dumped away upon the waste heaps.
Mr.
Piper has been in the Christmas tree business rising 30 years, and,
contrary to the
impression that most persons have, he fiuds
it easier to get Christmas trees now than lie
did at the beginning. “I can cut 40 carloads in Belfast today,” he said, “where I
could scrape together only three when I
commenced this business.
You want to
know how that is? Well I will tell
you.
Christmas trees are not found in the thick
growth, as many imagine, but are new
growth, mainly in pasture lands. The
average farmer used to keep his pasture
land freed from this growth, but he learned
by experience that the trees did not seriously interfere with grazing and that he could
sell them to the Christmas trade at a fair
That’s why there are more Christprofit.
mas trees now than there were
years ago.”
to

Philadelphia

:

re-

Mrs. W. IJ. Ennis of Malden arrived
last week to visit friends in this city.

Mr. and Mrs. William S. Mitchell arrived in this cit$ last
Thursday from Canada eu route for New York, where
they
sailed Dec. 14th on the Cunard

Christmas Treks.

gone

PERSONAL.

County
*
assignments are as follows: January,
Mr. and Mrs. William Weston have
Spear; April, Savage; September, Peaturned from a visit in Rockland.
body.

Frank B. Condon, now a senior at Colby, is
steamship stage manager of the college dramatic club.
Lusitania for a few months sojourn in
Mrs. Henry D. Clark is the guest of her
Mr. Mitchell is the grandson of sister, Mrs. W. D.
Europe.
Pennell, Horton street*
Mrs. John Stewart of this city and is a Lewiston.
member of an English syndicate
operating
Mrs. John A. Chadwick returned last
Cobalt mines in Canada. Mrs. Mitchell is
from a week's visit with Mr. and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pitch- Friday
Mrs. G. A. Babb in Caiuden.
of
er, formerly
this city, now of Medford,
Miss Louise »V. Richards has returned to
Mass. Both Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
spent
much of their childhood in Belfast and her duties at Farmington Normal School
after the vacation spent at home.
during their short staj here were greeted
Miss Margaret N. Hazel tine left Friday
by many old friends.
Shipping Items. Last Friday the schs. morning fur Massachusetts, where she will
Harriet Rogers and Maria Webster were spend several weeks with friends.
Miss Amy E. Stoddard returned last
placed alongside the wrecked schooner Melissa Trask on the beach above the steam- Thursday after a ten days’visit with Miss
boat wharf and raised her so that she was Abbie O. Stud lard in Boston and vicinity.
hauled farther up on the beach. Most of
the keel was gune and there were some
holes under her bilge. These were patched,
and Saturday morning steamer Golden Rod
went alongside and set her steam pump at
work, ami the ve-sel's pump was also used,
but had little effect. In the afternoon the
pile driver was placed alongside to utilize
the donkey engine in working the pump
and Sunday morning at 4 o'clock Master
Wilband with a crewr went to work to patch
up the holes in the vessel’s bottom. The
worst place was well forward on the port
side, where the mud had to be dug away fulsome distance.
A skiff was then shoved
under and a man laid on his back in the
skiff to nail on the sheathing boards. As
soon as the patching wras completed
pump-

Miss Lena

Mrs. E. A. heehan of Morrill spent last
week with lit sister, Mrs. Judsou E. Cottrell, who is eriously ill at her home ou
Union street.

Harry Patten and family o‘f Pittsfield
passed Thanksgiving at the home of Mrs.
Patten’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Whitin Unity.

ten

Chester Clark of Frankfort has moved
his family to Searsport, where he has employment with tlie American Agricultjral
Chemical Co.

ing was begun, Nteaim:r Golden Rod having
arrived about 10 a. m. to assist, and although
the water gained it was kept dowrn sufficiently to enable the schooner to be placed on the
railway, but without an inch to spare. It
was quite a nice job to land the w ater-logged
craft just right and get her safely blocked,
but it was accomplished, and after ten hours
of continuous work without food Master
Wilband was able to go home. The schooner's keel is turned over, part to port and part

Enlargement of the Post Oefioe.
The hill introduced in the House Dec. 2nd
by Congressman Burleigh for the erection
of an addition or extension to the postoffice and custom house in this city was
framed in accordance with the recommendations of the supervising architect of the
United states.
While the customhouse, 111 Kt.urhimnl mwl uoll .niinturud nn Hut liar
which occupies the second floor of the stern post is not gone as reported. The rudbuilding, lias all the room needed, the post- der post was broken off but the rudder was
office requires more room and additional saved
Sch. Morris & Cliff arrived Friday
conveniences.
The business of the office from Weymouth, Mass., with fertilizer iurhas not only greatly increased but the num- Jackson & Hall and discharged at Lewis’
ber of men employed in handling the mails wharf
Sch. Penobscot from Hoboken
has been more than doubled by the addi- w ith coal for the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.,
tion of letter carriers and the establish- arrived last Saturday and was docked by
|
ing of R. F. X). routes. The plans call for i steamer Silver Star— Bark Loch Rannoeh
an extension of 35 feet at the rear of Ihe
(Nor.) Bangor for Buenos Ayres, which
present building, and as the government | had been at anchor for some time in Fort
lot now extends 60 feet in the rear it will Point cove, has sailed for destination. She
j
not be necessary to buy additional land.
was libelled by shipper of the cargo, the
The proposed addition will contain a room American 1 lading Co of New York, and in
lor the carriers, a room in which to hold charge of a keeper, but the
keeper was
the civil service examinations, much need- taken off last Sunday
ed toilet rooms and other conveniences.
New Adveutisements. If you are lookThe extension is greatly needed for faciliing for Christmas gifts you should not fail
tating the public business, and Congress- to visit the store of A. I). Chase &
Son,
man Burleigh, ever alive to the interests of
( base’s Corner. They have something new,
his district, may be depended upon to use
seasonable and desirable in the Beacon
his best efforts to secure the necessary apJacquard Comfortables, Wrapper and Crib
propriation.
blankets.
They also have Hie newest of
The .Journal as a Local Newspaper new handkerchiefs direct from Belfast IreLast weekTin addition to its usual quota of land, to Belfast, Maine. Beautiful Wilton
city and county news.1 lie Journal had mes- rugs, 3tix(i3 inches, at the wholesale price.
sages from many Waldo County people
.The Fashion. High street, has made
abroad, and tidings of others. Mis. Helen special preparations for the holidays and
N. Packard, a native >f W'intei port and for offers a great variety of things suitable for
many years a valued contributor, gave a Christmas gifts at very reasonable prices.
write-up of Oregon, a State of which she Their advice is to “shop early md get the
l,as been a resident for the past seven pick.”.At Poor’s Drug Store you will
Another Waldo County woman find a large and very attractive stock of
years.
wrote interestingly
of home-making in Christmas goods-—attractive in themselves
Southern California. E. B. Billings, for- and in the reasonable
prices at which they
merly of Searsport, now of Lynn, Mass., are offered. You are invited to come in and
gave his recollections concernitfg “the fust look around-The Christmas windows of
frame house built in Searsport” Laura II. J. Locke <fc Son are much
admired, but
K. IXiokey wrote old-times and old people are only a foretaste of tlie
many full lines
in Muntville and Palermo. Thos. E Shea of handsome
goods within. These include
sent a timely clipping from Bryan’s Com- cut
glass, hand-painted china, solid silver,
A Seattle, Washington, paper furn- toilet sets,
moner.
clocks, jewelry, etc.William
ished an interesting sketch of Capt. C. M. A. Clark, clothier and furnisher, Clark’s
Nichols, one of Searsport’s popular ship- Corner, has taken advantage of the crisis
masters, and a San Diego paper a notice of in the money market to buy for cash surthe appointment of Fred W. Angier, a Belplus stocks at a big discount, of which he is
fast boy, as passenger agent in that city of
giving his customers the. benefit. Call on
the Union l'acific, Oregon Short Line and him for
clothing and furnishings of all
the O. It. N. company. Then there was an
kinds-W. M. Thayer, jeweler, is all
account of a “Kid Party" in Bath given in
ready for Christmas, with a lug stock of j
honor of an Islesboro young lady, an appregoods, which he offers at low prices. Eu- I
ciative obituary from the Rockland Couriergraving free...-For a holiday gift buy a
Gazette of the late Theodore E. Simonton,
box of chocolates from the large assortment
and miscellaneous matter of general interat Shiro’s. He also has cigars, meerschaum
est.
And this was not an exceptional issue. and briar
pipes, pipe cases and tobacco jars. !
Every week, and on every page, The Jour.Special meeting of the Pythian Buildnal publishes matter of interest to the
iug Association, Thursday, Dec. 19th, at
nt
I?
1.'
Ik...
people of Waldo County not to be had in n •tn
any other paper.
Helen A. Lowe, Leslie Lowe-and Eliza E. i
A Successful Musical Event.
The Lowe publish a card of thanks_Annual
recital, given in Memorial hall last Friday meeting of the stockholders of the Searsevening by Mrs. C. VV. Wescott s pupils for port National Bank Jan. 14, 1908, at 10 a. m.
the benefit of Miss Marian Wells, was great- ....Swift & Paul, Masonic Temple, have
ly enjoyed by an appreciative audience. lots of good things for Christmas—candies,
The stage was charmingly arranged and fruits, nuts, pop corn, fancy boxes for
added much to the attractiveness of the oc- Christmas candies, etc....The City Drug
casion. Miss Wells gave tire opening num- Store has the Cornwall ware, handpainted,
ber “Spring,” by Leo Stern, and at once the newest goods for Christmas presents,
captivated her audience, repeating the song with lots of other pretty things which it is
in response to theencore. A quartette com- ft pleasure to show those looking for dainty
posed of Arthur Johnson, He sene, fjelden gifts—An upright piano for sale at a
and Luthur Hammons, sang "Love me and bargain by Henry ('arrow, East Belfast, K.
the World is Mine” very pleasingly. Miss F. 1>. No. 1-Cut flowers and potted plants
Helen Bird gave two songs, which
make an acceptable Christmas present.
ere
much enjoyed —“A Birthday,” by Coweu, You wili find them at the Hamilton greenand “Love’s Echo,” by Newton.
The house.lames li. Howes, Odd Fellows
slumber song she gave as an encore was Block, has Christmas gift goods in every
particularly pleasing. The duett by Mrs. department of his well stocked dry goods
Wescott and Miss Wells, “Come Love With store, including many practical and useful
Me,” by Arthur Foote, is a charming ar- gifts, some of which are enumerated in our
rangement of Marlowe’s poem, in which the advertising Columns-See Statement of
two voices were displayed to great advant- The Cit> National dank ol Belfast.. I he
Koliei l ushing < o. wants a quanMrs. Elou B. Gilchrest’s piano solo Duplex
age.
tity of wide, thick, dry ash.I he u aldo
(
was much enjoyed, as her selections
always ii u-t o. suggests as < lirisim is gifts ior
are, aud she responded to an encore.
The children one oi the Nickel .steel Home
of woich they have ju«t leceived a
“Irish Love Song,” by Margaret Lang, Banks,
third invoice ..•see statement of the stockwhich Miss Wells sang next, proved to be ton Spiings Lust ( <*
Ilari) \Y. Clark &,
one of the favorites of the evening, and
Co., tile Main street clothiers and outfitters
some gift
make
suggestions of moderate
Mrs. II. A. A. Beach's “The Year’s at the
priced articles that would be pleasing to
Spring” was also rendered with much any man or boy—Hollow rockface concharm and feeling. Miss Katherine Brier’s crete building blocks for sale at a bargain
solo, “Oh Fair Dove, Oh Fond Dove,” by by John Carlson, Searspoil... Aiba seekns, Lincoln^lie, publishes a caution no lice
Alfred Gatty.was most pleasing, as was the
she
in
PROSPECT FKRKt.
Lullaby
saug
respouse to the encore.
I’art 11 of the program consisted of seMr. and Mrs. George Coombs and Mrs.
Ralph D. South worth of Belfast called on
lections from Mendlessohn’s Elijah.
A
their great aunt, Mrs. Orriila McMaun, last
solo was given by Miss Wells, “Hear Ye
Saturday.... Miss Mildred Grindle is teachIsrael,” which was given with much skill ing School in Orrington.... Misses Angelia
and finish; a solo by Mrs. Wescott, “O Rest and Kate Haniman and Hazel Waldron
visited friends in Bucksport last week...
in the Lord,” which was heartily encored.
Several in this vicinity are sick with colds.
She responded with “The Lass with the
Delicate Air,” which she gave most charm- CENTER MONTV1LLE.
George Edmunds and Freeman Doty went
ingly. The final number was a trio by Miss fox
hunting last Thuisday and each got a
Wells, Miss Frances Jones and Miss Caro fox George got one.
the day belore_RusHatch, “Lift Thine Eyes.” Mrs. Wescott sell Cross of Morrill was in town last week
and Mrs. Gilchrest acted as accompanists pressing hay ior Leslie Thompson and
Allen Oxtou
Allen Goodwin is about to
and the Jveniug was regarded as one of the make a new town
plan of Palermo for that
events
of the season.
musical
v i.
—

—

>

j
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n

...

...

t

•]. Leavitt went to Rockland

Friday en roiue to Cranberry Isles, where
she began her third term of school on Monday.
Mr. Henry B. Hall of Boston, a former
resident of this city, has presented a pair of
r08ewood crunches to the Waldo County
Hospital.

Miss Iuez M. Jackson returned toCastine
Normal School Tuesday, having spent her
vacation with her mother, Mrs. L. M.
Jackson of Waldo.
Misses Florence and Nina Shute of Wal-

tham, Mass., arrived in Belfast Saturday
morning, being called here by the death of
their grandfather, John J. Perry.
E. II. Carpenter of Castine was in Belfast
on ms way home from a visit in
Massachusetts, where he accompanied his
family and where they will remain during
the holidays.
tins week

Miss Madge Sanborn has returned home
from Foxcroft where she had been employed in the Western Union Telegraph office
during the absence of the regular operator,
who has been enjoying a vacation.
The Colby College Athletic Association
recently adopted a new constitution, and
Frank B. Condon of Belfast was one of the
four men elected from the Senior class to
membership on the executive committee.
Mrs. Philip L. Jackson and daughter
Bertha of Liberty were members oi a very
pleasant Thanksgiving party given by Mr.
and Mrs. Leander Jackson at the home of
their daughter, Mrs. Ethel Grover, on Nichols street, Pittsfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sborey have returned from Massachusetts and are visiiiug
relatives at Citypoiut and Morrill for a few
weeks before entering upon their duties as
farm manager and matron at the (Gris'
Home.
Mr and Mrs. \\ illiston Grinnell of Camden
at tilt* Magnolia Hotel, Pasadena, Calif.,
and in letters Inane report that both are enjoying good health. Mr. Grinnell was not
well when he left home, and
his many
friends will be glad to know that the change
has proved beneficial.
are

\\ Hard C. Pooler of Camden,
formerly
drug clerk at A. A. Howes A: Co.’s
and latei of liockland, has resigned his
commission as First Lieutenant and Battalion Adjutant of the First Infantry of the
National Guards
Maine, the resignation
going into effect Nov 30th.
the

The athletic interests of the University
of Maine are now being turned towards
basketball.
Practice has been going on
under tlie direction of the captain, W.
M,
Black, ’09, for the past week and an ex
eeptionally large number of men has an
s we red to the call for candidates.
Mr. Freeman M. Wood came home from
Portland Mon lay noon and returned there
Tuesday morning, to remain some time
longer with his wife, who is as comfortable
as could be expected.
He was accompanied
by his daughters, Misses Evelyn ami
Bertha, who expect to remain until next

Monday.
At the tegular meeting of the Maine com
mandery of the Military order of the Loyal
Legion helil at Riverton last week, interesting accounts of the meeting of the
commamlery-in-ohief at Philadelphia were
given, as was a report of the unveiling of
the State of Maine memorial at Valley
Foige. Among those present was Capt.

JohnO. Johnson of
commander.

Liberty,

senior vice

Capt Calvin S. El well has arrived at his
me in Northport alter a rough experience
at sea in the big ship Kenilworth ol w hich
he was fii 't officer. They were nearly shiph

wrecked, suffered severely from the extreme
cold and leached Rio Janeiro with the
snip in a disabled condition. The crew
were sent loihe hospital
and Capt. E. T.
ol
Ams ui)
Rock port, who commanded
the .ship, anil Capt. E well, started
for
h"ine a> soon as able to travel.
1 he
omen's Union of the ('imgregatiomii
oliuich, Nutwood, Mass., recently had ail

entertainment

which

will be of great inleaders, and of w hich the
Norwood Messenger says, “>o dainty and
.1 tu active
a
musicale as was pie.sen ted
Wednesday evening could scaiceiy be ex.
celled.”
I'liose who furnished the program were Miss Katherine Quiniby, soMias Antoinette Van ( leve, violinPi an
ist, Miss Ariel Gross, pianist, from the New
England t onservatory of Music, boston,
and Miss Marion Nichols, reader.
The
three musicians had been heard at the Norwood Literary Club a fortnight before,
when they leceived the warmest praise
from hose high in Norwood's music world.
Mis Quimby's selections were, “Open Thy
bin.- Eyes," by Massenet; “The butterfly,"
Get man; Gounod's “Sing, Smile, Slumbei,” with a violin obligato by Miss Van
Cleve, .and “Who’ll buy My Lavender,"
from the German. The Norwood Messenger >ay >, in commenting 011 the artists:
“Mi-s Quimby possesses a voice which insuies her future career.
Flexible and undei
perfect control, it yet possesses a
range and timbre which gives it an organlike quality, most agreeable to the ear of
the music-lover."
teie-i
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MAINE

IS

ALL

RIGHT.

TIE FOR SCHOLASTIC

I The Portland Evening Express recently asked the question: “What’s

CHAMPIONSHIP,

the
little things
that go wrong with children.
When a child is sick you
rarely think that its sickness is
caused by worms, yet worms,
either directly or indirectly, are the
1
cause of three quarters of all the ills of childhood.
Children, and often-times adults feel out of sorts, are
^
^ irritable, feel listless and unrefreshed in the morning; suffer with
indigestion,1 have a variable appetite, foul tongue, offensive breath;
hard and full belly, with occasional
gripings and pains about the navel; eyes
and
heavy,
dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough; grinding of the teeth:
SIow
and
often
*n
>
children, convulsions—in the majority of cases the
cause of all the trouble is
worms though you may not suspect their
presence

Unsuspected

the matter with Maine?’’ and then proceeded to answer it with a
array of facts and figures
Maine is all right. The

convincing
showing that
Express edi-

<

inspired hv statements made
by delegates selected at a liquor dealers
convention held in Birmingham, Alabama, to investigate conditions in
Maine, and by a gentleman from New
Zealand, who told the Philadelphia
North American that lie was representing the political party in New Zealand
that was fighting against the party
that was pledged to drive the saloons
out. “And these gentlemen,” says the
Express, “have blackened the fair
fame of our State, have found the English language too poor to express to the
public mind their horror of what has
been wrought down here in the Pine
Tree State because we do not protect
ana legalize the sale of intoxicants.”
This led the Express to enquire what

fe^er

■
■

first in

was

in

operation

the

{
fj |

I

|

The

banks

given

are

tion.--.

also

(Ciuoiunati, O., Times Star,

showed

and are now tie with Ohio Military
Institute for the local prep, school
championship. O. M. I. will have to
defeat Covington by a larger score
than in to r> to claim the championship.
Among the teams they have vanquish-

associa-

increase in total resources

an

the past year of $3,170,751.82,
added to the total increase in

For

which
the :i-s.uuves of the State institutions
1

a

-i:

there

It
those found in the banks.
-jn nni-2 Maine had 50,200 farms,

than
save:

,\orf

••

.«.

'2.5r.o.

Of these 50.524 were

iltivated by heir ow t ers, 2,030 by
tenants, and 74.5 on shares. There
were that
year o,7“2 inanufacturing
•and industrial establish: lents. with a

capital of $122,9!$>20, producing annually $127,301,-)SO. paying to 75,000
employees for wages $2S,527>40. for
salaries to officials, clerks, etc., 3,220 in
number, $3,171,43-''. miscellaneous expenses $7,774,210, and for material
so,' 'ii:;,fns. making a net profit of $19,
">7or more than 15% on the capital
invested. These Maine industries require all kinds of labor, from the most
skilled down, and it is the universal
testimony of the manufacturers, both
in tliis state and elsewhere, that the

any

a

direct and

lessened

patronize
quotation
issue

on

tinent.

Saturday Evening

Post—

An In-

the Georgia Saloons”—is perThe Post says:

The net earnings of all the railroads
in the United States will pay the. nadrink-hill fur less than sixty days.
tn
lU.ihihition Maine has more individual depositors in her savings banks
The
than 'he has registered voters.
business mail prefers customers who
the
hanks
rather
than
savings
patronize
those who patronize the other institutions. He keeps sober himself, requires
his clerks to keep sober—and he keeps
up a mighty lot of thinking.
The business man is beginning to
to count the cost and the drain of
whiskey vastes. livery dollar spent in
that way would otherwise go for shoes
and hat.-, for clothing, school hooks,
and to pay those bad lolls which he
annually charges to profit and loss.

In

conclusion

the

bark.

Maine

seventh Mate in the

Union,

the

savings

was

as

in hanks of all

shown

in the

kinds, per capita,
comptroller of cur
the

rency report,

Maine

was

.SLUIC

1U

I1JUII,

lclIlKJUg

some

of the States in which great filocated, like Illand Missouri.
It is also inter-

Lilt'

ninth

illlCLlU

Ol

nancial centers art

inois,

esting to observe that that the gain of
individual deposits in all the banks of
Maine between 1896 and 1900, this also
shown in tiie comptroller’s report, was
74%, a higher percentage than that
made in any other New England State,
the average of which,
is 60%.
Maine is all right.

including Maine,

A Kelli Wonderland.,
South Dakota, with its Cell silver mines
bonanza farms, wide ranges and strange
natural formations, is a veritable wonderland. At Mound City, in the home of Mrs.
E. 1). Clapp, a wonderful case of healing
has lately occurred.
ller son seemed near
death with lung and throat trouble. “Exhausting coughing spells occurred every
five minutes,” writes -Mrs. Clapp, “when I
began giving Dr King’s new discovery,
the. great medicine, that saved his life and
Guaranteed for
completely cured him.”
coughs and colds, throat and lung troubles,
by It. 11. Moody druggist. BOe. and $1.00.
Trial bottle free.

The Honkers.
Y\ hen all the woods are red and gold,
And corn is shocked and dry,
I see the wild geese overhead
Go speeding down the sky.
Their mighty pinions cleave the air
To southern marshes bound.
And through the gray and drifting clouds
Their ringing trumpets sound,
Honk, honk.'
Between the meadows bare and brown,
And waiting for the snow,
The autoist is speeding fast
His scarlet car below,
And like an echo loud and far
Across the frosty morn,
1 hear upon the whistling wind
His wild and warning horn—
Honk, honk!
—Minna Irving, in November Llppincott’s.

Italy is all worked up over the discovery
that a donkey is on the publio pay roll.
Over here we don’t mind a little thing like
that. We have more than one donkey drawing salary.—New York Herald.
THE

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

j

coal and odd

save

|

We carry

a

by

so

doing

full line of

end; Ilicks, right tackle; Lothman,
rightguard; Crothers, substitute;Meiss,

substitute;

Fisk,

manager

and

left

“CHILDREN AND THEIR DISEASES.”
A Valuable Booklet that Should Be
Hands of Fvery Mother.

In

the

Every mother wants her boy or her girl
be a picture of health—the one with the
cheeks, bright eyes, joyous laugh,
bounding step—sure signs of tl^e healthy,
happy child. When the little one is sick all
tlie sympathy of the mother’s heart is
aroused and there is no sleep nor rest for
to

rosy

We have

kept this

fact in mind in buying

Let

us prove

this by

showing

you

our

ETC.

our

Mitchell & Trussell,

selection of

|

BEAUTIFUL PICTURES from 10c. to.S2.00.
SHAVING SETS and PADS from 25c. to $3.00.
TRAVELING SETS for Ladies or Gentlemen.

Journal.]
FKO.SPKCT FEItltY.

Mrs. Orrilla McMann was happily surprised Thanksgiving morning on receiving
a box from relatives, friends and neighbors
containing fruit, confectionery, note paper
and many tilings that will be useful and
pleasing to a shut-in. She has been con-

LAMPS, PAINTS, Oil s

VARNISHES, RRUSHI

-^CHRISTMAS STOCK*-

left tackle.
[This is the team coached by George
U. Hatch of Belfast, of whom mention
was made in a recent
issue of The

fined to her

is Scarce!

Money

guard.
Sitting, Vail, center; liosenstiel, fullback; lleekin, captain and
right-half; Mitchell, left half: Rule,
substitute.
Bottom row, Allen, substitute; Johnson, quarterback; Marty,

I Also

BANGOR DIVISION.

!

TWO TRIP SERVICE.

TRIPLICATE MIRRORS, all sizes from 25c. to $4.00.
WHITE CELLULOID MIRRORS and BRUSHES.

CALENDARS

for several years. The
names on
the different parcels were as
follows: Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Woollard and
I Leslie Woollard of Melrose, Mass.; Mrs.
: Frank Lord
and Mrs. Kate Gilbert of
Providence, K. I.; Capt. and Mrs. A. J. jI
Crocker of Winterport ; Hon. and Mrs. C.
1 Ii. Hill of Winterport; Mr. and Mrs. .1. A. I
Pierce; Mr. and Mrs. M. II. Grant of San-'
dypoint; Mrs. M. G. Dow of Hueksport ;Mr. !
and Mrs. ii. C. Avery, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 1
Grindle, the Misses Mildred and Lucy 1
Grindle, Mr. and Mrs. James Pierce, Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Pierce, Capt. and Mrs. 1
G. W. Dow, Mr. and Mrs. George Grindle,
Mrs. Mary Harriman, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
,
Harriman, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Harriman, j
Mr. and Mrs. W. U. Ginn, Mr. and Mrs.
|
room

at any

price

you wish

,'■? .v

COMBS and BRUSH SETS from 75c. up.
HOLLY CREPE NAPKINS and PAPER.
LAMSON NATURE PRINTS, a pretty gift for 25c.
CHRISTMAS POST CARDS, 2 for 5c.
HAND BAGS and WALLETS, all shape', styles and prices.
The largest line of MOROCCO, CALF and SEAL
BILL BOOKS IN BELFAST.

-»-■

her while it is in this condition.
Mothers should watch carefully the numerous little things that go wrong
with
to Bos!
children. Oftentimes they are irritable or
listless, have a variable appetite, foul
FORTY YEARS MARRIED.
tongue, offensive breath, eyes are dull and
heavy—in the majority of cases these ailSteamers leave He I fad at 2.3d |>. m.. M
| ami
ments have their origin in disordered stomA.
Mrs.
I
Thursdays for Camden, Koekland
Mr. ami
Blake, Formerly Ol
Eugene
ach and bowels. At such times a mother
ton
now
of
Ct,
Meriden,
Belfast,
For Searsport. l’neksport. Winterp
who has read the book, “Children and
den on signal) ami Bangor at 7 4.". a.
To the Editor of The Joirnar: The Their Diseases” would know just what to
rival of steamer from Boston. Wmiip
do. The author of this book was Dr. J.F.
enclosed clipping from the Meriden Journal
Saturdays
True, of the well-known firm of Dr. J. F.
::f MTMNti
tells it. own story of forty years, and as we Tiue
Co., Auburn, Me. This venerable
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.egSteamers leave Boston Foster’s wli
physician was known far and wide as the
were learned in Belfast, w here 1 was born,
p. rn., Tuesdays, and Fridays
friend of the children, and after many
Leave nookland. via Camden, at
1 thought perhaps you could make an item great
years of successful practice he came to the
on arrival of sti-anier from
o>ton \Y
of it which would interest our friends of conclusion that most of the ills of children
and Saturdays.
were caused by worms,
lie therefore dethose old days, as my wife, who was a
All freight, except live stock, is insmvoted himself to the preparation of a mixtire and n arint* risk
daughter of Thomas and Mary Burgess, ture that would
F It FI» W FOTK Agent. Uelta-i
worms if present,
expel
in
the
old
home.
1
has
still
correspondents
and at the same time tone up the stomach,
I
and
Eugene
Mrs.
A.
A.
Haines,
Capt.
have some pleasant memories of your paper, keep the bowels regular and the blood
pure, and act as a general tonic.
This Ginn, Mrs. M. 4. Devereaux, Mrs. Clara
on which I served a term as printer’s devil
great
which he compounded, is Littlefield, Mrs. Mary Smith, Mrs. M. A.
when Henry Simpsofi was editor and pro- knownremedy,
as Dr. True’s Elixir.
!
It has been in
Littlefield, Miss Ellen Heagan, Capt. and
prietor. That was in Til. And the Progres- | use since 1851, and it is purely vegetable,
sive Age, editor Rust. I recall the loving j harmless and effectual—a wonderful tonic Mrs. W. H. Harriman, Mr. and Mrs. Thom- \
and builder of liesh and muscle.
as
Heagan, Mrs. Jessie Harding, Mrs.
words they hurled at each other; but that j
Every mother, by sending to Dr. J. F. Francis Harding, Evander
was long ago, and those times are almost
Harriman, Mr. 1
True & Co., Auburn, Me., will receive a
aud Mrs. W. D. Harriman. Mrs. McMann
forgotten in the march of time. I have not copy of the book, “Children and Their Diswishes to thank all these good people for so
been in my home town since 1 left it 40 years eases,” without cost.
F. L.
kindly remembering her and hopes it will ;
V\an
ago, and ) presume I should be a stranger
“DICK,” THE “TRUSTY.”
be an inspiration for someone else to do the !
to all my old schoolmates now, if any of
-A XI)same
for
some poor shut-in that
To Work on a Farm In Unity.
thing
them are alive; but 1 have planned to visit
they
AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MAS?
Richard Powell, one of the most pictur- may have in their' neighborhood.Mr. !
We are distributors of the world-tamed VICTOR TALKING MACHINE s
my native State next summer and see if it
;
looks natural. X have passed the last ;S0 esque characters among Warden Bridges’ and Mrs. Edward Clifford of Winthrop
can fill are orders promptly and at lowest
1
possible prices. The Victor is the
Weekly shipments of live -t... k. t Hr
years here in Meriden and guess 1 shall end charges at the State prison in Charlestown, spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. C’s parents,
Market, Cars leave Belfast ev ay m..
BE
: makes music or makes fun as
ST
of
entertainers
Mr.
Mrs.
G.
and
A.
“Dick”
the
as
the
have
dear
friends
“book
man”
and
want
it
as
we
Mass.,
Avery_Mr.
Mrs.
“trusty”
long
many
you
;
my days here,
lug and Hurnliam Monday t
h
in this little city and our children have grown and the pigeons’ friend, who was serving a Simeon Ellis and Mr. Richard Heagan of,
croft every Saturday morti :
“takes” instantly everywhere. Send for literature and prices.
Stockton
spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. L.
But I often think of life sentence for murder, was pardoned by
consignment, promising )
up and married here.
Gov. Guild, Friday, after having spent 14 I). Berry.
Several family parties were
the happy hours of my boyhood in the city
factory returns with the pat
At 11 o’clock
years within the gray walls.
dress
I sell your stock to.
Master Harold Grant
of my birth on tire pleasant shores of Penob- he quit, as he puts it, “for good,” his white held around here.
drieetions and my weekly mark*'
cell in “Cherry Hill,” where the long term- of Sandypoint spent Thanksgiving with
scot bay.
Should y ou care to make a paragraph of ers are kept, and heard the welcome creak his grandparents, Mr. aud Mrs. W. I).
of the metal doors as they closed behind
Harriman-Miss Sarah Lowell or Bticksthis matter please mail me the paper and I
him. In his pocket he had sufficient money
port visited the Misses Anzelia and Kate
it
the
ofif
feed
to
will remit the cost;
not,
to carry him to Unity, Me., for which he
fice cat, and should fortune ever bring you started on the first train. He is going to Harriman last Saturday and Sunday_i
A coupon—good for i:v hoy. of Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment or icc packwork there on a farm of George H. Pills- j Mr. aud Mrs. W. II. Ginn spent Thanksto our city X shall be pleased to meet you
age of Sweet's Headache powders—wrapped with every bottle.
bury, a former officer of the Charlestown ] giving with their son Otis in Brewer_
and show you what a smart little city we prison.
j
Gov. Guild in a statement issued Friday, ■Capt, and Mrs. A. J. Crocker of Winter-,
have here.
Respectfully,
said : “Powell has acted for many years as port visited relatives here last week.
El gene A. Brake.
the janitor and caretaker of “Cherry Hill,”
Meriden, Ct., Nov. 28, 1907.
so called,
lie was sentenced June 23, 1893,
MARINE MISCELLANY.
for life, for murder in the second degree.
To THE REPUBLICAN
JOURNAL
The
crime
was
committed by Powell as an
MAJiltlEIv.
FOKTY VF.AltS
want you to take advantage 01
husband.
Since his imprisonoutraged
Ill celebration of tlieir fortieth wedding ment his wife lias died.
CHART COIIUKOTIOSS.
The following!
A half-dozen
bination with THE NEW IDEA WL'V
are
the
chart corrections
anniversary Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. Blake years ago one of the officers of the
prison madeamong theimportant
month of October:
gave a slipper last evening at their home Tin
during
MAGAZINE. We lor. alre.id’.
was attacked by a desperate prisoner who
Under date of Oct. 3rd, an officer of the j
Kensington avenue for their children and had before been the leader of an insurrecthat
we offer the two togethei ;
from
a
Later
ami
Coast
Geodetic
delegation
grandchildren.
Survey reports the distion.
Powell sprang to the relief of the
Merriam Lost, Grand Army of the Republic, officer and saved his life.”
covery of a rock of small extent, having
Regular'Subscription Price $2.50
of which Mr. Blake is adjutant, with their
Powell is a sturdy negro, 50 years of age. over it a least depth of 12 feet at mean lowSample copies of Xew Idea
W ives, ealied and greatly assisted in making
which lies in tire channel of Deer I
Although illiterate when sentenced, he is water,
Island Thorufare between Grog Island
he occasion enjoyable for the worthy couple.
office.
a scholar, and expects to write
today
quite
the Bold Island ledges, about 300 yards !
The visitors presented Mr. and Mrs. Blake
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB
a book on pigeons.
A fiock of 20 which he and
rui rvn iiniauimanun
a large table lamp of Grecian pattern, Bast
raised and tamed in his cell he is going to S. E. 7-8 E. from tlie eastern point of Grog
( ommauder James R. Sloane making the
Island.
Belfast, Mair
have shipped to him in Maine.
Under date of Oct. 26th, an officer of the
presentation speech. A large Boston fern
Lee’s is an up-to-date all around liniment which is constantly
Coast and Geodetic Survey reports having
from tlie gir s of tlie family, cigars from the
maintained as best of all. Only 25 cents, yet sold in the
discovered a dangerous rock of small extent
The Central Maine Fair Association.
sons, bon bous from the grandchildren and
in Isle au Haut Bay uear Kimball’s Rock.
bottle. Ask your dealer.
forty carnations from the Misses ilall were
largest
has over it a depth of 14 feet at
other gifts.
Waterville, Me., Dec. 1. The Central The rock
mean low water and lies about 200 yards
A musical program was given and refreshCALDWELL
SWEET CO.,
Maine.
Maine Fair Association made an all-day sesESE. 5-8 E. from Kimball’s Roek, and about
ments were served. Those present included
Sweet’s Headache Powders are always speedy to relieve. 10 cents.
Mr. and Mrs. 11. G. Bender and children, sion of its annual meeting here Saturday. on a line joining the rock and Kimball’s
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Roebuck and daugh- Edward P. Mayo of Fairfield, who has been Island.
U nder date of Sept. 18th, an officer of the
ter, Mr. and Mrs. If. E. Neal, Mr. and Mrs. president of the association, declined anHEATING AND PLUMBING.
Coast and Geodetic Survey reports the reJames R. Sloane, Mr. ami Mrs. A. F. Hall,
Insurance and Rial Estate
FRED
and
other
Martin
F.
Bartlett
of
election,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
sults of an examination of Pulpit Harbor,
Mr. ami Mrs. \V. 11. Harvey,
11. C. Haydn, Mr. and Mrs. George \V. Law- Waterville was chosen in his place. The formerly given on the charts as North or
Steam. Furnaces, Stoves an l Sf«»\
REPRESENTIN'] OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS,
Pulpit Harbor, north side of North Haven
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew McGregor, Mr. other officers elected were: Treasurer, Geo.
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.
The 10-foot rock shown on the
and Mrs. A. A. May, Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Fuller, Oakland; executive committee, jsland.
Plate
Tornado
Steam
Boiler
Glass,
Insurance,
Accident,
hire, Life,
M. F. Bartlett, Cyrus W. Davis, William T.
A. Breckenridge, Commander James B.
STAPLES* It LOCK, SEVKSPOIU, M
a harts near the center of the harbor, about
lvr51
Tracy, Senior Vice Commander A. L. Bart- Haines, L. G. Hunker, John D. Webber, 2 5 mile SSE. 3-8 E. from Pulpit Kook at the
insurance and Inspection.
lett, Theodore Sehals, Miss Lulu Blake, Frank Redington, Charles J. Clukey and harbor entrance, was found not to exist, a
Mrs. S. L. Burgess, Mrs. Mattie Merriam, George F. Terry of Waterville, E. P. Mayo uniform depth over the bottom at this point
for
Administrators
and
Contractors.
Trustees.
Bonds
Cashiers.
Security
of Fairfield, George R. Fuller of Oakland.
Miss Mildred Bradley.
being obtained. A rock of small extent,
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.
The reports show the association to be in having over it a least depth of 14 feet at
Whenever you feel that your stomach hat good condition. A tract of 20 acres has been mean low water, was found to exist in midadded to the exhibition ground, making it channel near the entrance of the harbor,
gone a little wrong, or when you feel that
One of the best hay farms in the com
the largest in the State. The treasurer’s about 1-6 mile S. by E. 1-8 E. from Pulpit
it is not in good order as is evidenced liy
taining about too acres of tic t-«*>t
me t»111«■
mean headaches, nervousness, bad breath,
The name of this harbor will be
report shows the total receipts to be $25,- Rock.
rocks, plenty of wood, nlv
and belching, take, something at times, and 3711.44 and the total expenditures, including changed on all charts covering the locality
pasture, well watered. Ahundanee >! fi
Good house, ell. shed and earriag-- mI
IN
SKAKSPORT.
especially after tour meals until relief is $6,529.64 due premium winners in 1906, $25,- to Pulpit Harbor.
large barn. Cuts 40 ions bay, which wd
650 04. A reduction in the debt has been
There is nothing better offered
afforded.
with farm if wanted.
A!>-> all iaumn.
Farm of tile late Phineas G. Warren, containtlie public today for stomach troubles, dys- made amounting to about $10,000.
Located 14 miles from postoflicImii:n
Two
barn.
house
j*nd
ing about 150 acres. Good
THOMASGYNNON
pepsia, indigestion, etc., than KOliOI..
good wells of water. Finely situated on Ml.
This is a scientific preparation of iiatural
35tf
Lower Congress St., Belfast.
Death of Mrs. R. H. Dana.
For
Black’s
Corner.
from
miles
Ephraim road, H
digestants combined with vegetable acids
terms inquire of
and it contains the same juices found in
D. F. STEPHENSON..
SALK OF FURS
31tf
Nov.
26.
Mrs.
Boston,
Sarah
Watson
is
KOUOL
guarNext door to the Windsor Hotel, Belfast
is all through the season, from Septemevery healthy stomach.
j
anteed to give relief. It is pleasant to take; Dana, widow of Richard Henry Dana, Sr.,
her to May.
No spasmodic offerings
the famous author of “Two Tears Before
with exaggerated claims. No $29.98 -now $11.08
it will make you feel fine by digesting
the Mast” and other works, died at her
business with me. But you can get of me anySALE
£500 worth hard wood ashes -li the iv.
what you eat. Sold by R. H. Moody.
home in Cambridge today, aged 93 years.
thing you wanton its merits all through the sea- Farm before dune 1st, to use togmhei v\
son.
Mrs. Dana was the daughter of William
trates: tor growing oats. 50 cents per hh
time of delivery at the farm. Make up
Watson of Hartford, Conn. She was the
In Montville, on Ayer’s Ridge.
Waldo County Rescript.
LARGE FOX SHAWLS,
$15.00 your neighborhood, take them to the 1
mother of Richard Henry Dana, the well
Hampden
Corner,
Me.,
O.
the
Albert
late
your cash.
Farm of
Porter, containing LYNX SCARFS,
18.50 net 4W48
Ella Johnson Woodcock, Aplt. from Decree known reformer, who married Miss Edith
M. B. SM IT f
75 acres, well divided into tillage, pasture and
August 14, igoo.
of the poet.
of Judge of Probate, Rescript, Emery .1. Longfellow, daughter
“Would say in regard to L. F.’ At- woodland. Good house and barn, good well of MINK,
10.00 to 35.00
water, apple orchard, schoolhouse near by. R. F.
wood's Bitters they are invaluable in
\V here a testator devises property to his
McFadden Gets Two Years.
D delivery from both Liberty and Freedom, Me.;
Quality and Beauty Unsurpassed.
own child by blood and then over to the
cases of indigestion,
also a telephone in the house. For terms inquire
sick
biliousness,
"child or children” of that child, if any,
ou the place, or of
etc.
I would not be withBernarr McFadden, editor of Physical
headache,
Goods sent on approval.
DR. EDWIN A. PORTER,
otherwise to others of the testator’s blood, Culture, who was convicted of
We repair and make over furs.
violating out them in the house for family use.”
tf32
Pittsfield, Maine.
a child of tlie latter by legal adoption only
I will pay market price for raw fur. I want
the postal laws by sending obscene literal£ours respectfully,
is not included and takes nothing under the
them. Call and see me.
35tf
tnre through the mails, was sentenced by
Men or women to represent The Aim
Mrs. Mary Stevens.
will, even though adopted before the tak- Judge Lanning in the United States district
Magazine, edited by F. I*. Dunne (‘ Mr. D*
ing of the will.
court last week to serve two years at hard
ley”), Ida M. Tarbell, Lincoln Steffi n
The “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters have
Decree of tlie Probate Court for Waldo labor in the New
Straight proposition. Good pay. Continuing u:
Jersey State prison and earned a great reputation by
from year to year in business creat- d
terest
affirmed
with
costs.
relieving
county
pay a fine of $2,000. Before passing sensickness and promoting health. They
Experience ami capital not necessary. Good
Re- tence
C ase remitted to the Probate Court.
denied
an
Judge Lanning
application
Write d N. TRAINEE. 2d West 20th
jortunity
are
the “family physician.” the great
ceived Nov. 26, 1907.
54 HIGH STREET,
McFadden’s counsel took
for a new trial.
BELFAST Street, New York City.
household remedy in thousands of WHl afford instant relief for headache, earache,
an appeal to the United States oourt.—
cures rheumatism, neuralAmerican Press.
homes—always handy—always safe—al- toothache, backache,
WILLIAMS’ KIDNEY PILLS.
gia, lumbago, corns, burns, bruises, sore throat,
ways reliable and efficacious.
At the pains
arouud the liver, swelling of joints and
Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
Prices Forty Years Ago.
store, 35c.
pains of all kinds. Allays inflammatmn and preyou overworked your nervous system and
vents poisoning. For external use only. Price
caused trouble with your kidneys and
Mince Pies, Cookies and Doughnuts, at 21
25 cents at R. H. Moody’s. Made by 8. D. Trundy,
bladder? Have you pains in loins, side,
If your mempry extends back forty years
Stockton Springs, Maine.
lyr26
and
bladder?
Have
back, groins
you a or so, you can recall a time when the
Spring
Street, Belfast.
Owners of real estate who are delinquent in
flabby appearance of the face, especially necessaries of life were even higher than
the payment of their taxes for 1007 are reminded
under the eyes?
Too frequent a desire to they are at present, and when a man conMRS. H. L. BUCKLIN
•BUI
hat a change was made by the legislature last
pass urine? If so, Williams’ Kidney Pills sidered himself fortunate if he had steady
vinter in the law regarding the sale of real estate
Increase your post card collection from
will cure you,—at Druggist Price 50c.
employment at wages one-half as high as
or the payment of taxes. As the law now stands !
our 300 varieties of Belfast and Waldo
Williams’ M’f’g Co., Props., Cleveland, O. those now prevailing.—Biddeford Journal.
t is for the interest of the taxpayer to settle with
he Collector on or before December 1st, 1907.
views.
Christmas reminders of
County
Farm 160 acres, 90 acres cleared, 40 acres easily
Attention is also called to the new law whereby 1
OASTORXA.
“He owes a great deal to his friends,
30 acres wild land. Excellent soil ana
cleared,
lie Mayor and Aldermen are required to publish ;
home.
cents.
12
for
15
R..-.II,.
The
You
Kind
Hava
doesn’t he?”
Always
Baugtd
center
of
beet
mile
district. One
from
/f
he names of all delinquent taxpayers in the ansugar
“Yes—that’s how he manages to get
A furnished room with fur nace
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Publisher,
railroad depot. Price $2500. Inquire of
mal reports.
C. 11. SAKGENT,
|
1
T. J. HUTTON,
along qn such a small salary.—Cleveland
Collector.
3w49
Mains.
Belfast,
J leaf.
at this office.
36*m
Leader.
Powers, Micli.
Belfast, Nov. 15, 1907.—3w47
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Drug Store, Belfast
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the!

and in the

average per capita she was the eighth
State in tiie Union.
While in the resources

You will

to your comfort

ANDREWS’ MUSIC STORE,

notes!

Express

in 1006 in the average per
to the credit of individuals in

brielly
depositor

A GLENWOOD

!

recent

a

“The Battle of the Bottle.

quest

And do your cooking with

In Your Town?

who

men

from an article in

ol The

DR. TRUE’S EUXIR

pure

“Victor” Dealer

tax upon
it because of the

ttie

Yfiirs.

Manual of Louisville,
Walnut Hills.
To
Coach Hatch is given the credit for the
team’s success, he drilling them almost
daily until they now have perfect teamwork. In the above picture the players
arer
Top row, left to right, Coach
Hatch; Bauer, right end; Hooker, left

J

In tliis connection a

it.”

Sixt.v

ed are: llupont
Covington and

j

heavy

operating
efficiency of

concern

Parlor Stove

j

sober man makes the most profitable
employee, and that the presence of the
saloon near a manufacturing establishment is

Over

An <'jj> ani> Wki-i/Ikiei> Remedy,
Mrs. Winsiow’s Soothing Syrup has beer
used tor over .sixty years bj millions ol
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothe.-, the child,
Softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
wind colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. 1- pleasant to the taste.
Sold b>
druggists in every part of the world
is invalue
five
cents
a*
bottle.
Its
Twenty
calculable.
Guaranteed under the Food
and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906, Serial
Novembci, 1098.

net gain of $13.061.352.81.
lie Express points out that
are other evidences of
wealth

shows

7.)

football team of this season. The boys
have not been defeated this season,

while tiie so national banks in the state
during

Nov.

Franklin school is justly proud of its

$120,048,038.12,

i

]

r~~

gave the

building

as

buy

of

the combined assets of 11“ institutions,
savings banks, trust and banking comloan and

warm

A GLENWOOD

1

Auburn, Me.

figures by decades since then, showing a
steady increase. In ino5 tiie figures
In the last rewere $11:1.02 per capita!
p.ntof the Bank Examiners of Maine

panies and

Keep

j

there were

savings

Express

If you want to

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO.,

Maine $s25,$15.1f>, representing exactly
$1.25 per capita of the population of the
State.

]

vegetable compound, has been the standard
household remedy since 1851; it never fails to
expel not only worms but all waste matter, leave blood rich and
pure, the stomach sweet,
J"*’
the bowels regular and the whole
system strong
s
and healthy.
The mother who gives her
children J)r. True’s
Elxir regularly is wise, because it oft onlv increases the appetite, acts as a
preventative of
coughs, cold, fever and worms but gives rugged *
robust health.
Sold by all Druggists. Price 35c,
50c and $1.00.
Write for free booklet,
**
Children and their Diseases.'*
a

is tiie matter with Maine? It found
that in 1855 when the law against the

saloon

j

—

torial was

deposited

urn®

worms are

cause of numerous
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Props.

Bangor,

ATWOOD, Wl?a1moi<t'

FOR

FOR SALE

An Invaluable

Family

Selling

Fare.

SALE
s-

MY

WANTED.

FARM FOR

■

“Help

Trundy’s Liniment

I. V. MILLER, Furrier,

FOR SALE

Taxpayeis, Attention!

POSTAL CARDS.

Wanted.

FORSALE

TO LET

I

j

Apply

y
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DECEMBER SIYLES IN NE,Y
Tunic Gowns.

Surplice

I®
■
I

I

Waists.

Colors Most in Favor. lirusselis Net.
All Black Waists. Separate Skirts,
Evening

08IHJAKY.
White

Entered

nto rest at the

Boston HomeoNov. 30, Ethel Strout, wife
Wraps.
of Lewis \V.
Ricker of East Weymouth,
TCorrespondence of The Journal]
Mass.
The deceased was the youngest
Fashion and finance are at “loggerheads” just now, yet to note the
supurb daughter of Mrs. Wilda
Moore, and the late
iettes at the opera, the principal stores
overflowing with elegaut materials of Parish L. Strout of Belfast.
Her girlhood
kinds, it might be supposed that the two were in perfect harmony. The tunic was
spent in Belfast, where she atteuded
mis are taking so well that the overskirt is to be
dreaded, one of the greatest the public schools, grauuating from the
iiusauces that ever befell womankind.
A tunic trimmed with fringe over a High school in the class of 1901. In Octoug. flowing skirt is just the newest tiling, and waists are either surplice
styleor ber, 1903, she married L. W. Ricker and
pretence of an Eton, often formed of one of the new metal nets, with colored went to East Weymouth a bride, where the
borne hud alieadv been prepared for her
broidery or filet lace, over a lace yoke.
recep.iou. Of an easy, s<*cial disposition
THE SURPLICE WAIST.
she
i.eonomy may enter largely into the concoction of a surplice waist. Almost all as made friends am >ng both old and young,
was testified
by the profusion of flowers
uiniues have odds and ends of lace, fringe, or
satin, all of which may be used that were
hands. Mrs.
single waist. Colored satin, coral-colored, for example, is used in folds be- Ricker bad brought by loving
been in poor health for the past
Aeen a white lace yoke, and black chiffon folds with a
handsome black fringe three years and had but just recovered from
1 finish to tire bretelles. and the color also
appears in the draped girdle.
Blue an acute attack of gastritis. Getting up
-tylishon black, and it may he safely asserted that coral and Copenhagen blue from that sick bed she looked and felt bete distanced all other colors iu
spite of the growing popularity of black. Some ter than ever before and her family thought
all that was needed now was time and care.
.he most beautiful gowns of the season are of coral
color throughout, with
On Nov. ‘27th she was suddenly strickeu
.dies of blue ou waist and sleeves.
down and the attending physicians decided
BRUSSELS XET.
that surgery was necessary. She. was taken
One of the daintiest
to the hospital and Nov. 30th submitted to
of evening costumes for surgical treatment for gall-stones, but lacka young
girl, is of white edRtlie necessary vitality to undergo it.
Brussels net and trim- Never recovering from the etlects of the
med by folds of blue ether she passed away, happy in the belief
taffeta silk (graduated if that once more she was to be well. Besides
the nearly heart-broken husband she leaves
desired' the waist in
u little &ou,
fcjherwm, aged three, her moth“baby” style, p u If e d er, Mr>. Wilda Stiout, and two sisters, Mrs.
sleeves, w i t h sash to L L Perrj of Belfast and Miss Editii .Strout
match, knotted at the of Portland. Services were held at her late
back and fastened to the home Dec. 3d and words of comfort were
dress. The ends should spoken b\ the Rev. Bradford of the Conhe long, reaching to the gregational ist chuieh, "i which Mrs. Bicker was a faithful attendant.
A quartet
lower edge of the
skirt^ rendered the favorite selections, “The
Uibbon may be substi
Beautiful Isle »>: .sum**where," “Abide
tilted tor folds, and pink
NNith
Me," and “One Sweetly Solemn I
is as attractive as blue.
1 bought."
she was laid ;•> rest in the
silk
or
messa- beautiful
Liberty
city of the dead at East Weyline are also in favor, mouth, the home of her
adoption.
but net lias its own pe
Charles p. Ferguson, a well-known and
culiar charm.
highly respected citizen of Seaisport, dropwaists.
! ped dead on Main street in that town Dec.
Colored silk wistsa I 3rd, at the age of 79 years. He is survived
have almost died out- by a widow and one daughter, Mrs. E. II.
and Fashion now de- Nickerson of Portland. Mr. Ferguson came
mands tiie all-white or to Searsport from Presque Isle about ten
all-black
with the years ago. During the time he lived in
Satin Waists.

|

YORK]
Libert;

pathic

hospital

NEWS OF THE

—

GRANGES!

The following officers were elected by
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, last Sat
urday: Master, R. S. Ward; Overseer, E.
A. Ware; Lecturer, Lula Crosby; Steward,
0. J. Parsons; A. Steward, A. L.
Ward;

Chaplain, Nancy Harlow; Treasurer, V. N.
Higgins; Secretary, A. M. Higgins; Gate
Keeper, J. H. Stevens; Pomona, Ella Ware;
Flora, Belie C. Crosby ; Ceres, Flora Ward;
L. A. S., Olive Hurd.

bury, do.; reading, Fostina Ward, do,
song, Mrs. Cummings; question, Rasulv d,
that frequent and thorough cultivation oi
the soil is of more impuitance tuau fertili
zer.
The discussion was opened by Bro,
Cook in a very able manner, followed
bj
Bros. Dow, Kimball, Littlefield, Thayer,

Meguntieook Grange, Camden, has elected
as follows:
Master, W.
Irish;
overseer, A. D. Stockwell; lecturer, Fanny
0. Hanson; steward, Albee Ordway;assistant steward, W. P.
Young; chaplain, Belle
V. Corthell; treasurer, Fred C.
Ilauson;
secretary, Lucy E. Pendleton ; gate keeper,
THE DAIRYMEN’S MEETING.
Ralph Robinson; Ceres, Mrs. W. S. Irish’;
Pomona, Myrtle Andrews; Flora, Mrs. A.
The annual meeting under the auspices
I). Stockwell; lady assistant
steward, Flora of the Maine State dairymen’s association
aud the State department of Agriculture
Pilisbnry.
opened in Auburn Tuesday evening. The
Owing to certain conditions in regard to speakers Wednesday were Leon
$. Merrill,
the title of the lot on whioh the hall of State dairy inspector; Z. A. Gilbert of
R. \W Ellis of Embdeu, Prof. J. L
Greene,
Sebasticook
Grange, Burnham,
stood, Hills, director of the Vermont agricultural
another lot was secured and the
Grange experiment station, and Dr. Charles D.
decided to move their hall to the new lot. W nods, director of the Maine
experiment
station.
Dr. Woods gave an
The moving crew was on hand
on
Monday, “Commercial Feeding Stuffs.” address
He considDee. 9th, when preparations *rere made for
ered three standard feeds, corn meal, the
moving the building and Saturday
evening, market source of carbo-hydrates; cotton
Dec. 14th, it is expected that Sebasticook seed meal, the market source of proteins;
and mixed hay, typical of the chief farm
Grange, No. 90, will be convened in their source
of carbo-hydrates.
The speaker
hall on its new site.
said that the present price of oats placed
them
the
use of an
beyond
economical
At the regular meeting of
Georges River dairyman. Cottonseed meal was said to bo
Grange, Liberty, held Wednesday evening, the cheapest so urce of protein. Walter E.
Dec. Ith, the following officers were elected Quimby, a prize winner with Ids butter for
two years, was called
Cleanliness
ioi t lie ensuing year: W.
M., Clay borne was the keynote of his upon.
farm, he told his
Wellington; W. O., W. J. Greeley; W. L„ hearers. He used power for his separator.-,
Isaac 1’. Griflies: W. S., Harry
Paul; \V. A. ami churns ami the fact that everything
s.,Delbert Hannan; W. C„ Frances Carey; was well arranged accounting for h:s good
butter. Mr. Quimby is the manager of th«
W. X., A. ,1
Skidmore; W. S., Carrie Al. niodei dairy farm
of HoraceChenery in BelAyer; W. G. K., Wilber Dow; W\ L. A. s., mont. At tlieclosing session Thursday the
Beatrice Bennett; W. C'., Artie Johnson’; foil.-wing officers were elected: Frank S
I ., Rose Greeley ; W, F., Florence Ad. ms of Bowdoin, pres. ; W. G. llunfon of
Read field, vice pres.: Leon S. Merrill ot
fuller.
Worthy Master Wellington and Solon, sec.; Hon. Ruiillus A Idea ofuiuwile aril attend the session of the State tluop, treas.; W. K. Hamlin of S«>uth
Rutillus Alden of
Waterford, trustee.
Grange at Lewiston next week.
Winthrop was elected to the advisory
At tire annual meeting of Victor
council of the Maine experiment station.
Grange,
Searsmont, Dec. 4lh, the following officers The leading speakers of ttie day were E. L
Bradford of Auburn,Dr G. M. Whitaker of
were
elected:
J F. Hail, Master; W. the U. iS.
agricultural department, Dr. C. 1).
Wood, Overseer, Mrs. Sarah Fuller, Lec- Sinead of New York and Prof. W. D. Hurd
of
Maine
university. The conference was
turer; Rev. G. A. Purdy, Chaplain; 11. E.
a great success.
Holmes, Treasurer; J. W. Skinner, Secretary ; James fuller. Steward; O. Googius,
[
SHOULD BE IN ALL HOMES.
Gate Keeper; D. Sweetland, Assistant
Aroostook countv he. whs enframed m farm- Steward Mrs. D. Sweetland, L. A. Steward.
ing ami had one of the finest farms in the The lady officers are Mrs. J. F. Hall, Mrs. Valuable Pain Reliever dial is Especially Needed Now.
j county ten years ago. Mr. Ferguson repie- W Wood ami Airs. T Al. Simmons.
Star of Progress Giange, Jackson, held its
! seated Presqne Isle in the iegislatuie during
Wherever there is pain, there is a
the time that .James G. Blaine was speaker. regular meeting Saturday, Dec. 7th, with nerve, and this exp’.ai:.^ why Neural .e
; In 1862 Mi. Ferguson went to California,
Worthy Master F. 11. lirown in the chair. Anodyne is of value in so many
troubles that are seemingly quite dis| going around Cape Horn in one of the ves- After the usual routine of business the an- similar. From chilblains to rheuma! sels which sailed from Searsport and other nual election of officers was called for and
tism, including toothache, lu-ada. he.
| bay towns to the Golden Gate duiing the the following officers were elected for the neuralgia, colds, son throat, cuts,
| days of the big gold strikes in Caiitornia. ensuing year: Master, F. II. Drown; Over- bruises, sprains, and it. fact every ache
I Mr. Ferguson was in the Civil war, serving seer, li. E. Page; Lecturer, Laura D. Chase; or pain, the Anodyne is of t'w greatest
I in the Sixth Maine battery. He was a promi- Secretary, W. Y. Tasker; Treasurer, 11. E. value. Its principle of mire is different
from that of the < r-iinarv liniment or
nent Grand Army man and a member of the Chase: Chaplain, Lottie
Page; Steward, 11.
medicine, as small doses art taken inMasons of high standing.
7.. Morton; Asst. Steward, Dryant
Reed;, ternally to sooth- li t; nerve centres,
LadAsst. Steward, Laura Goodwin; Gate
and it is also applied externally, givI
Mr. John «J. Ferry died very suddenly
Keeper, Henry Stevens; Ceres, Mrs. F. H. ing loe. 1 treatment to the wry spot
noon Dec. .'nil
at the home of his
about
I
Drown; Flora, Mrs. Fred
Pomona, ■where th- re is pain and soreness.
| daughter, Mrs. Carrie Shute, upon whom Mrs. F. D. Edwards. A Finery;
recess was then
A 2'* »■ t. bottle of Neuralgic Anodyne
! he was calling. He appeared to be in his declared and all were
invited to the dining will do a world of good in an> family
usual health, but was stiicken with heart
in curing aches and pains.
It is sold
room, where a bountiful supper was served, i
everywhere under a guarantee to cost
failure. His age was 85 years, 5 months and
After tiie slipper emarks were made by ! nothing unless it gives satisfaction.
i 2 days. Mr. Perry was born m South several of the members, hut as it was late Made by The Twiteheil-Champlin Co.,
j
| Thomustou and was a ship carpenter by uo program was given. There were 75 mem- Portland, Me.
Before coining to Belfast he lived !
i trade.
bers present.
| m Rockland and his remains were taken J At the regular
meeting of 0. Gardner |
! there Monday for burial beside Lis wife, j
West Winterpon, Dec. 3d, notice!
Fivyer was tiered at the home Sunday by | Grange,
was given that State Master Gardner would
He is survived' by
Rev. Wm. Vaughan.
Mrs. Henry C. Burgess id
be present oil Wednesday, Dec. 11th, to
I three daughters,
IN GEORGIA
Belfast, with whom he lived, Mrs. Carrie assist in the
The
ceremony of dedication.
and
Mrs.
Shute of Belfast,
|
George Crockett
second and third degrees were conferred on
of Rockland.
Harry Nelson, Rutli Emerson and Laura j
Mrs Mehitable A. >uow, formerly of BelPatterson, after which a recess was declarfast nd for many years engaged in dress- ed and the
special work for male caudi-1
making m this city. lied at the home of her ; dates in the third degree was rehearsed.
Roding. Ga. August 27, 1906.
daughter, Mrs. 11. A Toward, 209 Main j The program lor the evening included a
Messrs. E. C. DeWitt & Co..
street, Waterville, Dec. 8th, after a long ill- ! declamation by Donald
Chicago. Ills.
Lang, vocal duet by
ness.
Mrs. Snow was the widow of the lute J
Gentlemen:—
George L. Clarke and Frank
Hussey,
In 1 697 1 hud a disease ;f the stomach
Dr. Xr-nas Snow oi Randolph, Mass., and is
j
and towels. Some pm.sietans tolc meitwas
survived by a daughter, Mrs. 11. A. Coward ! graphophoue selection by Eugene Dana,
Dyspepsia, seme O r umption of the Lungs,
ot Waterv Ue, Maine, and a brother, Ira song by I lermou Clark, and essay, “Thanksj
others said consumption oi the Bowels. One
D Cram of Liberty.
physician said 1 would net live until Spring,
The trial
giving,” by Annie D. Clements.
and for four long years l existed on a little
boiled mug. soca biscuits, doctors' prescripAdeline IB, wife of Martin F. Leach of of C. Frank Downes on the charge of havj
tions and Dyspepsia remedies that flooded
a
stolen
di.-«l
Nov.
from
00
ing
Thanksgiving turkey
1‘ehoDscot,
29th, aged
y ears, 5 j
the market. I could rot digest anything
months and 25 day s.
e was thought to be
May W. Dussey was then resumed and
I ate, and in the Spring 1902 I picked up
j
in her usual health until a few hours before I
of your Almanacs as a poor emaciated
one
was
extremely laughable. A verdict of
her death, when she was taken suddeuly
Dyspepsia wreck will grasp at anything, and
i.i.
that Almanac happened to be my life saver.
The family physician was called and not guilty was returned.
I bought a rfty cert bottle of KODOL DYS•ail that medical skill and loving hands
At
Morning Light Grange, Monroe,;
PEPSIA CURE and the benefit 1 received
could do was done to relieve her suffering,
that bottle ALL THE GOLD IN
from
but all in v.bn and she passed away,leaving Saturday evening, Dec. 7th, the first and
GEORG.A COULD NOT BUY. I kept on
a bereaved family.
The deceased was ever second degrees were conferred on canditaking it and in two months I went back to
my work, as a machinist, and in three month*
; ready to extend a helping hand to those in
dates and an excellent entertainment was !
1 wa^ well and .hearty. I still use a little ocneed, cheerfully responding when called in
furnished
llie
of which Emma Haley
side
as I find it a fine blood purifier
by
casional.y
to
the
sickness, always giving liberally
and a good tonic
file piograui was as follows: |
; church and all its interests,
she was a is captain,
May
you live long and prosper.
1 devoted wife and mother, a loving sister music by the orchestra, Messrs. Ritchie,
Yours very truly.
and a kind friend.
1 lei memory in the
G. N. CORNELL.
home circle and the community will long be Rogers, Knight, Knowlton and Putnam;
cherished.
The luneral was held from the original poem, Mary Haley; dialogue in
CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
home, Rev. C. H. Bryant officiating. The three scenes, The Wrong Trunk,” Messrs, i
many present and the tloraj offerings showPURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW
Dow,
Ritchie,
Webb
Knowlton,
Varney,
ed the love and Esteem in which she was
held. The bearers wore F. R. Leach, \\. S. and Putnam and Mrs. Knowlton; song*
gtm i.n
—
i. 1
Bridges, A. 11. Hutchins, S. G. Varnuui. “Mr. Dooley,” Freeman Ritchie; origiual
•»
She leaves to mourn their loss a husband, poem, Mrs. Perkins;
music,
orchestra;
Martin F. Leach, six sons, Herbert M. of
This is only a sample of
Waterville, Elmei G., Norris M., Walter original verses, Helen Cooper; tableaux,!
Aitliur
the great good that is
Florence
Averill
Gilbert
s.
and
all
of
Penoband
Varney,
Eva!
Scott,
Donald,
scot- ; two sisters, lour brothers, a number
Knowlton; song,with banjo accompaniment, i
daily done everywhere by
of grandchildren and a host of friends.
Emma Haley; dialogue, “The Dumb Wait-'
er,” Misses Siiupsou, Dickey, Mason, Ethel
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
Littlefield and Nellie Littlefield ; recitation, !
The following transfers in real estate j “The Song of the Jersey,” Nellie Littlej
were recorded in Waldo county Registry f
field; recitation, Annie York; music, orDeeds for the week ending, Dec. 9, 1907:
chestsa; story, Eva Knowlton; recitation, j
C. S. Adams, Searsmont, to Elvira War- Lucy Dickey; monologue, Susie Goodwin;!
ren, do.; land and buildings in Searsmont.
As election of officers
song, Emma Haley.
Belfast Fuel & Hay Company, to Fred G.
is to take place next Saturday evening, the
White, do.; land in Swanville.
Mary F. and A. ,J. Cunningham, Burn- ! third entertainment in the contest will he
ham, to Ira T. Cunningham, Waterville; postponed until the following meeting.
land and buildings in Burnham.
North Waldo Pomona Grange met with
William D. and Hattie B. Elliott, et als.,
Knox, to Julia G. McKeeu, Belfast ; land Granite Grange, North Searsport, Dec. 4th.
and buildings in Belfast.
It was a coin, gray December day, yet there
Lillian Emery, Sanford, to George A.
Was a good turn out.
Worthy Master WilHartshorn, Belmont; laud in Belmont.
IraL- Howard, Thorndike, to Peter Har- i der Parker opened the grange in the fifth
I mon, do.; land and buildings in Thorndike. degree. Most of the officers were in their
Frederick Habn, Waldoboro, to Ida M.
Anderson, Rockland ; laud and buildings in places. After t:ie opening the records of
1| Montville.
the last meeting were read and accepted.
|
Lydia E. Hardy, etals., Derry, N. H., to Tlie roll of granges was then called and all
E. Clements, Monroe; land and
! L>dia
were reported as in a flourishing condition.
buildings in Monroe.
Francis B. Lane, Montville, to Ormaudel Applications for membership in the fifth
Braley, etals., Bui iiham ; land in Burnham. degree were handed in. The worthy masViola C. Lamson, Liberty, to Alvira C.
ter appointed as a committee on time and
Jones, Paleimo; land in Palermo.
Oscar M.
Nicholson, \\ interport, to place of next meeting Pro’s John Goodwin
1
Walter S. Littlefield, do.; land and build- of Star of Progless, Win. .1. Mathews
of]
ings in Winterport.
and Isaac Cook of Morning Light
Marzette C. Turner, Searsmout, to Arnold Granite
and
as
a
on
committee
in
Grange,
Montville.
finance,
Turner, do.; land
Pro’s Dow of Morning Light, Littlefield of
C2 uTk.
jfa.
and
Jesse
Kitchie
of
Northern
Granite,
1he Kind Vr.!i Hava Always Buugfd
Bears the
Light Grange. The Pomona selected lire.
Stinson appointed
reporter of Pomona
Grange. A recess was then taken for dinner.
When the grange was again called to
Develop our waterways is the text order the committee
reported favorably on
of John L. Mathews’ striking article,
the leader in the December Atlantic. the candidates and they were duly electedThe
In view of the recent Interstate Deep and instructed in the fifth degree.
j Waterway Convention at Memphis, master then changed the grange to the
| the timeliness and importance of the fourth degree. The committee oil time and
Now, place of next meeting reported as follows:
I subject caunot be exaggerated.
when the interest is at white heat, is
time, Jan. 1st; place, Morning Light
! the moment to rouse the slow machinGrange, Monroe. At this meeting the elec
ery of reform to work. The proposiI tion is no “paper” one. If the great lion of officers for the year 1908 will take
natural highways draining the country place,as per change of by-laws. The worthy
officers

-^j CISMI

Cummings, Parker, Nickerson, Cass and
others. It was a lively as well as itistructive discussion. All seemed to think we
need some fertilizer, with thorough cultivation. After some remarks for the good of
the order the visitors retired. Bro. N. L.
Littlefield made a motion, which was carried, for the master to procure a speaker for
the next meeting at Monroe. A rising vote
of thanks was given Granite Grange. Closed iu form after singing America.

(limaihwaai

Forlnfants^an^ChUdren.

The Kind You Have

Promotes Digestion,CheerfulRest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
ness and

NotN.uicotic.

i

waist,
of white net

and black

Chantilly lace.
present reigning
fancy is white Liberty
satin, with a dainty yoke
T h e

of very sheer lace and
heavy Venise lace in.

serted

near

the

outer

yoke. White
chiffon cloth with pip.
ings and folds of Liberty
satin makes a charming
edge

of tiie

waist, softer and more

delicate than those of
The
Liberty satin.
stylish all black waist is
ot
above design i< b.\ the Me all ('o. of NVw
Fab i.-hersuf Fashion and Manufacturers of
ail Patterns.

1j"

length, and

Jvi

.■

n.

us as
\

v

•c a

tie

high

as it is

.tl'Dll Ml

s

silk

Brussels

with black

n e

t

taffeta silk
\ enise

folds, or heavy
lace, sieevt-s are flute-

possible to

wear

them.

l’l'Kt HASK.

handsome separate skirt can scarcely be overestimated. French

panatn i. chiffon hroa lc.oth and taffeta silk skirts are shown in the familiar
•ai model, also the circular shape, trimmed witli folds, ribbon or strap?
ed by buttons, and suitable alike for day or evening wear. A handsome
k skirt and white satin waist constitutes
ceremonious evening entertainments.

a

s:

o'

most

evening

long and

a

toilette

appropriate

for all

wraps.

preservation of the dainty costume
scarcely an exception of white or pale-lined broadcloth,
rimmed with some variety of braid, large buttons, and often siik cord and
sleeves are In Japanese style as a rule, although some very new cloaks
?eare

,tii. and

are

loose with a view to the

with

embroidered sling around the armhole, and the large sleeve is confined
e w rist
by a cuff. A novelty is a semi fitted piece it the back, broad at the
aiders, tapering in at the waist then out again, with six buttons .three on
Verona Clarke.
side fully as large as butter plates.
to

games and aii seemingly went home hupp}
This legion now numbers 53 members and
is doing good work, much to its own credit
and that of its leaders.
FREE DOM.
of Bangor is visiting at Lewis
this week.. .Mrs. Fanny Wiggiu
has gone to Boston to spend the winter...
Miss Annie Bryant of Unity visited at D.
\\
Podge’s Monday and Tuesday—Mrs.
Keene started Monday for Washington, P.
where she will spend the w inter with
her son, Carter B. Keene_Mrs P. W.
Jlodge started Monday for New Jersey,
where she will spend the winter.
Harry
L. Bangs, Ls<p, ot Freedom and Miss Nellie
Nash of Montville were married Monday,
Nov. 25th. Their mail) friends extend congratulations... .Miss Alice Brown of Bangor spent Sunday with her aunt, Mrs. LotMrs.

10c. and 10c.

Mureh

FOR SALK IN BELFAST BY

CARLE & JONES,
by special arrangement have
the patterns all the time
W A1T INI,

NO
—

TO

all

SE N D

————————

*

unity Correspondence.
M. Poland spoke in the church here
The next meeting
Sunday morning
—

Ladies’ Club wiP be with Mrs. M. E.

Friday evening, Dec. 27th.George
Portland is visiting friends here.
K Hall shipped three cars of apples

■>f

Thorndike

last week.C. V. Sten was at home fr(»ra Waterville last
lay and Sunday—J. $. Foster has
to Lowell Mass.Mr. and Mrs. F.
•'laud were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hall last Saturday night.

•

f»

—

—

skarsmo.nt.

iui*. and Mrs. M.S. Tibbetts have gone to
Portland, where Mr. Tibbetts has employment with an insurance company....Mr.
ite Jack
n Creamery Association held
|
annual meeting Deo. thh. Neatly all of Alden Robbins, a highly esteemed citizen
of this place, died Pec. 4th after a brief
Aockholders were present and all ap“d to he well pleased with the past' illness.Mrs. A. L. McCorrisen spent
last w eek with her sister, Mrs. K. F. Punton,
work,
it was decided to receive

<
*

Vose—Ldmoud Mureh has returned
from MiJlinoeket, where he has been employed, and will spend some time with his
F.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mureh
A. Phillips, -07, returned to his studies at
Bowdoiu after spending the Thanksgiving
recess with Pi*, and Mrs. A. M. Small.
Tilton Whitten, ’00, returned to Waterville,
Mr. and Mrs. Purler Webb of
Monday
Swanville spent Sunday with Mrs. Webb’s
mother, Mrs. Susan Flye.
tie

FLDA LE.

r

Perry

s

KSON.

from those w ho do not hold a share
stock in order to increase the busiThe officers eleeted'were as follows:
etary, J. 11. McKinley ; Treasurer, E.

nn

lie

asker; Directors, John Morse, N. y.
nker, Ilenrj Fletcher, F. II. Hrowu, F.
'oilin', C. L. Boyd, M.S. 1 latch.... Missl

'd yra

Brown and Geneva Ehvell are at-

ding the Normal school in Farmington..
II. Brown and 0. C. Roberts have each
with a fine pair of work horses...
S. Norton has sold his .horse to M. S.
tch and bought one of hi^s father, Mr. E.
Norton.

ne out

MONROE.
Ihe Mouroe Loyal Temperance Legion
rave a peace concert at the town hail Monlay evening, Nov. 18th, under the direction
of its superintendent, Mrs. R. N.
Colson,
and its president, Miss Beatrice
Billings.
I he program contained 28
numbers, con.sting of instrumental music, songs, dia"tues and recitations, and was well carried
mt and listened to by an appreciative audience.
All seem pleased with the earnest
efforts of the children and older members
>f the Legion, some of whom are
deserving
"f special mention. After the
program cake
Hud cocoa were sold to get funds to
carry
forward the legion work. The remainder
of the evening the young
people played

in Belfast.The Ladies’ Church Aid will
have a supper, apron and bundle sale at
the Grange ilall Tuesday evening, Pec.
17th. A good piogrum will be furnished.
....Mrs. John P. Wellman lias gone to live
with her foster-son, John Levanseiler, who
has kindly offered to care for her....Herbert Knight has moved his family to Vassal boro.... J. F. Maiden has had a furnace
put into liis house_Orriu Tibbetts left for
Santa Cruz, California, last Saturday where
he will pass the winter.Monday morning, Pec. 2nd, our community was shocked
by one of the saddest events which ever
occurred here.
Sunday afternoon Mr.
John P. Wellman left his home to bring
back a runaway cow. On his way back he
was taken sick and died iu two hours after
reaching home. His wife, who is a cripple,
could not get out for help and was obliged
to remain alone with her dead until the
next morning.
Much sympathy is felt for
her. Mr. Wellman was a good citizen, having served the tow n as selectman for several years, and he had also beeu a member of
the school board. The burial was in Camden-Miss Mary McFarland picked a
full blown buttercup with buds and perfect foliage Dec. 1st.
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southward lie unused and clogged with
snags, just so much constriction results
on the overcrowded eastward and westward-going railroads. Before the railroads came, the rivers carried freight;
since then, ruinous neglect.
It remains to see if Congress will wake up
to its wasteful, half-hearted improvements and develop rationally the normal paths of commerce.

master then declared an open grange for
visitors and Pro. W. J. Mathews of Granite
Grange presented the following program:
singing by the choir; address of welcome,
A. Stinson; response by 0. P. Dow of Morning Light; rec., Nettie Littlefield; song,
Winnefred Matthews of Granite Grange;
reo., Carrie P. Spaulding, do.; music, Hattie May Nickerson, do.; reo., Ara Kings-
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Owners of real

Residence of the
Fidi i.i \ a. Uaktfk. No.
5 High street, corner of Hell Excellent house and
stable. Large corner lot
One of tlie most desirable locations in town. Apply to
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COTTAGE LOTS.
Any size from

a

few hundred feet to 175

F. S. HOLMES

Agent .Belfast, Me.

$25.00 REWARD
The above reward will be paid to any person
who will bring inhumation that will lead to the
arrest and conviction of any person or persons
removing any of the stone walls from the Otis
farms.
H. J. II a BLEB, Supt.
Belfast, November 20, 1907.—8ni49
notice.
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Administratrix
hereby gives notice that she
the

appointed'administratrix of

estate

WHITCOMB, late of Morrill,
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

bonds as the law directs. All persons havii g de
ntands against the estate of said deceased ate de
sired to preseut the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

MAGGIE E. WHITCOMB.

Morrill, Nov. 12,1907.
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Notice to Taxpayers

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
he has.been duly appointed
last will and testament
t

ijiXECPTUIt'S
gives notice that
J

Executor of the

CATHERINE I Hil l., late ol Searsport,
in the Count) ot Waldo, (teeeased, and given
bonds as the law diiccts
All persons having
demands against the estate ol said deceased
an desired to present the same for settlement,
an.
all indebted theieto are requested to make
pa} meut immediately.
CHARLES F. DILI
Searsport, Nov. 12,1907.
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particu- MEETING OF WALDO CO. VETERANS.
the Pacific slope, would renomiThe Waldo County Veteran’s Associanate President Roosevelt for another
tion met in Northern Light Grange hall,
BELFAST.‘THURSDAY, DECEMBER li, 1907 term if he would but give the slightest Winterport, Dec. 5th. The day was cola
and rough aud few of the old veterans were,
intimation that he would accept.”
present. The Presideul aud Secretary were
Published Every Thursday by the
absent and the meeting was called to order
by Isaac F. Cook, who appointed 11. J. Ide
in
a
The
decision
of
the
Court
Co.
Law
Republican Journal Publishing
secretary. After music by the choir Dora
suit for damages against the Bangor \\ hite gave the address of welcome, as foland electric company, that the lows:
CHARLES A. FIL8RURY, j business Manager. railway
To me, it seems a great privilege to be j
law is unconstitutional which exempts
delegated as the one w ho may address to
west of the Missouri river, and

Republican Journal.

The

larly

1

on

JAMES H. HOWES

—--—-

a particular street railway from responRepublican convention
sibility for damages in that part of the
will meet in Chicago, June 10, 1908.
highway which it is bound to keep in
had 24
King Oscar of Sweden died last Sun- repair unless one of its directors
hours' notice of the defect and subseis
in
mournlittle
that
and
kingdom
day
ing. His son, Gustave Adolphe, suc- quent notice of the injury within 14
days of its occurrence, is one of much
ceeds him.
! interest. The law relating to bodily
Hon. Wm. P. Frye has been elected
injury or damage to property “through
president pro tem of the U. S. Senate, any defect or want of repair or suffica position occupied by him continuousient railing in any highway, townway,
I
ly since Feb. 7, 1896, except during pe- : causeway or bridge” is practically the
of
as
served
riods when lie
president
same, calling for “24 hours' actual notice
It is an honor richly dethe Senate.
of the defect or want of repairs,” etc.,
served.
and limiting the amount to be recovered

The National

j

The American Wine Growers Asso- to $2,000. It is doubtful if this would
stand if a test case were made. Suppose
ciation, in session in New York, passed
there is a washout at night or a defect
a resolution inviting tiie co-operation
in
a walk and some one is injured, when
soand
of temperance organizations
!
cieties in seconding its efforts toward there has been no opportunity to give
notice—in such case we beiieve a claim
providing wine licenses separate from j
: lor damages would hold good. The law
tiie general iiquor license, which, the
tiie tem- I was enacted to protect municipalities
growers state.is a right step in
from fraudulent claims, but we do not
resolution
The
perance movement.
believe it can shut out just claims.
states ttiat tiie "use of light wines at
meals will do more for temperance than
The most comprehensive and best
ail tiie no-license and prohibition laws
statement as to the cause and etfect of
yet passed." We wonder how many
the recent financial disturbance that
will
accept
temperance organizations
I we have seen, in print, is in the Decemthe invitation.
j her number of Profitable Advertising,
A few weeks ago the Saturday Even- I and is as follows:
“It was not occatiie
ing Post asked its readers to answer
sioned by any real distress, or by any
to
condition prevailing in legitimate Jbusiquestion, "is Roosevelt a Menace
Rusiness?" expecting to receive a few i ness or crops. The trouble arose behundred letters. It has received thou- | cause'of a distrust felt by the people of
sands, coming from all classes of men. the great fiscal concerns, and a certain

j

exceptions these letters I scarcity of the symbols of money. The
tiie idea that Roosevelt is effect of the flurry was felt
by specu
The Post says: lative interests almost
a menace to business.
exclusively. Xo
■■'l e effort to fasten the .responsibility legitimate business was ever in jeop•.,- the
panic on him iias reacted, for if I ardy, and none suffered materially.
about live thousand earnest, well-writ- : The big figures relating to the shrinkand

v.

few

itl

aside

brush

etters from country hankers, mer- age of stock values had little real sigdoants, lawyers, doctors and clerks,
! uificanee, except to the gamblers who
The sympatheting business from Maine to California, ; were playing margins.
tiie President is strong- ic
of honest stocks will be
mean
ten

anything,

with tiie country

er

today

than lie lias

been.”

ever

shrinkage

temporary, and actual
stocks will not

probably

There are

estates ni

few

they yield

greatly

suffer

to the

of those

owners

panic

unless

and sell at a

epidemic
country whicli have been in the and
sporadic. It crumbled many paper
for over two
one
of
family
possession
fortunes and wiped off a great deal of
centuries. That is true of Shirley, the
sacrifice.

The trouble was

i’s

family on the lower
James river, Virginia. The estate corn’acres of
prises upwards of a thousand
hi.me of the Carter

land,

over

500 of which are arable. It
plantation in ante helium

famous

was a

and is now an

ficticious

dear soldiers, words of welcome. If it
not, as it surely is, a pleasure, it
would be a duty—our first duty—to extend
to you our hands in welcome; you to whom
This we do
we owe everything most dear.
today, assuring you that on this day, and
on every day when you can come to us as
guests, you shall be guests of honor, aud
the keys to our hall, our homes and our
hearts, all are yours. What mind so fertile
in imagination as to couceive the difference
in the condition of our country at the
present time had there been no volunteers
when the call of ’61 resounded through our
grief-strickeu land? Secession unchecked,
it would have spread like a fearful epidemic,
until a torn, broken, disrupted nation
Then where
would have been the result
But you
Gone!
our immense progress.
quickly responded to the call; every one of
bound
a
link
in
theohain
which
needed
you
What you suffered
the Union together.
aud bore you know, and you alone. But
peace came at last, and though a million
lives paid the penalty of war, victory was
You returned to your homes, aud if
yours.
broken in health must be proud of the
nation you each helped to save. March on
then, dear soldiers of the Grand Army of
the Republic—march trustingly on, adown
the w estern slope of long and glorified lives,
wrapped around with a nation's love and
gratitude, resting assured that your loyalty
to your country will be a passport through
the gates which lead to a blissful reunion,
when each will pass, one by one, before the
Great Commander.
The response was by Jefferson Neally.
The remainder of the program was as follows: remarks by Isaac F. Cook ; rec., Flora
M. Ide; remarks. Comrade George Ritchie; :
!
song, Mrs. Walter Clements; remarks, Comrade George Fisher; rec., Carrie Chase: re-!
marks,' Comrades Isaac F. Cook and Jefferson Nealley;
rec., Albert Edmunds; remarks, II. J. Ide; rec., T. A. Ritchie; song,
by choir; rec., Mrs. Arthur Edmunds; remarks, Comrade Charles Ritchie and Mrs.
Della Nealley; story, James Kuowltun;
rec., Dora
Unite; story, Della Nealley;
reading and remarks, Chas. Libby. A Using vote of thanks was extended the ladies
of Northern Light Grange for courtesies and
for the fine dinner they served, to which
the old veterans did ample justice. A song
from the choir closed one ot our best meetings—11. J. Ide, See’y Pro Tem.
you,

were

to

tending

a

few years ago in-

build

a

summer

here, but who was unable to
land lie had bargained for.
•No nation

residence

buy

the

has

greater resources
and I think it can be truth-

than ours,
fully said that the citizens of no nation
possess greater energy and industrial
ability. In .no nation are the fundamental business conditions sounder
than in ours at this Very moment; and
it is foolish, when such is the case, for
people to hoard money instead of keep-

in sound banks; for it is such
hoarding that is the immediate occasion of money stringency. Moreover,
ing

it

as a

rule,

the business

f our

honesty and

conducted with

our

legitimate commercial enterprises.”

—President Roosevelt's Message.

Many readers

of The Journal will be

interested in the announcement that on
January 1, 1908, there will be a radical
change in the management of the Sail-!
1
ors’ Snug Harbor on Staten Island. On
that day Captain Andrew J. Newbury, i
President of the Marine Society of the
City of New York, an ex-merchant, mari-;
and for six years a trustee of the
Home, will succeed the present naval

ner

The change has been vigorously advocated by The Marine Journal,
governor.

and it

congratulates

the inmates of the

Harbor upon their present happy outlook. In this connection it refers to the
‘great wrong of placing a naval olficer
at tiie head of an institution founded
by a merchant mariner for the class he

represented, and which as a class has
no peer in naval, military or civil life.”
The large Republican majority at the
recent city election in Portland wats to
a certain extent a rebuke of Pennell-

Many Democrats, it is said, took
for resenting the
slanders of the Democratic sheriff of
Cumberland county upon the people of
Maine. He even went out of the State
ism.

this

opportunity

integrity and the morals of
Maine people. A recent issue of the
-Jacksonville, Florida, Metropolis, conto assail the

tains a letter from Pennell to a resident
city in which he says: “Maine
is getting ’•eady to abandon the law as

of that

these other States are adopting it,”
and “Intemperance is on the increase
in Maine without a doubt. Our court
Roth statements
records prove it.”

|
|

On

|

The

|S

CASH:

•

|
|

I

1 do not see how we can any
man.
longer afford to ignore such a great
body of Americans who have demonstrated not only their fitness as citizens
but who have in times of stress stood
shoulder to shoulder with the North in

defence of the flag.

The Republicans

IX

BULK,

Sold as low as
Call and see

SWIFT &

the lowest.

PAUL._

Seaside Grange elected officers, Dee. 7tli, j
as follows: Henry J. Chaples, master; Fred
Tibbetts, overseer; Mrs. Abbie KacklifPV
lecturer; Henry Pettee, steward; Sumner ,
Bridges, assistant steward; Mrs. Albert T. j
Stevens, chaplain; Albert T. Stevens, treasurer; Miss Alberta Wadsworth, secretary;
Albert P. Colson, gate keeper; Mrs. Henry
J. Chaples, Ceres; Blanche Bridges, Pomona; Rachel Bridges, Flora; Miss Dora
Bridges, lady assistant steward. The installation will take place at the first meeting in January.
Last Saturday evening at Union HarI
vest Grange, Center Moutville, an invitation was received from Honesty Grange, |
Morrill, to visit tlieir Grange Wednesday
evening, January 15th, 1908and furnish the
their inprogram. It was voted to accept
vitation. The following officers were electWentworth
ed- Master, M. M.
j Overseer,
Mark L. Howard; Lecturer, Nettie Ram\\.
say, Steward, W. S. Davis; Chaplain,
D. Tasker; Treasurer, G. L. Edmunds;.;
ite
G
Annie
Clement;
■Secretary,
Keeper,!j
Leslie Thompson ; Ceres, Lucy It entworfh ; 1
Pomona, Florence Bennett; Flora, Belle
Wentworth; Lady Assistant Steward,
lluldah Ramsay.
j

6
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Dec.

Currency,

3,1907.

$55,383.18
84,080-55
$139,463.73

On Hand,

Silk and Lace Bows,
Embroidered Linen Collars
Swiss Embroidered Collars
and Cuff Sets,

$280,463.76
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collection.
complete
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j

since last

August 22, 1907, $66,537,34.
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to have your Good

Books.

Fine Reliable Linens, Satin Damask Table Cloths and
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You are probably asking yourself the
them with one of our
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Let
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make

a

suggestion

present

Waldo Trust
THE BANK

:
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Can you think of anything more SENSIBLE than a gift of this kind?
We have just received our THIRD INVOICE t hey will not last long, the people approciate the advantage of A. SAFE -ti-A-INTIi- like the

Mrs. Georgia (Patterson) Prescott died
last week in Boston, aged 63 years and her
remains were brought here Saturday morning tor interment in Grove Cemetery.
Funeral services were held in the afternoon
at the home of her sister, Mrs. E. S. McDonald, Northport avenue, Rev. D. L. WilThe bearers were I. W.
son officiating.
Parker, Chas. F. Swift, Lewis Pitcher and
D. E. MoDonald. The deceased was born
in Belfast and her early life was spent in
this city. Her husband died about 30 years
ago, and she is survived by her aged father,
Wm. Patterson, and three sisters, Mrs.
Edward S. McDonald of Belfast, Mrs.
Lewis Pitcher of Northport and Miss Patterson of Belfast.

||
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-+NICKEL STEEL HOME SAFES*-
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4 % PAID

0rdered

a

Order by Mail.

Safety.
Report,

Always Acceptable.

Bureau Scarfs. Pillow Shams.

y

Deposits

BEEN
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Absolute

are

HAS

Napkins, All Pure Linen Towels, Tray tiotlis. Doilies.
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THIS MEANS MUCH TO THE DEPOSITOR.

HOLLY RIBBONS

!

|

already with

AND

INSPECTION.

THE GREAT DEMAND FOR FANCY RIBBONS AT CHRISTMAS
FULLY ANT1CIPANED Bi' OUR RIBBON DEPARTMENT.

<

our

VARIETIES

Silk

XMAS RIBBONS

J

1
I

southern

Sunrise Grange, Winterport. elected offiDee. 7th as follows: Master, Albert .1. |
Cole; Overseer, D. S Cole; Lecturer,
Nettie Cole; Steward, Fred Cole; Asst.
Steward, Frank Littlefield; Chaplain, Ira
M. Cole; Secretary, Noah Wilson ; Treasurer, W. K. Littlefield; Ceres, Kffie Cole;
Pomona, Fannie Wilson; Flora, Allie Cole;
Lady Asst. Steward, Gladys Cole; Gate
Keeper, W. C. Gardiner.

THE PRICES AT WHICH THEY ARE CARRIED ON OUR BOOKS

attend the meeting of the Republican
N ational committee, suggested a southern man as the running mate of the Republican candidate for president. “The
time is opportune,” said he, “to give
a

I

t
2
§
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GREAT

Holiday Neckwear,
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If not
Name on

second place on the ticket to

SPARROW’S EMPRESS CHOCOLATES

Increase in

VALUES-

j

AND THE PUBLIC KNOWS WHAT THESE BONDS ARE AND

•
0

for a

FANCY BOXES,
ALL PRICES.

Means

EXTRAORDINARY

QUALITIES ARE WELL WORTH YOUR CAREFUL

1

•

Col. George A. Knight, the California
orator who seconded the nomination of
Roosevelt in 1904, when in New York
last week on his way to Washington to

“material,” which will call
further out-put of his lie factory.

»-OUR

|

cers

Bonds, Securities, Etc.,

It

more

and anoint with CutiFor
Ointment.
the itching and irritation of eczema this treatment is most
grateful, affording immediate relief and
pointing to a speedy cure.

A CONSERVATIVE AND STRONG POSITION.

|2

Pennell
are unwarranted and untrue.
promises to send his correspondent

HANDKERCHIEFS Make Popular Gifts

cura

On Deposit,
Total Available Cash,

J

HOSIERY for Christmas,

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

(jew (jus

Comptroller

Bags,

fying the perspiratory
glands: Soak the feet
in Cuticura Soap
and Hot Water, dry,

City National Bank of

To the

Leather Goods, Pocket Books, Hand

Complete External and Internal Treatment for Eveiy
Humor of Infants, Children, and Adults consists of Cutlcura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin, Cuticura Ointment
to Ileal the Skin, and Cuticura Resolvent (50c.l, tin
the form of Chocolate Coated Fills, 2.1c. per via. of w) to
Purify the Blood. Sold throughout the world. Potter
Drug & Chern. Corp., Sole Props., Boston. Mass.Skin
93“ Mailed Free, "Uow to Care For the

MENT AT

Page

-

and Ointment.
For tired, aching, irrit at ed, it ching feet,
inflammation and painful swelling of the
joints, red and roughened skin, corns, bunions,etc., and for puri-

***********************************

applies

BELTS in Rich Designs,

Obtained from Cuticura Soap

ness, not to check it.”

Make a note now to get Ely’s Cream
Halm if you are troubled with nasal catarrh,
hat fever or cold iu the head. It is made
to overcome llie disease, not to fool the patient by a short, deceptive relief. There is
no cocaine nor mercury in it.
Do not be
talked into taking a substitute for Ely’s
Cream Halm. All druggists sell it.
Price
50c.
Mailed by Ely Eros., 5fi Warren street,
New York.

a

FOOT COMFORT

stock

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this sth dav of December. A. D. IS8G.
A
Wr. 01,EASON,
Notary Public.
[Seal.]
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on tile blood and mucous surfaces of
tiie system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold ny all Druggists,75c.
Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.

doctors,

But while reading

The pimples and the red
spots have disappeared and they made
my skin as soft as velvet. Now I am a
constant user of the Cuticura Soap and
Ointment and I recommend them
highly. Albert Cashman, Bedford Station, N.Y., Nov. 29, 1905.'’

CHOCOLATES

FROM THE LARGE ASSORT-

I went to several

unless.

new man.

THAN A

BOX

was

newspaper I came across one of your
testimonials telling the value of the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I resolved to try them, and after using
them for about one week I became a

gamblers were
the chief sufferers. This tlurry should
operate to only steady legitimate busibler’s

people is
probity,

alike to i'aims and
factories, to lailroads and banks, to all
tills

and

everything.

but it

GLOVES lor Xmas Gifts,

(50c.)

up-to-date farm,

Belfast

to

will tell you the symptoms. My skin
was full of red spots and my face was
full of red'pimples. It made life miserable for me and I was discouraged with

SVt EETER OR MORE APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR HOLIDAY GIFTS

days,
State "F Ohio, City ok Toledo |
Lucas County.
j S!’’
equipped with modern farm machinery.
Frank J Cheney makes oath that he is senior
uncle
The present owner of Shirley is an
of
the
firm
of
F.
J.
& Co., doing
Clieney
partner
the city of Toledo, County and Stale
of Rev George Calvert Carter, who business inand
aforesaid,
that said firm wiii nay tile sum of
came

and Ointment are the
for skin diseases on
earth. I have suffered six mont hs from a
disease which I cannot describe, but I

“Cuticura Soap
greatest remedies

NOTHING
Of

It’s time to get down to Christmas buying in real earnest
now.
Nowhere will you get more complete readiness, or
lower prices than here. Increased facilities for prompt
service and SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

CURED BY CUTICURA
REMEDIES IN ONE WEEK

It was a stock gam-

value.

panic and

Are Cuticura Remedies—Suffered
Six Months—Skin Full of Red
Spots and Face Full of Pimples—
Made Life Miserable—Was Discouraged-Doctors Useless

j

%^

♦
♦

Company, Belfast, Me., i
WITH A BIG SURPLUS j

1
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PICTURES
ITCURE

and
Fram-

ing

SPECIAL MEETING
A special meeting of the Pythian Building As
sociation will he held Thursday, Dee. 19th. at
7 i>. m. at K. V. Denton's office, to consider tie*
1
purchase of the Colburn store, so called, of the
MeClintock heirs, and for the transaction of an>
business in regard to this purchase that may he
I brought before it.
!
RALPH H. HOWES, Pres.
50

WANTED
A

At WOODCOCK’S.

!

quantity

of wide, thick, dry ash.

DUPLEX ROLLER BUSHING CO.,
3w50
Belfast, Maine.

1

THE NEWS OE BELFAST
The ladies of the M. F,. church will give
public dinner in Memorial Hall from 11
until 2 o’clock Saturday, Dec. 21st.

The

receiving tomb at Grove Cemecompleted last week bv
hanging
the outer door and the first
body was placed
in it Saturday.
tery

new

was

a

Howes A Co. sold over 200 pounds
f Pan-American coffee at their special sale
last Saturday.
Advertising—in The JourA. A.

nal—pays.
Last Saturday, Sunday and Monday
beautiful days, sunshiny and mild in

were
tem-

Last year at this time we had had
solid month of a very hard winter. In a
few more weeks the days will begiu to
lengthen and we shall be looking forward
to the coming of spring.
perature.

a

keeps tabs on the
the 26th of last July
the thermometer indicated 56 degrees and
f stood at the same figure on Tuesday,
For four days the latter part
Dec. 10th.
f last July the mercury ranged from 56 to
\V

who

Swift,

A.

weather, says that

on

58.

Steamboat Inspectors Cousens and lilaisdell were in Belfast the past week aud
made the second inspection ou the steamer
loldeu Kod of the Eastern Bay Steamboat
ornpany for this season. The boat was reported in excellent condition and is proving
very popular between this city aud Castine.
made recently of the 90th
.rthday of Belfast’s oldest business man,
Mr. Frank M. Lancaster.
It happened that
Mention

was

Unclaimed letters remaining in
the li.d
fast post office for the week
ending Dee.
7th: Miss Joe Hayrant, Miss
Emma
merchant, Mrs. S. E. Payne. Mrs I, M
Miss
Smith,
Myrtle Weymouth, II p r„le
Jr., Phenix House (2 letters), S. c
fried, G. M. Towle, Emory S. Whatman,
M. E. Kean, Capt
Ernest
mu,(

It,!

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be held Monday afternoon, Dee.
Kith, at the home of Mrs. W. R. Fletcher,
No. 27 High street. Roll-call, quotations oh
Art. Topic for study from Chautanquan
'lagaAne, “American Painting,” and from
tlie C. L. S. C. book, “American Litera-

ture,” chapter

one.

Fred A. Johnson has bad a very attracj
tivr window display in honor of the
com-,
K’g of the Howdoiu Dramatic Club, who
are to present the-drama “Half back
Sandy”
|. i
Ray,
at the Opera House tomorrow
Penny.
evening. I
There were cabinet photos of file students
The Acme Conceit
Company lias been who are to appear in the play and Bowdoin !
organized in this city for the purpose of banners and pennants
attractively displayi
visiting the principal cities ami towns in Ml.
the State and giving conceits
The offiie many friends of the Waldo
cers are J. Lee Patterson,
County j
president; Or- Hospital in this
city and county will be
rin
J. Dickey, treasurer and
business
The membership of the com- glad to know that, the institution is doing ;
manager.
good work and demonstrating daily the
pany is as follows: Miss Louise
Dennett, w isdom of those who have labored for its
pianist; Arthur Johnson, soloist;
esmblisliment and maintenance.
During
Luther, Charles and Selden
the month of November just passed the
in vocal quartette; J. Lee
Patteison, saxhad an average of seven patients a
ophone soloist. The above ate well known hospital
day. It is expected soon to have some
local artists. Patterson’s
Saxophone Quar- adoi local nurses and after
January 1st the
tette, the only musical organization of the
kind in the State, will appear in the con- hospital will be able to send nurses to any
part o! tlie county where their services
cert programs and the Hammons
Brothers
Miss Davis, the new
may be needed
Quartette is one of the best in New Engsuperintending nurse, gives close attention
land.
The company will
appear at the to tlie details of management and has
Belfast Opera House in this
city Monday shown exceptional qualifications for ber
evening, December 30th.

si„g!

j

|

Ross!

Hammons!

I

responsible position.

that day he was making a remittance to
A Sanborn of Boston, the well knowu
a and coffee dealers, with whom he has
tie business for many years, and after
riting the check he wrote on the bill, “90
s old today."
A few days later he reed by express a handsome loving cup of
irk wood and metal as a birthday gift front
ise At Sanborn. It was a pleasing remeut.nice to Mr. Lancaster.
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Mother and baby
helped by its use.
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Cilia!!
Has Caused

*

E

the first floor.
Nhe was aroused and was able to dress and
Had
.;et out some of her personal effects.
i lie fire not been discovered when it was
-tie might have been burned to death. The
buildings consisted of a two story house
and L. and a large stable and all were burnThe
ed to tbe ground with their contents.
house had been owned and conducted for
many years by L. W. and Anson P. Benner,
but Anson had bought L. W.’s interest and
a few months ago reduced the insurance
from $4,500 to $3,500. The buildings and
contents could not be replaced for double
that amount, so that the loss is a heavy onet
It is understood that Mr. Benner will no.
a room

It 11
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Cash

(lothier aud furnisher,
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Coats

Sheepskin

—

5*

AZn

I,:ned Coat, $4

grade,

1u-g.
I vt?>e

l case Men’s, Women’s and Children’s heavy fleece lined hose at

j

-g
eg

j
i

S

I
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1

18c

Mufflers

Way’s
Boys’ Sweaters.
Boy’s Heavy Knee Pants

The BEACON is

ofQUAUTYTnd

29c

ON

LOOK

NOW

SALE

OVER OUR STOCK

-SPREAD!

Ladies’ $35 Fur Lined Coats
Ladies’ and Gent’ Fur

to

$6.00

So cheap furs, only reliable goods.

at

6.00 Jackets.at

arge‘

TAIN SMALLEY SALESMAN.

_

in

ever

finding

during the gift

complete

season a

can

find here

assortment of all kinds

■

savincs bank

CHASE’S

I

M"™**

CORNER

Beautiful Wilton Rugs, 36x63 inches,
4if the Wholesale Price, $6.00

1

1j§|cpRNER 11

-CORNWALL WARE-

4%

Hand-painted, is the LATEST, NEWEST
NOBBIESX GOODS for

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

palliative

and

4%

PRESENTS^

CITY DRUG STORE.
THAN

ONIONS

ORGANIZE 1J
ROBERT F.

DUNTON,

President.

WILME3 J. 033MAN. Treasurer,

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
DEPOSITS DECEMBER 2, 1907.S1,457,042.07
RESERVE.•
100,000.00

SURPLUS.5

|
|

5.00

_

Boston Elects

1

|

i
!
i

|

I

J. \V. Mclntireof Seal Harbor is visiting
his mother, Mrs. H. C. Pitcher.

Capt. ami Mrs. G. R. Carter and granddaughter Charlotte will leave this noon to
spend the winter with their son, Capt.
Alzo M. Carter.

measures.

you.

Republican Mayor.

and
Boston, Dec. 10. In the closest
hardest fought election contest which Boston has known for many years the city
by the narrow
went Republican today
1 ostmargin of a few over 2,000 votes,elected
master George A. Hibbard being
mayor over John E. Fitzgerald, Democrat,
who was a candidate for re-election. The
other cities generally went Republican and
there were great gains in the no-license
column.

4

PERSONAL.

Cannot be

If you occasionally have a bad breath;
if there is heart-burn, flatulence and acid
gulpings of undigested food: if the stomach
burrs or smarts: if there is sleeplessness,
of the
nervousness, headaches or any other
use Mi-o-na
many symptoms of indigestion,
well.
and
stomach tablets
get
Mi-o-na is not a mere digestive nor a
physic, but a tonic remedy that strengthens
the muscles of the stomach and bowels so
that the flow of gastric juices is increased,
and the food is digested natu ally and does
not stay in the stomach to ferment and
po son the breath.
A. A. Howes & Co. have seen so many
cur^s
made by Mi-o-na stomach tablets
thrtt they give a guarantee with every 50if
cent box that the money will be refunded
the remedy fails to give satisfaction. They
Mi-o-na
of
take the whole risk, and a box
will not cost you a penny unless it cures
2w5°.

$4 00

tFe do a wholesale business and buy as
jobber, thus saving our customers the intermediate profit. If you want values buy
at CLARK’S CORNER, located on a side
street, next door to Phenix House. The
right store on the wrong street.
a

WILLIAM A. CLARK.

Ladies and Gents

Belfast, Maine.

to

CITY national bank

From Indigestion
Overcome With Perfumes.
All of us suffer from bad breath—sometimes our own, but oftener that of our
friends.
Nine-tenths of this bad breath comes
from some stomach trouble, and cannot be
overcome by breath perfumes or any other

BATHROBES

$5.00 Jackets.

Free Qf

dainty designs

of Linen, Silk and Lawn Handkerchiefs.

Bad Breath

j

HEN’S SHOKING JACKETS

tions

rare success

Ireland,

WORSE

$4.00 Bathrobes.at $3.00
5.00 Bathrobes.at 4.00
6.00 Bathrobes.at 5.00

i

We have had

largest stock

This Crib Blanket is self-airing,
easily washed and guaranteed
fast color; comes in plain and

4

~

All needed

and

173,248.87

•.

-*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«-

$25

Caps

Splendid assortment...$1 48

we make

our

complete

most

special lots of tine handkerchiefs for the holiday trade.
The newest of new handkerchiefs direct from Belfast,

and wool blankets.

CALL AND SEE THEM AS IT IS A
PLEASURE TO SHOW PRETTY GOODS.

Good broadcloth coats, vt inch length, linings of line dark squirrel locks,
with deep shawl collars of Persian lamb, natural blended squirrel.

|

Our line ol Handkerchiefs for Christmas is certainly

you ever saw. For sale only at CITY DRUG
STORE. 1 have a larger and better assortment
of goods for presents this year than ever before.

STYLE.

$12.50
Hen’s Natural Dog Coats
“
Siberian Bear Coats.v. 19.50
“
14.50
Black Dog Coats
Ladies' Black Dog.Coats. 19.50
“
Russian Calf Coats. 25.00
“
Wallaby Coats. 30.00
“
Coon Coats .i. 40.00

MEN’S

with-

warm

being heavy, quickly aired, and
moth proof: easily washed. Borders guaranteed fast colors*
out

patrons.

^CHRISTMAS

...29c

Blue Flannel Dollar Shirts 79c., $1.50 grade 98c

FURS

This blanket

|j

48 $
1

at

I I rousers
g
9

|I (V.
Vt.

househ >ki

every

sanitary, which cannot
absorbing wool

a

lurk in

I1 ^kPPMrR

\

®j

-—-— v

100 pairs Men*s \Vorsted Trousers,
handsome patterns: regular price
»J,:.t); our price.

.|,

1

jg
;s,

Hi

blankets.

offered

quilts

H

be said of the odor

health that

ftS

9

In

HOSC

?

■'

in

t

favorite in

a

where it is known.

The

■

Iflr-

dozen Men’s Heavy (onticook
Wue ribbed•. hose at

J

1

rebuild. A small unoccupied cottage
the Ocean House owned by L. W. Benner
was torn down to prevent the spread of the
flames to adjacent buildings, and the
Waquoit House and bowling alley just above
The
the Ocean House were wet down.
wind was from the north, whi«h saved the
shore cottages, and the handsome Cube cottage was at no time in danger. The reports

■

a con-

——

on

out-of-town papers weregreaty exaggerated and caused needless alarm to
absent property owners, several of whom
were heard from by telegraph Friday morning. The Cobe cottage was reported as
“burned flat,” and it was stated that “about
20 small cottages valued at from $500 to
$2,000 are in the path of the flames aud will
probably go,” and that “the loss will
probably exceed $30,000.” As above stated
the loss was confined to the Ocean House.
Anson Benner, who is employed in Boston,
came to Belfast at onoe to look after his interests.

is

immense.

are wont to

and fabric

■

The

non-conductor of odors, germs,
and all other dangers to the babv’s
stuffed

...

near

of the fire

ij

THUD!

Men's
Heavy Flanmdlete Xight
Robes .mt full, large size, well finislied, fast colors, regular price 59c.
Special during this sale

S.llglit

r)nUpC

£

jI

Virtually

Men's Fleeced Lined Shiits, Jersey
ribbed, cream color, drawers to
match, well finished goods, regular
this sale
price 50c. each

3

*„a-c
J?IliriS

Fire in Norteipokt. The Ocean House,
Fast Xorthport, was ourned to the ground
list Thursday night. The alarm was sound'd fiom box 30 about 10.45 p. m., and the
1 Lelfast firemen
promptly responded and did
tfective work in saving other buildings.
harles 0. Dickey, who with others attended a sociable that evening at the home of
Mrs. Henry Hills, was on his way home
when he smelled smoke and he located the
fire in the Ocean House. The flames wer#
then bursting through the roof of the L.
around the chimney. Mrs. Anson P. Benner was the only occupant of the house and

sleeping in

to

ample capital with cash on hand, has come to the rescue
buying for ready money surplus stocks. The benefit is yours.

city, where he was very popular as a young
.an, extend congratulations, and Portland
is also to be congratulated on retaining the
services of a man of sterling worth.

was

Firms

PRICES DROP WITH A

The
Treasurer of Portland.
city treasurer of Portland is Samuel S.
Filbert, formerly of Belfast, the son of Fitz
Gilbert, an old time ship carver and
of the best in that line. Before moving
Portland the family lived in the house
•rner of Franklin and Cedar streets now
ecupied by Capt. Brain hall. Sam Gilbert

ball<*t in this contest Mi. Gilbert received 12.
I he others were divided among six candidates. William P. Norton received four of
.hese votes, the highest of the aix, and
•lames L. Dyer, one. On the third ballot
Mr. Gilbert received 15 votes, and was nominated. His many friends in this,his native

absolutely fast,

light-weight Crib Comfortable, This blanket is a positive

of

cern

H

City

..-ition under the Democratic city governAt the Repub.lit of the past two years.
ican caucus held last Satui day afternoon
Imre was a hard fight over the nomination
r city treasurer and it required three baP
A maas to nominate Samuel S. Gilbert.
urity of the caucus was 14 and on the first

Many Big
Beg for

William A. Clark,

i

•w

attended the public schools here and graduated from the High school in the 80’s. On
•ng to Portland he was engaged with
is W. Cates and others in a silverware
ufacturing company and represented
For some years
concern on the road.
:-1 he has been assistant city treasurer of
Hand, having been elected under a Rei it an administration and holding the

non-ab'orbent,

are

warm,

■

I

the call of mothers for

answers

repil Krop,

They

||

■

BearCriFlanFet "HANDKERCHIEFS*®-

The Beacon Teddy

jv
V

DRUGGISTS: SOc. AND $1.00

__....

follows:

Fifty Dollars’ Worth of Comfort
the colors are guara; teed
fast. Thoroughly m o t h
proof although it has a
distinct wool finish.
1 his blanket is of generous size and
cuts up
into comfortable bath robes for men and women
It is
designed in rich and appropriate patterns anS colors for
this purpose. The range of colors lend themselves readilv
to the general color scheme of room
furnishings.
Solve the Xmas present problem bv selecting a Beacon
Wrapper Blanket.

^

Scott's Emulsion contains the
greatest possible amount of nourish*
ment in easily digested form.

Sr

,.-;’i

llarohl M. Smith
his uncle,
llarohl N. Marsh
ii lip Krop, his cousin of Queeimtown
Winston B. Stephens
i.Ilege,
Short, Phillip’s friend of Queenstown
John S. Simmons
College,
nneth Sumner, of Kingston Coliege,
Murray C. Donnell
•i *\ Gordon, captain of the Kingston
Harold W. Davie
football team,
iek Hart, a sophomore, Harrison At wood
Fleetwood, the college sport,
Daniel Ready
Students:
red Jones
Ralph C. Brewster
James F. Sturtevant
trl Woodstone
VC. N. Cox
\rthur Med row
rank Thurston
Irving L. Rich
Paul 11. Powers
unes Russell
Booth MacReady, a retired actor,
Alfred \V. Stone
rofessor Dryden, authority on ancient
Harold N. Marsh
history,
abel Sumner, sister of Kenneth,
Keith Pearson
Harold H. Burton
--ue,
amh

heavy

a

Some form of nourishment that will
be easily taken up by mother’s system
is needed.

College Dramatic Club, anil the
lent." who take part have been carefully
el b. Mis." Family Curtis of the Cal if orschool of Oratory ami Elocution. The

!

It’s

Her system is called upon
nourishment for two.

a

:

ig

^
A

V

■

Nursing baby?

stuffed but made of the same fabric all the way through.
moth proof and cleanly in contrast to wool. The colors are
unshrinkable.

That’s what vou will get in a BEACON Wrapper
This warm, light-weight blanket is absolutely
Blanket.
sanitary—not like .he quilted robes or wool bankets that
absorb odors and harbor germs. It is easily washed and

£

4*

“Half Back Sandy.”
The Bowdoin
lege Dramatic Company in presenting
Half Back Sandy "tomorrow, Friday, eveniig under the auspices of the Y. M. A. will
Ter a special attraction between the acts
ihe presentation of Thewlis, the handcuff
i.g. The Bath Times says: “Mr. Thewlis
: :e l.owdoin college medical student who
tiled such a sensation in Brunswick last
■ok. After being securely bound and hand.•’ed and then locked in a strong iron cage
the police station, he liberated himself, uir
Ted to less than four minutes.’’ The play
tie that will commend itself to both stut> and parents, portraying as it does coign life and the lesson of work, action and

I

4

A

Sr

IF YoU ARE LOOKING FOR SOMETHING FOR CHRISTM\S GIFTS, here it is-Beacon
Comfortables, Wrapper and Crib Blankets. They are altogether new,
I Jacquard
being made of light, warm and sanitary cotton, treated a new way. They are not

Miss Marion G. Hunt, who graduates
from (lie Waldo County Hospital training
school on Friday, goes to her home in
Charleston, Me., for a short rest before
taking up her work.

DIVIDEND NO. 1, DECEMBER f, 1868.
$867.75
DIVIDEND NO. 79, DECEMBER 2,1907, AT THE RATE OF 4 %, $27,278.33

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO
DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

This Bank

RICH
and China at

its T'.itli semi-annual dividend on Dec.

if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the same

WOODCOCK’S.

Deposits

received and placed

on

Bargain.

sum.

interest tlis first of each

Deposits

in this dank

are

exempt from, taxation.
.*♦♦♦♦♦-

TRUSTEES:

ARTHUR I,

JAMES H. HOIVKS,

BROIVX,

BE*

D.

FRED fJ. IVII IFF,
FIELD.

4%

Mrs. W. M. Thayer of Belfast will
a sale of Watches, Jewelry, Cut
Glass and Silver Ware at the store of
M. A. Cook, Searsport, December 19th,
20th and 21st, to which all are cordially
invited to attend.

For Sale at

VII

itor-. and

month.

have

e. D. Hatch of Islesboro was in this city
a
Tuesday, returning from Eagle Lake*where
! he had been lumbering for some weeks, lie 300 8x8x10 hollow rock face concrete
brought down two deer and said they were building blocks, suitable for underpinand be had no Iniug.
John Carlson,
very plentiful in that section
3w50*
Searsport, Maine.
trouble in securing hls^iumber.

the

depo
principal

the

within or without the State.

ROBERT V. DUXTOX,

Sale of Jewelry, Etc.

as

4 %

in the future.

I’lie affairs of this Bank have the careful an l conscientious ovorsiir'il ol its
Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patrona;.' ol its
it
depositors, and will be pleased to open new»tccouuts with any prospective de-

--.*.*♦*

l

at the rate of

confidently expect to maintain this rate
dividend interest is immediately credited to tlie accounts of
per annum, and we

positors

Cut Glass

paid

$1,267 824.61

I

|
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WOODCOCK’S.

(Pittsfield Advertiser.)
The story of ancient Troy, or Ilium,
as it is often called, is one of that great
body of stories half myth and half
truth that keeps its charm in spite of
the years that have passed since the
events related took place. Around this
name there centers a chain of events
and circumstance that will last as long
as the world.
Troy was situated on the eastern
shores of the Aegean Sea opposite the
more northern parts of Greece.
By its
location it was admirably fitted to be
the scene of a charming and interesting
story. The gentle breezes of the sea
could blow over it, bearing with them
faint odors ot beautiful groves not far
distant, where the gods walked with
men; the southern sun shone kindly on
it and nature itself seemed to make the
background and the surroundings for a
narrative that would live.
The story that is most closely allied
with Troy is the abduction of'Helen.
Over the sea in the court of Menelaus,
the King of Sparta, she was its chief
ornament. Styled as one of the most
beautiful women in the world, is it any
wonder that l’aris, the son ot Priam,
King of Troy, became smitten with her
What lie could not accomcharms?
plish by persuasion he resolved to gain
by force, so he earned away the king’s
w ile to Troy.
The Ancient Greeks were not ones
that would sit tamely by and see one of
then chieftains insulted and so at the
rail of Menelaus the warriors took up
arms and started out to avenge his
wrongs. The siege of Troy was long,
and seemed at lirst to bid fair to withstand the combined assaults ot the opposing forces, when at last by an act of
strategy a huge wooden horse designed
by the crafty Ulysses, was carried into
the city.
The story of the securing the
entrance of the horse into Troy is an interesting one, and the results are more
than interesting. Under cover of night
the Greeks came to the city wall, a
traitor within opened the horse which
was full of
Greek soldieis, the gate
was throw n open and then the whole
Greek force entered and gave the city
over to the torch and sword.
Some,
escaping from the general slaughter
and destruction, made their way to
Italy and there laid the foundation of
the mighty Roman Empire. Homer in
the Iliad and Virgil in the Aeneid have
given faithful and graphic accounts of
the siege, fall and destruction of Troy.
ft was not fitting that a name so
closely joined with events interesting
and thrilling should die out,. And so
it has been many times reproduced in
the names of our own cities and towns.
It is short, convenient, easy to write
aim

io

town.
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There

are
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gor and

a

share of the town’s
About the years 1814-1815 there came
what are commonly termed the cold
years, with the result that no corn was
raised. The price soared to $2.50 per
bushel.
The question being asked if bears
were plenty in the early days we found
that in many localities they were numerous, and in fact several specific instances were related when the settlers
had a too close acquaintance with bears
for their own good health.
The dangers from severe Indian invasion had passed away before 1800, so
Troy has no terrible Indian massacres
to
record.
The Indians in whole
families passed through this section,
over
from
the Kennebec region
crossing
to the Penobscot.

ySroi

By Harry W. Rowe.

became

Belfast
leading shipI large
ping points. Frankfort also received
trade.

We Sell

TROY: ITS EARLY HISTORY

the positive guarantee
that if it does not give satisfaction we will return the
entire amount of money paid
us for it. We mean this—
and ask all those who ara

on

sick and need strength to try'
It may be well to state here that
it with this understanding.
Troy has not always been by its present
The pioneers of this
name.
a convenient habit of
name of their town when it

R. H. MOODY, DRUGGIST,
BELFAST, MAINE.
One of the first permanent settlers
Andrew Bennett who came from
the Kennebec region in the fall of 1703
and located on the east shore of Winneconk Lake. At about tbe same time,
two brothers,Nicholas and Caleb Dodge,
came from New Londonderry, N. II.,
and settled near the shore of Wiunecook Lake. The next season the Dodge
Brothers crossed over the lake into
Burnham, Caleb taking up a farm on
what is now known as the Goodwin
McGray place, and Nicholas locating
upon the Mount on the farm now
owned by his grandson, Sidney Dodge.
From these brothers sprang what came
to be known locally as the Mount and
the l’oml Dodges.
Dr. M. T. Dodge of
Troy is a great grandson of the pioneer
N icholas.
Also the year 1703 marked the coming of the Gerrishes from Durham.
In 1703 the town was surveyed and
made into lots and ranges. From that
time on, the settlers came in good numbers. The Bagievs from Durham came
in about the year 1800, as did John
Rogers of Greenwich, Mass. Joseph
Green came three years before, from
Unity. Rogers brought with him five
children and bought land at what is
now known as Rogers’ Corner.
The
first year he cleared from the virgin
forest 25 acres and planted it to corn.
The same year Joseph Green, not to be
outdone by his thrifty townsman, planted twenty-live acres to corn.
Green
raised 1100 bushels of corn and Rogers
1000, which of course was before it was
shelled. We seldom see the vast fields
of the good old Indian corn that graced
the fields of our ancestors. This corn
of w hich I have been speaking was sold
for a crown a bushel, or as we would
say, $1.08.
was
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Maine and many others all have thriving and enterprising centers given to
industrial progress.
It is with the latter named State that our interest centers, for it is the Troy of Maine that
most interest us.
When the sturdy settlers of Old
Kngland came and cast about for a
place in which to settle, the rugged
hills, the peaceful vales and rushing
rivers of- America met their gaze.
Here, they said, is the place where we
can plant colonies and institute governments according to our own ideas.
And so it was that ail over the hills of
Mew Kngland there are scattered the
peaceful, quiet homes of a race of
people linding in the earth their food,
in the forests their warmth, from the
animals their clothes, and best of all,
linding over all of these One [Supreme
Governor to whom as a natural thing
shoii.d revert their homage.
U
"l the present age and generation little know of the struggles and
hardships, and the joys and happinesses, of our hardy forefathers.
Our present day civilization is less rugged and
exacting than was that of one hundred
years ago. Today at the call of the
machine there springs into being ail
tilings that are necessary for the maintenauee of life. In the ease and comp.native luxury of our modern life we
are apt to forget the men and women
ol old and their struggles
to carve
from the wilderness a State which
should stand for their highest ideals.
And so it is our purpose today to
turn hack the pages of history and go
t< the early beginnings ot our town.
As I rojans we are proud of Troy; as
descendants of the early settlers we
should be interested in their work and
their day.
it was the pleasure of the writer of
this article to sit beside one of the old
esi men in the town, Mr. Lorenzo Garcelon, and hear from his lips the aecounts of the early days and events of
Troy. Mr. Garcelon is at present over
eighty-five and yet shows a striking
facility for remembering of events and
daii-s
He is a specimen of that sturdy,
sdl reliant class that helped make our
Maine towns, and which we are sorry
to say is rapidly passing away.
He
might, in imitation of the title that has
been given the late lamented Gladstone. be called the “Grand Old Man of
Trov.”
Mi. Garcelon is not only one of the
oldest men in town, tie and Mr. John
Hillman being nearly of an age, but lie
lives in the oldest house in town. Connected with the house, there is an

the
failed to
suit local conditions and such was true
in Troy. First it was Bridge’s Plantation, next Kingsville. This last name
was hardly suited to a town where, its
people owed no allegiance to any king
except their own conscience, and so the
name was again changed
to Montgomery. This however became burdensome and so Joy was substituted. Feeling that they could be joyful in heart if
not in name they again made a change
and it has been permanent to this day.
Troy is a good, sensible name, well suited to its citizens.
The blood of the citizens of this town
has never been of the cowardly kind
when any danger threatened the welfare of the country. In the War of
1S12 Troy sent two men. She also sent
two to the Mexican War. In the war
of the Rebellion 71 men went forth to
lay down their lives if need be on
southern fields.
It is a record to be
proud of. The early settler, Nicholas
Dodge, who afterward went to Burnham, served in the 13tli New Hampshire
regiment during the Revolutionary
r\

a
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ever again loes threatened
of our beloved country

the welfare
that
there
would be found men m Troy who would
be willing to offer themselves even as
their fathers did so many years ago.
In connection with the subject of the
wars it is well to note how men were
trained for the duties they were to
render later.
When the State Militia
was organized Troy had two companies,
—the Rule Co., and the Militia Co. The
muster and inspection days came in
May and September, when all went to
Unity for review and inspection.
At the time of the so-called “Bloodless Aroostook War," which was the
result of a dispute between the United
States and Great Britian as regard lo
the boundary line of Maine and Canada,
1,100 soldiers went through Troy to the
scene of the difficulty in Aroostook. At
that time the old stage road was in use
from Augusta to Bangor and all travel
was over this road.
At the time of the arbitration of the
difficulty, Daniel Webster and Lord
Ashburton, as you will remember, were
sent to settle the dispute.
In questioning Mr. Garcelon about this event he
says that he well remembers coming
down to Troy Cornet to see the dignitaries pass through.
They went in
open carriages, and as is usual in such
cases were the objects of much curios-

as

took the census at one time in the
towns of Burnham and Troy, and was
postmaster four years. And this last
leads us to tell some incidents in connection with that service. At that
time the stage road from Waterville
The high tide last Friday morning nearly
to Bangor was in operation aud went cleared the Penobscot river of ice. At
There
was
estabthe
Center.
Bath
the high tide flooded many of the
through
lished at that time what was known as wharves and covered them with floating
the midnight mail: two four horse ice.
coaches went regularly ,and sometimes
The first proseoution under the law prothree or four.
Troy was about half- tecting gray squirrels was recorded in
so
the
and
Bath last week, when a man was lined $20
way between the terminals,
coaches came together at the Center. and costs for killing one of the pretty aniThe law went into effect March
Mr. H. A. Libby, one of Pittsfield’s re- I mals.
20th of this year.
spected citizens, was then a young man
and the driver of one of the coaches.
The passenger department of the Bangor
It was the custom when he came with- & Aroostook railroad is now occupied with
in about one mile of the postoffice at preparations for the publication of the
the Center to blow a fog horn that he road’s annual book “In the Maine Woods.”
The book will be issued sometime in Februalways carried with him. This was a ary probably and every effort is being made
sure signal that the mail was coming,
to have it the best yet issued.
The cover
for its echoes could be heard at least a design is one of the. best the book has ever
mile. No rural delivery made its round had and will add much to the book’s atthen but all were dependent on the four- tractiveness.
horse mail coach with its load of
The W. C. T. U. Essay Contest.
passengers and in many cases the noisy
if not tuneful horn.
Geo. Danforth of Dover received the $8
The early days were full of interest
T.
C.
and each succeeding year brought with prize offered by the State W.
its quota of stories and facts interes- U. department of S T. 1. last year for
ting to an history of this kind. Too the best essay on “The Value of Total
much of anything is wearysome and so Abstinence to a Life.”
Five hundred
it will be with these reminiscences. thousand essays were written in this conIf time was at hand 1 might make test last year, and the National Departmention in detail of the sons of Troy ment of Scientific Temperance Instruction
who have gone forth into life to there desires to have a million written this year.
fill more than an ordinary place. Ja- One essay lias already been received by
Mrs. Georgia Tyler Wood of Troy, Supt. of
son Estes, Samuel llale, James Parker
Die Maine dep! of S. T. I., who will be
were all representatives in the State
1'he Good
glad to answer any inquiries
Legislature. Judge lingers of Belfast, Will boys have signified their intention of
and Judge Clary of Boston are well up entering the contest, the conditions of
in the legal profession.
There are which were explained in a recent issue of
several doctors, some lawyers, school The Journal.
teachers, and professional men of all
Prohibition in Illinois.
Minis.
lie
iimiifui
gciir citlull
done credit to tlie early fathers.
All honor to the men of old, the RogChicago, Dee. G. Hundreds of saloons
ers, the Oarletons, the Gerrishes, the were closed in Illinois Friday, the local opBarkers, the Hillmans, the Fletchers, tion voted at the last election in 14 counties
the Greens,
Whitethe
Rhoades,
becoming effective at midnight.
Eight
houses, the Esteses, the Works, and counties are now totally “dry" while six
many others who laid the foundation
in only a few precincts. The
of modern Troy. May the descendants allow saloons
of these families live out anew the 1 counties principally affected are in the
southern tiers and reflect the wave of prosturdy characteristics which made the i hibition that has been sweeping up from
Troy of 75 years ago great. All honor the south.
to those who died as they lived, hope- I
The prohibition sentiment was also felt
ful and confident that here among the farther north in the State, where many
|
!
hills of Waldo County they had fash- towns voted out the saloons. In addition, a
ioned a place where truth should hold I systematic campaign for the Sunday closof saloons has been undertaken in
sway, where brotherly love should be | ing
Chicago and several score of saloon-keepers
paramount, where righteousness should I have been arrested on evidence gatherflourish.
| ed by agents of the Chicago law and order

[

!

league.
Liquor dealers of the State

alarmed
I at the situation and have taken steps to
movements.
In
the
reform
Chicago
combat
the local association of saloon-keepers and
the restaurant keepers’ association have
: united forces and will make vigorous attempts to secure the discharge oi the arrested sa’oon-keepers when their cases are
called for on Dec. 10th.
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later. Coming to the Corner, Mrs.
Rhoades secured a half bushel of corn
iud carried it to Carleton’s Mill, had it
ground aud then went liome with it and
there gave her children something to
sat. She had carried it tor about seven
interesting story.
Joseph Green, one of the pioneer miles. So much for the Yankee pluck
settlers of the town, built this on the : iiid grit of the women that have helpknoll hack of the present residence of id make Troy what it is.
David Hiper and lived in it for twenty- :
The Hillmans, too, are numbered
five years. Then it was moved over among those who came early and made
tiie hill, which the early settlers jok- a place for their family. Among the
ingly called “The Backbone of the iarly names in this family are those of
World," to its present situation. It John and Charles who came from
ret} ui ed the services of 60 yoke of oxen Readfield.
and the aid of several gallons of the
The Estes families can trace their
best old West India rum to move it.
ineage hack to the early days of the
Tlie main house is 40xgs, solidly built,
ast century.
a
Whitehouse, too came from Dover,
living reproach to tlie present tiay
\T.
H„ in about the same year.
hurriedly put together buildings. The
main timbers were white ash, l-> inches
The Gerrishes, before
mentioned,
square, the studding was white ash 5 juilt one of the first houses.
iiit'ue.s through, to which were nai.ed
The list would not be complete unpint- hoards an inch in thickness, with ess we made mention of the Barkers,
live-inch w nought iron nails.The plaster- who have always been thrifty, stalwart
ing ol the sitting room is as it was at farmers of that class which has made
tin- time of the removal of tlie house, * Sew England great the world over.
having never been replastered since Stephen Baker, the pioneer of that
the days of the building of tlie house in
ainily, bought a section of rough, hilly
it-ng or 105 years ago. While the house
and, which by dint of hard labor made
was partially rebuilt in war time yet it
valuable farm. Coming in the early
stands- substantially as it was in the i 30’s lie lived on his farm nearly sixty
At the time of its rebuild- /ears and it is a fact worthy of notice
beginning.
ing the carpenter in charge said that it ihat in all of ttiis time, he never bought
could he, rolled to Unity and not he
i barrel of flour, raising his own wheat
It is also relatWhile this may he a slight ind having it ground.
damaged.
exaggeration, yet a house that lias ; jd that he was among the early settlers
stood tlie blasts of over a century has in who went to Belfast, finding their way
j
it tiie living testimonial of the princi- jy the spotted trees. On one of these
ple on which our fathers built; strength, j ,rips lie bought one gallon of molasses
:or use during the next year, the same
reliability, endurance.
Wiule there are other old houses in 10 be used only in the case of sickness.
town, tiie Jonathan Bagley place on I We might go on and tell of other
Bagiey Hill, now occupied by Will1 families that came and incidents conNutt, coming in for second place, there nected with them, yht the time will not
is none that can trace their history as Blow. All have carefully treasured up
far back as the Garcelon residence.
n their own hearts the story of some
The town's history can he accurately : 3vent made sacred by the fact that
traced to some years before tlie year I ilieir own flesh and blood was the hero
eighteen hundred, for it was before ir central figure of it all.
that time that the first settlers came.
In the year 1812 the town was organThe first deed ever given to any permazed, a fact which it will be well to bear
nent settler was given in the year
n mind, for the centennial of a town
seventeen hundred ninety-one by Benj.
ike this needs to be properly celebratJoy, the proprietor, to Seth Foster of 3d. About this time more settlers came
Sidney. The lot of land transferred ind traders came to Dixmont. A good
was about four hundred acres and was I nusiness was done in lumbering and
1
known as the Foster lot.
telling the products of the field. Ban-

patronage during
will give to every customer
our
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worth of

goods at

SUGGESTIONS?
Hand Colored

'qf/uis

Neck Chain
Rattle
Shaving Pad
Handkerchiefs
Box Stationery
or
Watch Chain
Hand Mirror
Bonnet
Or Fob
SISTER
FOR YOUR DAUGHTER

Photographs
By Roy Coombs
At 50c. up.
See Window

Display.

Music Roll,
Work Box,

Hand Painted

Opal and
Crystal Ware.

MOTHER

Placques,
Puses,

■

Bonbon Dishes,

B

Hair Receivers,

^

We have an

I

Especially
Pretty
of

Xmas Stationery
This Tear,

Sofa Pillow, Toilet
Pin Cushion, Case.

TO
LOOK IN
OUR CANDY
KITCHEN.
IT WILL
BEAR

\

INSPECTION.
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Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town
Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo, t

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK,

the yea

1.RI-FA8T.

OF

Overdrafts, secured ami unsecured

63

/83
> ) 00

U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
U. 8. Bonds to secure U. S. Deposits..
Bonds, securities, etc..
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures.
Due from National banks (not reserve

‘>0.0

Due from approved reserve agents.
Checks and other cash items.Notes of other National Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents..;••••••
Lawful Money Reserve in Hank, viz:
..34,.197
Kiipriif
00
Legal tender notes.; f6,380
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasof
circulation).
urer (6 percent

6.»
8J*o»0
d.JHU do

60,000 00
16,000

An
00

y8U uu

...

bB °'S

50,377 85
3,000

..

°°

Total.$894,897 07
liabilities.

capital Stock paid in.$ laooooo
Surplus fund.1"’uuu
Undivided profits, less expenses andS

od.ojj

National Bank notes outstanding....
Due to other National Banks.
Duo to Trust Companies and Savings

To 75

Comb

Ink Stand,
Shaving Set, Framed Picture
Scarf Pin,
Hand Painted Hair Comb,
Pocket Book, Necktie or
Vase,
Match Safe.
Glove Box
Collar,
Work Basket,

,,,1

Calendar,
Fancy Work,

$894,8117 07

>s.
State of Maine, (ot Niv of Waldo
I,C. w. Wescort. Cashiei of the above nam-Ml
-tateabove
the
that
bank, do solemnly swear
and bement is true to the best «d my km*wledge
Cashier.
C
W.
WKSCOTT,
lief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th
day of December, 1907.
It >.LPH I. MORSE.
Notary I’ublic.
Correct- Attest:
)
\VM. B. SWAN.
r F. DCNTON,
1
t
A. SUER 'IAN,

[Directors,

-THE-

£?P
"«'/ Saucer,
Ifawrf Ptomfed

Charm

Glass Ware

TO YOUR RELATIVES AND FRIENDS:

We call attention to our 5 and 10 cent Counters
a

rcw

SUGGESTIONS
DOLLS, GAMES,
SURPRISE BOXES.

including

BOOKS,

Children’s

STATIONERY.

Boxes,

POCKETBOOKS.
BANKS, DISHES.
TOOTHPICK

AXD GET THE

HOLDERS,
TIN TOYS.

PICK.
_

NEXT TO

Sag

THE STORE FOR MONEY SAVckS
BELFAST, flAIWE.
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F1CRKTT, I- 17. Lot No 4s •? Ilf
of Trent place on E. side of M
$40; tax lue, 82 cents.
fin;
If
IN, Coil,. Lot N
Berry conveyance to Creanmr m ape I*
as per plan leeotde.i ;n W ildo Regn-n >
1, Page 11; valued $50; tax dm -$i
I.. mi. I
III MOON. MIN. W.
Iid ti 1
uated oil E. side of ea-li
I
S
and
bounded
son.
: $P
N. by land of Charles Kneela i,
tax due, 82 cents.
II VI.I.. A I.BEKT, Lots No
er plan ot Treat lot on Mill
tax due, §1.04
r
Lot No. a*.
li a > i.ev, w
Treat lot on Mill road; valued >1
eeuts
I
Lot- No. 44 ii;
HOLNl l-.S, I
plan <»f Treat lot on Mill road; v;
due, $1 G4.
■

| Christmas Number1
...OF THE...

>

1

iNEW YORK

M KS- ANNA
I.IJ
with buildings there*>n, si In a ted "ii v\
nd of u;,i
Mill roail; bom Med N b\
lev. S. by tand of < C N"aii>-> and M>da Costigan; house valued >;.* b:u a ?;
$875; tax due, $18.90.

Kl

ii •: r \ 1.1)
DEC.

15.

1907.

\f-"\
ART SECTION.
CHARMING

FICILiWES

(Suitable for Framing)
UN COLOR AM) H ALF TONE BY
K. M. Ashe.
A. It. Wenzell,
L. A. Shafer.

1-;. v. Nadhern.v,
11

W

Loomis,

J. C. Fireman

Wallace Morgan,
ami Foster Lincoln.

i

---J

I.“is \". 1.
MASCHKSTKK, .1 w
and 24 of Sleeper plan <>f Tr« at pi.tr*- n
of Mill road; valued $24<>; tax -1 u1 >1.:'! is No. s.
XI l' It t' II Y. JOHN It.
and 70 of the Sleeper I'lai, "f Ticai ;
valued
.Mill
road;
$240; tax dm
of
side
!
NF1.SON, K. I.. Shop and lot Situate,
of Main St.. Stockto" springs vui.i^*l.i!;
on ilie N. hy roa<l, F. by land
l>y 1
staples, vv. by Rose B. Snow’s land.
B. snow’s land; shop and !<m valued $200.
due, $4.10.
1‘AYSON. I K I D I- Lot mi French’s
one-third acre; valued $25, iax due, 81 cer
I'KNNKY. I’. It., or unknown, One-inu-l
mill waterpower, so called, also tlme-i u
N<
acre of hind connected with samo. on
bounded N. by land of I (J. I.amheu I
bor.
hni
VV.
.Jelhson
town way,
t>y ape
$100; tax «!ue, $2,' 5.
I and. "II,
I'A KTItllHil-:, Cll-;o. vv
and thirty acres, situated >n both sides >i
leading from Turner's cmm-i to turn}
bounded K. by land oi .1, m (iiant hen an
and va
H. Partridge; barn valued $50
$520; also ■-••ven acres of the llerben Ib o
bounded N. bv tow n line, F, by land of i I
ris. valued $:«»; als*» home and i<" on Iwestern road on Cape .b lDoii. bound ■*]
land of William Ward.N ami VV by land -m
gor I. Co known as the Solomon Carson
iluen
house valued $10e, land, two :mr*-s.
also new house on K. side of western ro;;«
C.uCape Jettison, opposite the Wi.liam
place, valued $u*o. also two l«*is value*'
hounded N. by land of .L ii. «<dlins, >.
bv land of A. H. Ward; also lot n •.
Clifford & Retry lot as per plan record*
11; valued
W aldo Record Book No. 1, 1
tax due, $46.13.
of
tile
fa
No.
Lot
Sleepr.
FKKI).
UK 1<I»,
of ’treat place on F. side of null load;
cents.
82
tax
due,
$40;
ST a PI. PS, O A Ii I- S V. House and twelve-i
situated on N. side of South road on Cap*son, hounded E. by land of 1L (> Imvvden.
town way; house valued $275, land valued $t
lax due, $8.71.
un and
SM ITH, UKOldiK H. House ami
teen and oim-half acres of land situated *>n i
v
Moektor
from
side of road leading
>pn:
7
luge to Salldyptrinl. house value,I
valued $60, I ifid valued $124; aim tueoi;
vi;
acres of land, hounded N. b> land •*!
Shute estate. K. by land ot N C. Iliiiii and I.
vane
i).
II.
1
**t
VV
land
d-by
by
aid F. finite.
$150; also two acres on s sum *>i Ib-pkw
meadow ; va.ued $25; tax due, $10 05
i,and. seven acr*
STOW Pits, IIPNICV >.
land an
Mardm
situated near Frank I
bounded vv.and N by laud ol said Maiden, >
dm-,
tax
valued
A.
C.
of
Treat;
$35;
by land
cents,
s
!)
and
of 1"
Lots
ST. PI i: it 111;. JOHN 15.
Clifford & Berry conveyance as pei plan reeoi,
ed in Waldo K< cord Book V* 1, Page 1’ v ain*
1

4-PAGE COMIC SECTION
IN

WITH

COLORS

( BUSIER BROWN i
{
(
TI.K NEMO )
( AM) 1 .V

eFLUFFY kUFFLES
§

CHRISTiVlA^> SHOFFING

S

Original

Stories

by

An at ole France,
Manuel Zamacois.
Paul Hervieu,
Robert Gilbert Welsh.
Deltas Maliu Edwards.

Christmas Humor by
John Kendrick Bangs
ami Wells Hawks.

^-orokr

A copy without itki.av
your npwsi>i:ai.kr

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
yjTHKKKAS. Arthur P. Sleeper of Natick.
of
Comity of Middlesex anil Commonwealth
Massachusetts, by his mortgage deed, dated the
retwenth-ninth nay of January, v, l>. l'.KIti. and
Hook
corded in Waldo County Registry ot Deeds,
279 Page ltH, cunveytd to me, the undersigned, a
certain lot nr parcel of land situated in the town
of Searsport, Me., Waldo County, houiuled and
as follows: Commencing at the S. \v
new road and N.
corner of lot No. 2, west of the
W corner of the Lanpher lot, and in the east line
thence
of R Porter’s land at a stone monument;
north eighty-eight rods, more or less, to the
northwest corner of said lot to a cedar stake
marked No. 2 and 3. and an ash tree marked the
line of lot No. 3,
same; thence east by the south
and stones, two
to said new road to a cedar stake
or less; thence
more
seven
rods,
hundred and
of
south fifty-eight rods, more or less, ito land
from
Roseaua Emerson to a cedar stake; thence
the center of the new road, fifty -seven rods,
south
fnore or less, to an hnIi stake; thence
thirty rods, more or less, to land of Washington
west on
Peaslee heirs, to a codar stake; thence
north line of lot No. 1 one hundred and fifty rods,
containmore or less, to first mentioned bounds,
or less, it being in all, one hundred acres, more
me
this
to
day
ing the same premises conveyed
condition
by Albert M. Ames; and whereas the
now therefore,
been
broken,
has
of
mortgage
by reasoi of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
fourth
Dated at Stockton Springs, Maine, this
A. D.
„ AMJ£8.

W

described

said

CTgEET

j

-•

shirtwaist.,

Brooch,

t

>

Mother-in-Law

Smokiny Set
Xmas Book,
Watch

f

CLAIT, NlliS. ,II.NMP li
dotage oil m-'
side of road leading from Rice's corner
Samlypoint P. O ; cottage and lot one ein
t
acre: valued §M
due, $8.20.
CI-OU.CAKOUM r. Ilou-M- and t •st.d
situated on north side of South r<.a>l
.ieliison, land one and oue-half an--. l-om,
north by lam; of W. 1. Siapl--. l amt W
-•
land of Staples; house valued
-tal
•'
stable $•>! ; land, one
'.id one-half acres.
tax
$75;
due, $7.09.
CA ItKOl.D, T. #1. Land OU tap- .l-diNo. 8 on speed farm, including barn.
$100; tax due, $2.05.
House amt lot 'I
DOW.tiEOIMd W
W. side of road leading from sandyp
Pr».-speot Ferry ; bounded N. by land
er and Pounett; house valued $90 !,.mt
«*5.
aero, valued $10; tax due.

pc o.
rf»

f’V’S

prom

SHOP EARLY

I

Fancy

\

>

Banks..

Indiv idual deposits subject to check. ‘>74,oot>
Demand certificates of deposit..
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
-’V*;;’,
United States deposits..
1 ■JUU
Reserved interest on deposits—
Total.

\
!j

THE

RESOURCES.

discounts..$346,766

I

1907.

following list of taxes on real estate
non-resiuent owners m the t-wn of Stockt
Springs, for the yeai 1907. committed to me n
collection for said town on the first dav of .In.1907, remain unpaid, and notice is herebv giv
that if said taxes. Interest and charges are
previously paid, so mucli of the rea' state tax;is is
sufficient to pay the amount due thereto.
including interest and charges, will be sold
PUBLIC AUCTION at HM IlHORN HA 1.1..
said town (the some being the place where i!
last annual town meeting of said town was he
on till: EIKST MONDAY IN P FMRC \ KY, Pan
at nine o’clock in the forenoon:
BATES, -JAMES H. Lots 37 and 38 of t!
Sleeper plan of the Treat lot. Value, $lu0;
due, $2.05.
BENNETT, 1 ICY 1N, Lot No. 18 on Cape .1
lUon as per pistil recorded Waldo Record Bo
1, Page 11; value $50; tax due, §1.03.
C'LA H K, (JEOIUJE W., 1II.IK>. Cottageuated on west side of Middle road leading fi
Stockton Springs village to shore; bournnorth by land of A P. Goodhue, south by
gor I. Co land ; cottage, value $200; land,
acres, value $1G", tax due. $7.38.
CltOCKEH, EDWIN >1. Homestead situao
at north end of Sylvan St., house valm-d $_•barn valued $4"; utud, fourteen acres, van
$70; bounded W.amlS. \\. by land *»r Fiot-ci.
estate, east by land of Bangor l.r«i ; tax •;
$6 30.

the close
At Belfast, ill tin- State of Maine, at
of business, lJeceinber :t. 1907.

Loans and

—II

Collector’s Notice of Sale.

7580

BROTHER

FATHER

trom 10 Cents

■

P°cket
Book.

•

Grandmother Grandfather

Puff Boxes,

Assortment

PIANO

A

i

assortment of Fancy Package Chocolates, a'so
Pipes and other articles pertaining to the comfort
of smokers for Holiday Gifts at

rUK YUUK BUY

tUK YUUK Wirt

purchasing $2.00

during the month of

our store

____

BABY

\

December a beautiful whipped cream set of CO
LONIAL CUT GLASS In addition to the high
grade Confectionery, (home made,' Fruit, Nuts,
Figs, Cigars and Tobacco, you will find a large

Whom the Christmas Problem
Is a Trying One!

OTHER

for your liberal
first year in Belfast

appreciation

our

1

[
j

1

'T* 0 show

are

■

WEDDING BEILS.

Card of
Thanks.

doors on Oct. 28th because of the withdrawal of deposits following the banking
difficulties in New York city, resumed
The stock owned by C.
business Dec 9th.
W. Morse, who had a controlling interest,
now
held
GO
Bath
is
residents.
by

Kind You Havo Always BoiljM
Tears the
//
It is au interesting sidelight on the :1
manners of the time to trace the career
of this corn.
Rogers sold his crop to <
lumbermen on the Penobscot river near
Hampden and Bangor, this having to 1
he transported with ox teams. On the !
other hand Green sold his eo.n to the |[
Qv inn—Pen dleton. Uu is oveill oer 3011),
Mauretania Breaks a Record.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. La bon K. Penneighboring farmers. There is a story
Islesboro, occurred tlm marriage of
dleton,
in connection with Roger's corn crop
The Canard
Queenstown, Dec. 5.
their daughter, Addie fielle, and Edwin |
that may prove interesting to you. At i
Charles Quinn of Poston. The ceretnany Liner Mauretania passed Daunt’s rock at
the time ol the raising of the first pro- Ii
5.40 p. in. today, establishing a new eastwas performed by Iiev. A. G. Warner in the
Her time fur
duee in town there came to Bath from
presence of the near relatives of the con- bound trans-Atlantic record.
the voyage from Sandy Hook, 4 days, 22
At
the
France a ship in search of masts. They ;
7
o’clock
tracting parties.
groom,
escorted by his brother, Albert Quinn, en- hours, *.’0mi nutes, beats the best time of her
weren’t to lie satisfied with any puny,
tered the parlor to strains of Lohengrin sister ship, the Lusitania, by 21 minutes.
saplings, but desired the best and tall- !
while the bride ioliowed on tlie arm of her The deference between the old and the new
ity.
est that could be found, seventy in
-V little later Gen. Winfield Scott, the sister, Miss Caro M. Pendleton. The single records is not great, but considering the
number. Being unsuccessful in their
of Maurehero of the Mexican War, and Horace ring service was used and the march was weather conditions, tiio officers
search at Bath they came to Peltuma
tania • xpiess themselves as greatly pleased
the one time editor of the well rendered by Mrs. George P. Taylor of
Greeley,
w ith her performance.
Point and there hired Rogers to secure
After congratulations ami best
New Volk Tribune, went through the Hampden.
the desired articles.
wishes were extended a wedding breakfast
Wnile away in search for the masts I town. After the stage road went from was served. The happy couple left on the
Waterville by the way of Burnham to morning boat ’mid showers of rice and conhe left his family in tare of his wife
j
Center it is reported that Horace fetti. Mr. and Mrs. Quinn will reside in
and oiliest, child, a girl of sixteen.
For Troy
on the
Dorchester, Mass. The friends from out of
Specifics cure by acting directly
fear that they might be hungry in Ins Gieeley went through again and stop- town
Miss Etta Au-tin
were Mrs. Austin,
at Rogers Coiner, and we
sick parts without disturbing tho rest of
absence he left them 1000 bushels of ped over,night
and
of
Albert
Arthur
Dorchester,
Quinn
have no reason to believe that this rethe system.
corn stored in dryiiuuses.
As matters
1 Quinn of Poston, Miss Martha Whitney of
No. 1 for Fevers.
is untrue.
turned at this time there came to Troy port
N. 11., Marion L. Pendleton of
Greenville,
Worms.
No. 2
Speaking of Troy Corner reminds us Poston and Mrs. G. P. Taylor of Hampden.
three teams m search for corn. They
that there are some interesting facts in
No. 3
Teething.
had been to Dixiliolit and had beeii
Fostek—Me A EJ.ISTEK. The marriage of
Diarrhea.
unsuccessful and so thinking that Troy connection with this important part of
No. 4
11.
Foster
of
Pittsfield
and
Mrs.
Charles
our town.
The first store at the Cormight be a second Egypt they crossed ner was built
No. 7
Coughs.
Emma
Purnham
was solemMcAllister
ut
by Johnson & Butman, nized at the home of the bride at o o’clock
tne line and came to this town".
After
No. 8
Neuralgia.
w ho did a
thriving trade with the farm- Thursday afternoon, Dec. 5th, by Rev. E. K.
a fruitless search at many houses they,
Headaches.
No. 9
ers in
this section.
The first store j
of the Pittsfield Free baphaving heard that Rogers hail corn for
1 .Iordan, pastor
was burned, but the lower part of the
No. 10
Dyspepsia.
tist church. Mr. and Mrs. Foster will
sale, came to the Rogers home. Huv- 1
present J. L. Stone store is as it was make their home in Purnham, where they
No. 11
Suppressed Periods.
ing made known their errand, Mrs. I at
the time of the rebuilding.
will have the best wishes of many friends.
Whites.
No. 12
Rogers, with true New England pluck,
• The
Union church at Troy Corner i
set to work to shell the desired amount
No. 13
Croup.
i
The December number of The Rudder
of corn.
The work progressed far into was built in 1840 and the town house
Tho Skin.
No. 14
What has been has a very interesting article by Winthe night. Candles were used for light was built in 1834.
Rheumatism.
No. 15
and very likely they made use of the called the oldest schoolhonse was built field M. Thompson on “Ambrotype,”
Malaria,
No. 1G
on Rhoades Hijl.
It has since been one of the early American yachts; tells
blaze of the open tire.
At all odds
Catarrh.
No. 19
how to build a small catboat; lias many
the three teams lett Troy the next replaced by a newer building.
The interviews which the writer had designs and much of interest to power
N o. 20
afternoon loaded down with the golden,
Whooping Cough.
with Mr. Garcelon were interesting boat owners and prospective builders,
The Kidneys.
No. 27
yellow corn.
In the year 1800 Reuben Carleton in the extreme. Only lack of time for- and the usual entertaining talk by’fslie
The Bladder.
No. 30
bids our telling more of his reminis
The colored
came to town and built a mill lor the
Skipper.
frontispiece,
La Grippe.
77
No.
cences.
He, himself, is a man who has “Her Last Hold,” is worthy of a frame,
purpose of manufacturing lumber. The
In small bottles of pellets that fit the vest
site is said to be the same as the pres- been closely identified with the town and the magazine as a whole compocket. At Druggists or mailed, 25c. each.
affairs.
Mr. Garcelon was in
the mends itself to the yachtsman and tht
ent location of L. E. Rogers’ mill.
I
JEST Medical Guide mailed free.
in
House
was
1867
and
also
in
the
Sent
builder.
Rudder
Co.
Reuben Rhoades also came and setPublishing
Humphreys’ Med. Co.,Cor. William & John Streets,
ate
two
Aside
from
this
he
New
N.
Y.
York.
New
years.
tled at West Troy.
Murray street,
York,
The present citizen of that name is one of Ins direct
descendants. It is related that at
one time, when Mr. Rhoades was
away
it work in some place near here, he
hud to.d his wife before he went away
that he would send them some corn so
that they might not lack for food in
liis absence. The corn having failed to
irrive and the family meal chest getting low, Mrs. Rhoades set out to find
At that time there was a
some corn.
store at Troy Corner kept by Johnson

j!

j

in tne United States

thirty towns that boast the name of
Troy. Missouri. Mew York, Vermont,

State had

changing

MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
selectman twenty years, ten
clerk, one year as U. S.
Hamlin and B. U. Beal G. A.
Hannibal
Deputy Marshal, and was on the school
Bangor have endorsed the canboard ten years. Dnring the Civil War R. PostsofofHon.
Thomas G. Libby of Vinalhe was closely connected with the send- didacy
baven for Department Commander.
was
the
of
to
men
front,
justice
ing
The Bath trust company, which closed its
of the Peace for 35 years continuously,

served

years as town

dayof^ember,

•*

$li.O;

tax

I

due, $2.05.
oi

STKAIINS.N A. Lot 58 of I!io Sleeper plan
Treat place on E, side of Mill road; vaim-d
$40; tax due. 82 cents.
TKUNDY, FRANK. Land, one fourth acre a
Sandypoint. adjoining Freeman Wainum’s oi.
the south; valued $20; tax due,41 cents.
Stockton Springs. Maine, December 4. 1907
C. C. PARK. Collector of Taxes
For the town of Stockton Springs for the yea
3w50
1907.

To Let.
sleeping rooms all furnishirt. Can
easily heated, or will be rented for light
housekeeping for one or twolpeople.
40tf
Apply at 45 Cedar Street.
Three

be

TO LET.
Two large connecting rooms, parlor and sleeping room nicely furnished, with running water in
sleeping room. Enquire at Franklin street, op49 tf
posite postofflee.

A lazv liver leads to chronic dyspepsia
and constipation —weakens the whole sysDoan’s Kegulets (25 cents per box)
tem.
■i rreet
the liver, tone the stomach, cure

nstipatton.
l'he Lady—Hut why have you left your

'[her positions so often ?
The Would-be Cook—Please, ma’am, beu>e I've got nine brothers, four of ’em
cemen, and none of (lie mistress’ll beve that they're my brothers.—Transatlan■

:

Tales.

you having trouble with your kid;ih\>:' There are lots of people today who
uder why they have pains across the
a „,
why they are tired and lacking in
Your kidneys are
tirtgv and ambition.
,n>ng.. They need relief without delay.
I-. ,e lieWitt's Kidney and bladder Pills;
1
are for weak back, inflammation of the
elder, backache and weak kidneys. Mold
K. II. Moody.
\re

His wife—You have been drinking again,
aveu't vou, now ?
Her Husband— M’dear, I cannot tell a
Then you are
Has Wife—You can’t!
(her gone than 1 thought.—Illustrated
is.

baby’s croup, Willie’s daily cuts
bruises, mania's sore throat, grandma's

ure>

i

niemws—I)r. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil—the
it household remedy.
Him—“With
vvi

seems

exception

one

entirely satisfied

w

a

woman

ith her hus-

1 alter the lmnej moon.”
Her— “And the exception*?”
;;in— “It occurs w hen lie gets

111

his salary

-eel!”—Philadelphia Inquirer.

THE PARCELS POST.
Carter

B.

Keene Speaks for
master General.

the

Post-

Carter B

Keene, a direct representative of Tostmaster General Von
Myer
was the principal speaker
before the
Irans-Mississippi Commercial congress
in Muskogee, Oklahoma, Xov.
21st
The Postmaster General was invited to
be present and present bis views concerning improvements in the postal
service which he would recommend in
his forthcoming annual report.
Very
urgent business prevented bis attendance and Mr. Keene took bis place.
The Muskogee Phtenix prints his adWe can only give a few
dress in full.
Mr. Keene said:
extracts.
"Fifteen years ago when the extension
of parcels post first received attention
serious problems arose which have
been solved by rural free delivery, and
the extension of the service now would
be a positive advantage to the small
dealer. Nearly all rural routes begin
and end at the village post office or the
small city post otfice. Many pass the
In fact, they origicross roads store.
nate at or pass the natural retail trade
centers of the people they supply. This
will be true of the many additional
routes yet to be established to accomodate the tide of home seekers that
sweeps across the Mississippi every

Scratch 1
Itch!—Scratch !
Itch!
u*h!
•,,tcl•! The more you scratch the worse
:.i h
Try Doan's Ointment.. It cures
All drug•«.
/.niia, an\ skin itching.
-ts sell it.

year.
"The postmaster general will recommend to congress that packages mailed
at the beginning of a route, or at any
intermediate point thereon, for delivery
.lustiee i? queer," quoth Pinks, “and on that route shall be dispatched at the
odd ileal>.’’
following rates of postage: 5 cents for
>1 iipvpf hear," asked Winks, “about
the lirst pound and 2 cents for each
v heel."
Philadelphia Ledger.
additional pound, making the expense
of sending ll pounds on the rural route
win.Is shriek high in fiendish glee,
enters winter withliis key
2.'i cents, while the mail order house at
be
disease
••it \ .>ur>elf, from
free;
st. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, San
<■
! 1 iiitste; " Kwek\ Mountain Tea.
Francisco or elsewhere would pay
K. 11. Moody.
hi oilier words the local mer$1.32.
chant
would have an advantage in
i,.'how ;i doltai always seems a .good
over the outside concern of
higgei when yuii have to pay it out postage
s-l .i'7 on a package of maximum weight,
it n.-t-s when u>u take it in.—Nomerand the Mime proportion would hold on
.e Journal.
all smaller parcels. Today the large dealer
i lion sands of men and women in
and the small dealer must pay 04 cents
sol hie are suffer iug from kidne\ and
to send a 4 pound package anywhere, be
Don’; neglect \oiir kidler t:nub,e.'.
DeWitt’s the distance long or short.
1 )-*!a\ s are dangerous.
"Tin* accomodation that rural pary and Hiadder l’ l > alt’ord quick infer ah forms of kidue} and bladder cels post would be to the farmers is
.’Sold
A week’s treatment 25e.
«•.
by j apparent to
you practical men many of
t
Moody.
whom have been forced to interrupt
v.
your work to go miles for household
she had the stor> started about hernecessities that ail order by telephone
W by ?*’
or postal card would have brought to
ill >eott!
r husband spends all of his time at
your door for a few pennies.”
e in
consequence.”—Houston Post.
Mr. Keene then took up and discusslittle (aseasweet is all that is ed the objections urged against this
\ t<uf baby
when it is plan, principally through trade jourii > to give
( aseasweet contains I nals, contending that
ai-d peevisli.
parcels post can
ttf-s ! .'! h .1 nifui ‘irugs and is liiglily
have no competitor, because private
i!•.111• i,1 ih*d V*\ :n<‘tilers everywhere. Dontransportation companies make dew

m

ahrms.l

by li- H. Moody.
11 -‘brevity's tlie soul of wit,”
It certainly is funny

*-* y

(*

111 s i

v

»-*

iv

at

rail mart

points, while Hie mails penetrate every
nook tititl corner of the land; that so
far from the expense, being an unwari ii.it we don't think :t droll a bit
ranted drain on the treasury the pro\\ hen we lie short of money.
Philadelphia Press. posed extension of parcels post can be
conducted at a profit to the govern;> Hu you believe, tliis world is a ment. As to the question whether the
proposed reduction in postage from 10
<-k -Yes: and every woman hasaspeakto 12 cents a pound will operate to the
;rt.—London Maii.
disadvantage of the small dealer Mr.
IVel strong, have good appetite and di
Keene said;
•li, s eep soundly and enjoy lite, use
"The local dealers experience their
nock iHood Hitters, the great system
most damaging competition front tiie
c and builder.
mail order houses in articles that are
nicker— “There are plenty of books tellshipped by freight or express, and the
hmv to save iife while waiting for adoccomparatively small reduction in post■cker—“Yes. What we need is one tel 1- age proposed on packages sent anywhere m the United States would still
;he young doctor howto save his life
e
waiting foi the patient.”—Harper’s leave tiie rate too high to offer induce/.ar.
ments over the present transportation
A Dangerous Deadlock,
practices of those houses. On every
sometimes terminates fatally, is the It pound package the local dealer
To would have an advantage over his
page of iiver and bowel functions.
cKiy end this condition w ithout disagree- strouger competitor of $1.32 if the parNewLife
Pills
Hr.
King’s
sensations,
cel he delivered to tiie purchaser at the
aid always be your remedy, (luaran- store, and $1-07 if it he sent over a
absolutely satisfactory in every case rural route touching the merchant’s
li. 11. Moody's drug
nionev back, at
post otlice.
"Cannot the farmer employ the rural
Looked funny didn’t it, to see carver, carrier to bring him packages from
the
collection
taking
up
Hjtgue pitcher,
town? Yes. under certain restrictions,
•lurch tliis morning?”
if the carrier elects to be accommodatA by funny
! don’t know of a man beting. Tiie mixing of private business
pi died to keep his eye on the plate.”—
and official duties does not work well.
stun budget.
rural paicels post it is planned *o
V m know as well as any one when you ; By
if make it tiie duty of the carrier to des on- th'i.g t" regulate your system,
liver a parcel to any address and coni>11w.s are .sluggish, your food
on
dis-j siderations
of personal preference and
your kidneys pain, take 1 lollisihlyi .. Mountain 'i» a. it always re-; favoritism are sunk when the stamps
cents, Tea or Tablets.
are affixed."
li. II. Moody.
Mr. Keene said the parcels post will
to the 4th class postmaster,
<ry bald-headed man went into the; mean nun’ll
shop in the American house in our ; the hardest-worked and poorest paid
and plumping him sell down in the servant of the government. The bussaid:—
iness of his office will be increased and
tii-cat!”
a substantialshare of the revenue from
the barber, looked at him a moment,
parcels post business will go into his
—

*

replied
\

hy, man, you don’t need

no

hair-cut—

pocket.

"Is the lower rate of postage on rural
routes intended as a temporary oi perI am aware
manent arrangement?
Here’s <iood Advice.
that the statement lias been given wide
>. Woo lever, one of the best
known
the
circulation
that
lower
rate is merechants of Le Haysville, V V
says:
experiment and that a uniform
; you are ever troubled with piles, apply ! ly an
It cured me of ; rate of 12 cents would soon he put in
uck leu’s Arnica Salve.
< tires every
effect. I will say emphatically that r.
cm for good 20 years ago.’
>*, wound, burn or abrasion. 25c. at li.
cents a pound for the lirst pound and 2
store.
drug
Moody’s
cents a pound for each additional pound
will he tiie recommendation of the
‘•1 r. liich—“1 suppose you lind that a baby
jhtens up tin- house?”
postmaster general, and if congress
burn
dr.
we
nearly
benedict—“Yes;
adopts his views on the subject a postal
the gas we used to.”—Answers,
official would be as powerless to change
uere
is
something about Kennedy’s that rate as any person here. An act
of congress only could modify it.
itive Lough Syrupthat makes it difnt from others, as it causes a free yet
"It lias been asked if catalogue
He action «»f the bowels through which
houses, so-called, could not under the
At
cold is forced out of the system.
proposed plan freight or express cataame time it heals irritation and allays
logues to rural route centers and disIt is tirilmt.P
inmation of the throat and luugs.
thpm
at. thp
rural
want is

a

shine.”—Lippiucott’s

iyou

opiates
Moody.
no

nor

narcotics.

Sold by K.

eeu—“(’an 1 sell you my motor-car?”—
>wu—"Which is broke—you or the
.chine?”—Illustrated Bits.
PILES! PILES! PILES!

Indian Pile Ointment will cure
It
i, Bleeding and Itching Piles.
rbs the tumors, allays itching at once,
a.- a poultice, gives instant relief.
YVil.**' Indian Pile Ointment is prepared
Piles and itching of the private parts.
: b\ druggists, mail 50c and §100, \Vil•u>’ MTg, Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.
'lams’

and the savings funds received
from the public yvill be deposited in
national banks in the very localities
where they accumulate. No guarantees
from the banks in the form of collateral
v'’1" be required because under the law
the Lnited States is a
preferred credi-

tor.’

THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.
The

Leading Recommendations.

Unflinching

perseverance in the war
against successful dishonesty.
National government’s complete and
sole control of interstate commerce.
National incorporation act for railroads, or a law licensing railway companies to engage in interstate commerce
upon certain conditions, giving interstate commerce commission
power to
pass upon the future issue of securities.

bherman antitrust law “should be so
amended as to forbid only that kind of
combination which does harm to the
general public.”
Supervision of corporations by na-

PERSONAL

Thomas Ward aud wife arrived from
Montaua Dec. 4th and will pass the winter
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George P.
Ward.Ross C. Higgins and Ralph Clements made a trip to Belfast Dec. 2nd.
jurious drugs.
A. J. Humphrey,36 Bevan Street, Cohoes,
Alphonso Iluff and wife and Henry ReyN. Y., has been in poor health for nearly
nolds and wife of Brooks passed Dec. 8th
two years, so week at times it seemed miserable to live. Since taking Father John’s with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Patterson.
Medicine he has felt better in every way Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins and Mrs.
and now eats well, sleeps well and is growRoss C. Higgins passed Wednesday aftering stronger and fleshier daily.
noon with Mr. and Mrs.
Benj. Ames..
V. N. Higgins was in Belfast Dee. 9th.
HOW 10 CURE
Mr. and Mrs. V. X. Higgins were guests of
BRONCHITIS Mr. and Mrs. Joseph II. Stevens last Fri; Jay night.The weather has been delightful the past week and farmers are
There is no record of any case of bron1
in their wood lots preparing
chitis where the use of Father John’s Medi- very busy
their year’s wood in readiness to haul out
cine did not cure. Letters from those who j
on the first snow.Mrs. E
II. Littlefield,
have been made well and strong
by this old who has been
sick for the past year, had a
will
be sent to you by the Carleton
remedy
severe ill turn last week_Mrs. W. S.
ami ilovey Co., Lowell, Mass., on
request. Dolloff was
quite sick last week but is im-

Corporation

having

monopoly

a

....

currency.

The subject of the tariff “cannot
with wisdom be dealt with in the year

preceding

presidential election.”

a

Income tax and inheritance tax are
advisable for national revenue.
“Limit the abuse of injunctions and
protect those rights which, from time
to time it unwarrantably invades.”
Federal inspection of interstate railroads.
National liability for accidents to
employes, including those in navy yards
and arsenals.
Extension of the eight-hour law principle to all government work.
Compulsory investigation of strikes.
Model laws on employment of women
and children.
Establishment of forest reserves in
White and Allegheny mountains.
Postal savings bank system, and
extension of parcels post system.
Congressional appropriation for presidential campaign expenses of the two

great parties.

More ocean mail
am si

ca

in a u 1

p

appropriations

to

nm*s.

for
the
army, which should he larger.
“We should this year provide for
four battleships," and their auxiliaries,
docks and coaling stations ou the Pacific, colliers and supply ships, “plenty
of torpedo boats and destroyers,” and
fortifications of the very best type.
Fleet must he kept together and
move
about “now and then” from
ocean to ocean.
Participation in Japanese international exposition in 1912, the first ever
held in Asia, to show “hearty good
will.” Action should be taken now.

Increased

appropriations

Literary News and Notes.
A two color drawing of Santa Claus
adorns the front cover of the December
American Boy. The stories and articles
in this number will delight not only
The
the boys but their elders as well.
fascinating story of Jimmy Jonesfor
two
continued
chapters, as
Pirate,is
is also That Dillingham Boy, by Oliver
Optic. J. T. Trowbridge’s serial, The
Boy and the Beast,increases in interest,
and Off the Reservation, by Edward
S. Ellis, is brought to a conclusion.
Among the shorter stories, Christmas,
of course, takes first place, there being
two:
The Kid’s Christmas, by Jlabel

Joues-Bush,

illustrating

delightfully

the great truth that “a little child shall
lead them,” and How Santa Claus
Came to the Widow Piper, by Hermes
Tellus, telling how the gift of a pair of
boots and a boy's honesty and faithfulness brought much
Christmas good
cheei to those in want.

“Why the Fleet Will Round the
Horn” is one of the best articles of the
month. It appears in the December
National.
It is complete in things one
wishes to know, effecting international
conditions, and tells why the supremacy of the Pacific is bound to become of
importance. The installation of a serial
which promises to attract wide attenIt is
tion appears in this number.
called “The Smoky God, or a Visit to
the Inner World.”
It is by Willis
George Emerson, the popular author
oi “Buell Hampton," “The Builders,”
etc.
“The Service of Uncle Sam,” by
H. C. Gauss, gives the experiences of a
young man in the employ of Uncle
Sam who learns, after all, that positions
in classified service are not to be considered very desirable. There is the
usual interest In the “Affairs at Washington,” by Joe M. Chappie, and a
dozen first-class stories are among the
features of this most interesting
number.
HOG

CHOLERA.
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ANODYNE

LINIMENTI
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and Children.

The Kind You Have

CrOlip
Coughs

Sunroof

Catarrh
Ul alllps
Cholera

SWANVILLE CEN

Few

men have deserved
better of
their country than William
Pitt Fessenden, the statesman and financier
who was mainly instrumental in
bring.
mg the Liitted States out id the finaneuil chaos precipitated
the
civil
war
by
1-ew have received a smaller
guerdon

posthumous fame.
a cogent
speaker, he trusted
more to logic than to
rhetoric. lie
vindicated his place in the Senate rather as a debater than as an
orator, says
his contemporary, Charles
Sumner,
in other words, lie was more
incisive

than

the ablest supporters
measures

of Lincoln

lie never forced himself into the
public
I here was
eye.
nothing sensational
oi spectacular about him
and he did not
become, like some of his contemporaries, "a popular figure” with the people at large.
Alter his death there was no one sufficiently interested t.i
i.m nr.
iii .1 position to do so.
His sons were
then young men, whose energies were
sullicientiy taxed in the support of

their families.

Some dozen yeais ago, however, one
of these sons. Brigadier General Francis Fessenden, undertook the task
from which others had shrunk, and devoted much time to the collating of
material. On his death, in 190(1, Geueral Fessenden bequeathed the result
of his labors to Ins son, James I).
Fessenden, who prepared the manuscript lor publication in its present
form.
It is issued in two volumes
by
Messrs. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. of

25c.

H
fi

^B

a

^B
^B
^B

it!

vet,

^^B

bottle : large bottle holding three times
nuch, 50c. Sold ever>where.

as

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,

The Secretary of the Treasury also

suspended the further issue of greenbacks, thus inducing the State banks
accept the national system.
Gold having fallen to 199 and the im-

to
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BOSTON. MASS.

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

|
j

First Quality Thoroughly Prepared Coal

j
j
j
i

We

j

Message.

While a majority of the members say
that the message is tame, it is to be
noted that the President has not retracted by even so much as a single
word his views. He still preaches jus
tice for capital as well as for labor, he
still insists that the law must deal impartially with the wealthy malefactor
or the member of a labor union who
breaks the laws, his boundless optimism and belief in the future of the
country is still as great as ever.—Special to Boston Globe.
President Roosevelt surprised the
leaders of his party in Congress by the
moderate tone of his aunual message
read in both Houses today. Although
regarding many of his legislative suggestions as novel, Republicans who
have been disposed to criticise his previous messages and speeches, were
quick to point out today that his demands for immediate legislation were
more radical of
very few and that the
his recommendations were in the form
of suggestions. It is evident that the
President and his party leaders are
both desirous of avoiding a split in the
party on the eve of a presidential elecFriends of the Administration
tion.
in Congress insist that President Roosevelt has not “backed down” in his
“Progressive in ideas, but
message.
moderate in tone” is the substance of
their comment.—Special to Boston

are

now

prepared

to receive orders tor Anthracite Coal

and have for

sale the celebrated WYOMING and WILKES3ARRE COALS; also HA7ELT0N LEHIGH

!

COAL at the following prices for Wyoming and Wilkesbarre:

\

$7.50 Per Ton Delivered

j

$7.00

!

j

25

j

$5.75

|

f

No Other Food Product
has a like Record

in Barrels and Pni in.

Per Ton at the Wnarf.
cents Per Ton
Per Ton

"From those prices

! from date of

we

Higher for Lehigh Coal,
for Pea Coal, SSTSSZS;

allow 25 cents per ton discount it paid within 30 days

delivery.^
are

for orders received previous to Oct. 1st and delivery previous
to advance prices after Oct. 1st without notice.

1st, reserving the right

We nope to be favored with your order, which shall have
in the preparation ana delivery.]

•

best attention

our

We also have the Maryland Company’s Georges Creek Cumberland Coal for

Baker’s Cocoa
1 0^7

Years of

blacksmith

use.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

Constantly

lZi/ Increasing

Sales

Christmas Decorations

48
Highest

WHY NOT DECORATE
ALL KINDS ON HAND.
WHEN
YOU
CAN GET
WINDOW
YOUR

Awards
in

CHRISTMAS BELLS 15 CENTS A DOZEN.

Europe
and

We have the

America

It

|

is

TEl.EVllONE

Our Choice Recipe Book, containinc directions for preparing more
than
on

300

dainty dishes,

sent

Leave your handle* here.

Searsport. Maine.

M. A. COOK.

perfect food, as wholesome as it
id delicious; highly nourishing, easily
digested, fitted to repair wasted strength,
preserve health, prolong life.
a

ViV/'V-Tn.

PICTURE BOOKS AND CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES.

Make this store your headquarters.
We give cash discount checks.

ABSOLUTELY
PURE

Vl 1

Larger Ones. 20 inches, for 25c.

|^-T0YS. GAMES.

tt-y.

I

free
On

request.

.uni

after Oct.

;. 1 907, crams

■

•ouneciing

Burnham and Waterville with throng. ‘rains
for and from Baiuor, Watervillo, 1 'ortlaud and

a:

Waiter Baker &

Co., Ltd.

DORCHESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

In Effect

-———=L

\BSEF

via

Northern

Maine

DEPARTURES
Leave -Searsport 6 00 a.ra., Stockton 6.10a in.,
arriving at Bangor 7.2 7a. m So. Lagrange 8.03 a.

Ely’s Cream Balm

m., Hover and Foxcroft 9.10 a. in., (ireenville
10.50 a.ra Kineo, 12.40 p, in., Milo8.0.1 a.m„ Milli
liocket 10.20 a. 111., Ashland 1.2 8 p. in Fort Kent
3.25 !>■ 111., lioulton 12.25 p. ill.' Fort Fairfield 2 27
p. 111., Presque Isle 2.03 p. in., Caribou 2.30 p. in.
Leave—Searsport 3.25 p. m„ Stockton 3.40 p, in.
for and arriving at Bangor 4.55 p. in., p. in., So
Lagrange 5.29 p. m Miiu 6 05 *>. m.. Hover 0.28
p. m., Greenville 7.5o n. in.

Shoop’s
Night Cure
R. H.

MOODY, BELFAST.
J. H. Montgomery, Searsport.

BELFAST.

j

j

MARCELLUS J.DOW
DEALER

IN

DBY AND FANCY GOODS,
BROOKS, MAINE.

FOR THE NEXT THIRTY DAYS
WE SHALL MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

HOLIDAY GOODS

12

20
12 30
12 42
I 2 64
1 00
108
1 30

M 2

3 20

Portland.....

PM

3 20
8 26
'8 36
3 47
t3 f t»
4 05
4 13
4 36
« 06
(5 ! 6
rt 10

M

A

Waterville.. 8 65

16

0

am

2 l<‘
pm

11 35

4 60

9 20

m

i*

A M
Boston

»

Boston,)

~

^.
w u. s 20

S5

9 00

6 30
7 20

TO BELFAST.
P M

| E. I>.
Boston, w
D.

j

AM

7 00

AM

9 00
s45

—

P

Portland.

...

.10 35

Waterville. 7 15
Bangor. 7 00
Benton
Clinton

Burnham, depart.
Unity.
Thorndike.
Knox
Brooks
Waldo.
Citv *\>int
P.e!fast, arrive

M

7

( 0

1 06

9

65

4 15
12 26
p M
4 22
4 33
4 50

M

A

..

j

»* M
In

M

V

17 22 110(11
(7 33 flO 10
s 36
10 20
8 53
10 45
11 ■'
9 02
to lO ill lo
9 25
1130
I S» 35 111 40
19 45 111 50
11 55
9 60

6 05
5 16
15 24
5 40
tr. 50
'0 OO
0 05

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston art* now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west. via all routes, for sale l»v Lewis Sanborn,
(}KO. K. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and Oeneral Manager,
E. E. Boothbv. (Jeu’l Pass, and Ticket \gent.
S

e

<•

o n

d-

h a n

tl

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt caU.
WALTER 11. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,
--

*?

Dr.

follows:

(Belfast depart
7 06
City Point.17 »‘ *
Waldo
'7 20
Brooks
7 32
Knox ...‘744
Thorndike
7 60
Unity. 7 58
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Clinton..
8 40
Benton.. .3 50
11 40
Bangor.

ARRIVALS:
ARitlVK—Stockton 9.50 a. in., Searsport 10.00 a.
Leaving Milo 7.20 a. in., (ireenville 5.30 a in.,
Dover & Foxcroft 0.52 a in., So. Lagrange 7.50 a.
in., Bangor 8.30 a. m.
Arrive—Stockton 8.10 p. in., Searsport 8.20 p.
ni. Leaving Caribou 12.01 p. m., Presque Isle 12.28
I>. 111., Fort Fairfield 11.50 a. in.. Houlrou 2.05 p.111.,
Foit Kent 11.10 a. ni.. Ashland 1.01 p. in., Midiliocket 4.15 |>. in., Milo 5.39 p. in Kineo 1.4." p*m.
Greenville3.55 p m., l)ov.n*& Foxcroft 5.15 p. in
So. Lagrange 6.18 p. in., Bangor 1.55 p. in.
W. M. Blt< > W W General Superintendent,
GEO M. HOUGHTON,
Passenver Traffic Manager.
ni.

Weak Women

ment. The Restorative reaches throughout the
entire system, seeking the repair of all nerve,
all tissue, and all blood ailment*.
The “Night Cure’’, a* its name Implies, does it*
work while you sleep. It soothe* sore and inflamed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restorative, eases nervous
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Sboop's
Restorative—Tal -lets or Li<?uld—as a general tool*
to the system. For positive local help, uge as weU

run

run as

FROM

Monday, October 1. 19*07.

All through trains
Junction.

mmm

To weak and ailing women, there is at least one
way to help. But with that way. two treatment*.
must be combined. One is local, one is constitutlonal. but both are important, both essential,
Dr. Shoop’s Night Cure Is the Loral.
Dr. Shoop’s Restorative, the Constitutional.
The former—Dr. Shoop’s Night Cure—is a topical
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
Shoop’s Restorative is wholly an internal treat-

Boston, will

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE

Established 1780

COMMENT

ItooseveU’s

COAL

NOW IS THU TIME TO

is quickly absorbed.
The greatest drawback to the hog indusparcels post rate.
necessities of the occasion havGives Relief at Once.
“No, because parcels post deals with try w hich breeders in this country have to mediate
It cl eanses, soothes,
fourth class matter only; catalogues contend with is what is known as “hog ing been met, Fessenden resigned from
the Treasury to resume bis seat in the
b**als and protects
are third class matter under the pres- cholera” and “swine
plague.”
Senate. Here the vote he cast against
the diseased mement law, and there is no proposition to
cholera isahigbly contagious disease the
Hog
impeachment of President Johnson brane resulting from
change the classification of them.
unless checked is liable to carry off a brought upon him from rabid partisans,
and
Catarrh and drives
“If a catalogue weighs three pounds
the
away a Cold in theit costs 24 cents, 8 cents per pound, to great number of hogs in a very short time. who denounced him as a traitor,
Mr. A. P. Williams, of Burnetts Creek, severest criticism of his career. But
Head quL-klv. K.-MSW
send it by mail, one mile or one thou&TVFR
lnd., tells of an experience which he had his evident honesty and singleness of
.stores tlie Souses of SUM V W bStll
sand miles, and it will cost no less or witli some
hogs that had the cholera. “Five
~>0 cts., at Drugfavor fjTiiste and Sun II. F
to
him
restored
public
purpose
no more whether parcels post as recyears ago,” says Mr. Williams, “I was in
a party
gists or by mail. In 1! pii l form, 7*> <-ents.
ommended by the postmaster general, the employ of Mr. .1. 1). Richardson, and regained him his position as
died September 9,1869.
leader.
He
Ely Brothers,;*)!) Warren Street, New York.
as
liis
barn
foreman.
Some
is adopted or rejected by congress.”
lnd.,
Lafayette,

WASHINGTON

COAL

ER.

before Richmond

and Atlanta for want of money.
It
was the darkest hour of the war.
The first act of the new Secretary was
the issuance of the famous seven-thirty
bonds, bonds bearing interest at 7.30
per cent and issued in denominations
as low as ten, twenty and fifty dollars,
most of which were devoted to paying
off the soldiers.
More than twenty
million dollars was thus loaned to the
government by the men who were fighting to uphold it. Not only was the disposal thus made a relief to the Treasury, but it proved a benefit to the recipients in affording them a safe and
valuable investment and ail easy mode
of transmitting funds to their fami-

Transcript.

Try

etc.

Guaranteed under Food and Drugs
i»r. Serial number613-

June Si*.

These prices

After a term in the State Legislature
aud the Lnited states Congress lie was
elected a United States Senator in 1854
by a combination of Whigs and antislavery Democrats. His first speech in
the Senate placed him at a bound
among the great abolitionist leaders.
In 1859 he was re-elected to the Senate
as a Republican.
Appointed chairman
of the finance committee, he ablyseconded President Lincoln and Secretary Chase in their attempts to solve
the financial problems of the hour. It
was natural, therefore, that when Mr.
Chase resigned in isti4 President Lincoln and his advisers should turn to
Fessenden as the man to take the
vacant portfolio of the treasury.
Itis difficult today to understand the
perplexities and embarrassments which
surrounded the office.
The war was
still going on. The country was suffering from an enormous debt and an inflated currency. Gold was at 225. The
paper dollar was worth only 35 cents.
The government had just found it
necessary to withdraw from the market a loan which it bad been unable to
float. The armies of Grant and Sher-

President

I

Good for external pains
ASthma
too. For 9 7 years has cured
Bronchitis. sprains, strains, muscular
Influenza rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago, stiff joints, lame back,
Pleurisy

to Nov.

Boston.
Horn in 180G at Boscawen, X. II.,
William l'itt Fessenden graduated in
1823 at Bowdoin college, and in 1827 began the practice of law in Port land, Me.

stopped

I

Miss Louisa Cunningham has bought a
piano... .Orchard Dow aud Miss Maud
Webb of Monroe were married Thanksgiving day. Their many friends extend congratulations.Chester Jurtis and Joshua
Littlefield hauled a carload oi hay last week
to Waldo Station from the<Jd Gideon Curtis
barn for Charles Ilustu*, who has bought
that place. Miss Louise Glover >f Augusta
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Jenneys_Miss
Daisy Peavy and Miss Ciam Kuowlton are
visiting relatives in Massachusetts.Miss
Nellie Marr boards with Mrs. Sarah Peavy.
...Miss Nellie Ruse began teaching last
Monday *in district No. I and 2. 0. W.
Whitcomb of Searsport has kept flowers on
the grave of his wife in the Monroe village
cemetery for two winters. He placed a large
bouquet in a pasteboard bv*x and enclosed
that box in* a still larger box, leaving air
spaces around the boxes, and then enclosed
the boxes in a wlmden box and nailed the
wooden box up tight and placed it on the
grave, and when he opened the boxes in the
spring the flowers were in a fair state of
preservation.James Murphy moved last
Monday to Waldo onto the farm lie recently
bought.11. P. White is to have charge of
the lumber business for Mr. Durham of Belfast on the Murphy lumber lot he recently
bought, and men are needed to cut cord
wood.

Though

Ok

M

into

new

ot

were

I

develop
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“Life and Public Services of William
Pitt
Fessenden”
Is
Written by His
Sou

man

something

Shake it off at
once—take a few drops of
Johnson s Anodyne Lmiment on sugar and see how
quickly it will bring relief.

may

—

AN ABOLI IION LtADtR.

showy.
Though one of
ot the political

|

serious.

n

.James Clements and wife and Richard
C. Higgins and wife attended the whist
party at the Station last Saturday eveniug.
Walter Gibbs of the firm of Gibbs &
Webb was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ross
C Higgins last Saturday afternoon.M.
D. Whitten of Pittsfield, Gen’i Agent for
Maine of the Masonic Mutual Accident Co., I
Springfield, Mass., was in town last week,

Always Bought

I

Don't let a cough or a
cold get a hold on you—it

wOluS

now.George Gilley went to
Burnham last Saturday night for a short
visit with his sister, Mrs. George Sherman.
...Roy Wright and Mr. Smith of Pittsfield
were in town one day last week on business.

CASTOR
IA
Infants

Look

BA

mmdHb

proving

tional government analogous to that
national banks—perhaps
by the
bureau of corporations.

should not be permitted to
engage in
interstate commerce.
to
bold
stock in other corporaRight
tions should hereafter be denied inter,
state corporations.
Immediate attention to the currency.
“We need a greater elasticity in our
currency; provided, of course, that we
recognize the even greater need of a
safe and secure currency
Provision should be made for an emergency

THORN DIKE.

Thos. Halligan, of 104 Hewitt Street,
Bridgeport, Conn., is taking Father John’s
Medicine as a body builder. Gained five
pounds in one week. It contains no in-

over

On postal savings banks Mr. Keene fine hogs that 1 was feeding took the
said: “postal banks conducted on the cholera, f gave them Sloan’s Liniment and
did not lose a hog. Some were so bad they
lines the postmaster general will recwould not drink sweet milk and I was comommend to congress will reach two
pelled to drench them. 1 have tried it at
classes of citizens, those who are now every opportunity since and always find it
without savings bank facilities, and 0. K.”
Write for Dr. Sloan’s free book on the
those who distrust the safety of com
1 his is the season ol decay and weakenmercial institutions but have absolute treatment of Horses, Cattle, Hogs,,, and
Dr. Earl S. Sloan, 615
vitality ; good health is hard to retain. confidence in the government.
Immi- Poultry. Address:
Boston, Mass.
;.ou’d retain yours, fortify }our system
grants unacquainted with our language Albany Street,
ih Hollister’s Hooky Mountain Tea, the and customs
largely make up the class
rest way. 35c, Tea or Tablets.
Dr. Crockett for War.
that distrusts any institution that has
K. 11. Moody.
not the government back of it. The
“Alcohol will furnish the power of the
Dr. G. L. Crockett lias returned from
safety of their savings rather than the
dure,” said the engineer.
interest earned is what
con- atrip to New Haven and New York.
“Well,” replied the motorist, “I liope it cerns them. So mi I lions of seriously
dollars are an- In the former city lie attended the an-n’t affect the running gear of a machine i
ke it does a man’s legs.”—Washington nually withdrawn from legitimate avedinner of the New England Pronues of trade and hoarded or sent to uual
star.
where he met Col.
other countries through honest though gressive League,
In New York lie visited WilPartly Mixed Up.
groundless fear. Thousands of immi- Bryan.
Abraham Brown of Winterton, N. Y., grants apply to post offices to accept liam R. Hearst at the latter’s home.
had no public statement
d a very remarkable experience; he says;
their savings and are utterly astounded Dr. Crockett
i motors got badly mixed up over me; one
that it would be war to
to find the facilities enjoyed at home to offer, except
•lid heart disease; two called it kidney
the knife with the court house ring and
are closed to them here.
)uble; the fourth, blood poison, and the
that the editor of <the Opinion wasn’t
Mi stomach and liver trouble; but none of
“Briefly stated the plan the postmasas to whether there
ter general will suggest to Congress for the sole judge
bn in helped me; so my wife advised trying
be an Independence League in
i lectric Bitters, which are restoring me to
the operation of postal savings is this: would
—rfect health.
Oue bottle did me more Money order post offices are to be desig- Maine.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
mod than all the five doctors prescribed.” nated as
postal savings banks. Any BURNHAM.
Guaranteed to cure blood poison, waakness
resident of the United States above a
and all stomach, liver and kidney comCharles Cookson cut his foot quite badly
certain
also charitable and benevoage,
plaints, by R. II. Moody, druggist, 60c.
last week and Dr. Lathbury of Pittsfield
lent societies, may deposit money in was called to dress the
wound_Mr. and
Mistress—“Well, Bridget, if dinner was these bauks to the limit of
$500 to the Mrs. Eben Fairbrother of Pittsfield visited
ready, why didn’t you ring the dinner
credit of any one account. Trust ac- Mr. and Mrs. .Joseph Reynolds Dec. 8th_
bell?”
Bridget—“Plaze, mum, I couldn’t foind counts for the benefit of children may Fred Fletcher is preparing the roads for
no bell
exceptin’ th’ wan I rang for lunch- be opened by parents and friends. hauling a large amount of lumber from his
eon .’’’—Cleveland Leader.
Withdrawals may be made on demand lot east of the Horseback to the station at
the village—Mr. and Mrsl Morton moved
DeWitt’s Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve and repayment will be by check or to their farm recently bought of D. M.
—don’t forget the name, and accept no sub- draft direct from the post office de- Parks of Pittsfield.... Mr. and Mrs. Charles
stitute. Get DeWitt’s. Its good for piles.
partment. Interest at the rate of two Twitchell visited Mr. Twitehell’s parent?
Sold by R. H. Moody.
per cent per annum will be allowed on Mr. and Mrs. Eli Twitchell, Dec. 8th.
here,’’ grumbled the Cannibal
"1 told you to cook this chauffeur
and he’s burned to a crisp!”
‘Tain’t my fault,” protested the cook,
was scorching when I caught him.”—
veiand Leader.

/

■_____
deposits

WE SHALL make a special effort
TO SATISFY YOUR

REQUIREMENTS

Btooks, >10., December2, 1907.—Iw49

ARE THE BEST

FOR SALE.
A PIANOLA PIANO PLAYER ill flrst-Class
condition. Mahogany case and in perfect order.
Fifteen rolls of music given with Pianola. Will
sell at half price. Address
I. P. GKIFFIES, Liberty. Me.
3t49*

direct mm
iifcMt'l ii'

l'f

v

f

r'~
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Iht NtVM> Ot bKUOKi.

Entries new and old have all been placed
upon the ducket for the December term of
the .aw c -urt which began at Augusta Tuesday. The entries for W&ido county are as
fo.luws:
Francis L. Lazeii versus Men del I R«>ardinan et ais.
ciliey A Burpee; Dunum A
Morse. Report.
Eugene G. Bradshaw versus Mildred R.
Mii-aid. Duntou A Morse; W. P. Th»*mpsou
Motion for plaintiff.
Jan.es E. C unningham versus Inhabitant*
of Frankfort. \Y. P. Thompson ; Dunton A
Morse. Motion and exception for defendant
Laura N. Nickerson versus Mildred H
Minard. Dunton A Morse; \\. P. Thump
son.
Motion by Plaintiff
Mate versus
W. P
Edward Hanson.
Thompson; Ritchie. Exceptions.
Mate versus
W. P
Edward Hanson.
Thompson; Ritchie. Exceptions.
State versus Edwin A. Jones.
W. P
Thompson; Harriman. Except.ons.
Mate versus Johu Ward.
v\. P. Thomp
son; Ritchie, Harriman.
Exceptions.
Mate versus True G. Trundv.
W. P
Thompson; McLellan, Ritchie. Exceptions
State versus Robert C, Logan. W. P. Thomp
soli ; McLel.au.
Exceptions.
Mate versus John E. Ward.
Thompson
Ritchie, Harr.u.an. Exceptions.
Mate versus Edwin A. Jones.
W. P
Th« mpson; Harriman. Exceptions.
Mate versus Guy Gray, W. P. Thompson

them, iner, is at home after
tbiee month* and i* lushed
th basil e's in her line.

Mrs. !

w,

'r! ce

&
w

George E W right *»f Clir.ron, and his
wb was El'et,
ratt, spent Thanksv
g v. ,rh E. c. Ho;br >ok and wife.
g
«
f
L.
Ihummer
L
Monrue ;s one of the
lu
hunters this season.
He went to
>
\V p Hoc* t e a-t w»-ek of the m<*ose
s
: ai d came bom* *ith a mouse weighing *350 pounds.
L-n. ;-r Maples,
u: harness maker, is
H* t«>ok a day off
dr.v-n with job work,
la*-' wee,; for a trip to Belfast. He recently hud ar. order from California for some
of L ? patent baiters.
The ba.. to be given Christmas t-ve by
G
f P., is expected
-n Crown Lodge, K
t«- b- the social event of the season.
Kend .'s C>rchestra of Skowhegan has been
eng ged and the management are hustling
t
u. ke the affair the finest of the season.
V:

w

«

people are expecting a treat Thurs-vening, Dro. 12th, when the Bowdoin

**i.r

d

Dramatic

ge

lub will present “Half
edification.
There
and the quality

Sandy” fir

la.
ar*-

AeLty

oi

our

in the cast
said to be fine.

men

p a>

s

NEWST_

SHIP

Ritchie.

AMKKICAN PORTS.

N-

W. P
Robert C. Logan.
Th«mp' L; McLellan. Exceptions.
Mate veisus Edwin A. Jones.
W. P.
Th u pson ; McLeiian.
Exceptions.
Mutt- versu> Guy Gray.
\\. P. Thompson; Ritchie.
Exceptions.
Mute versus Robert C. L <gan.
W
P
T h-mpson ; McLellan. Exceptions.
Mate versu> 11 Ue G. Trundv.
W. P
Thompson: R::cbie. Flxceptions.
m ite versus John E Ward.
Thompson;
Riteh:e, Harriman. Exceptions.
W. P.
_Mate versus Edward Hanson.
Thompson; Ritchie. Exceptions.
.State versu- Guy Gray.
W. P. Thompson: Ritchie.
Exceptions.

Vi.L.r
t

••

>

*-

Amboy

•.
d"
1
•

«.

b-

Yinaihaveu;

for

Bar Harbor : 7, ar, .-chs. EdB.agr, Phi.adeipbia tor l’rovia.v :
ih Harris, > utb Amboy fur
N passed City L and. sen. .John
Ra tan River, N. J.

L.and,sch.Grace Davis,HoboBelfast ;l",ar,sch. Margaret M. ford,
I,
>
:
leien K. King, M&ekton
v
< it
hester; Edith McIntyre, do.;
E K»inek, Long love for Phiiadei1
L
*ar._> T. Hayward, Port Tampa.
*•
>.d, schs. Young brothNe'A p
N- W s; Gen. E. >. Greeley, do ;
'ch. MkLb-sec, Patuxent River’ Ya.;
s
h. Auburn, Philadelphia; 10, ar,schs.
G
B< wers, Baltimore; Henry
B. Kiske,
T
J'd.ua ;Lysuan M Law,Newport New s.
sch. Xoronie
idelphia, Dec 4 1
b^-.. L
u; j, c.J, sch.* Florence Leiand,
fs.uu .s. 6, Oared, >ch. Harold C.
Beecher,
*v
: ", v-J.
Pendleton Satisfaction,
-Vi,
10, cid, s:mr. Rector, Stockton
Spi !I,gS.
P
Tampa, Dec. 8. Ar, schs. FroDteL c. Baltimore 113
days.)
N
it News, Dec. 6.
Ar, sch. Edward
'sc*i

s

~

.>

e;

1

W

e

ork.

JacKsot.vi.-e, Fla., Dec. 4 Sid, sch. Mobile >. Look, New York.
i'suswiek, Ga., Dec. 5. Ar, sch. Theoli:—, i-<istoti; 9; »;d, sch. Gladys, Perth Am-

fck;

uOmbs• Jarfny. in Rockland. November 29,
!, ieorge
C. Coombs and Mary N. Jarenv, both of
(

j

■

..

..

No-!

—

■

1
-•

n.

\

w

Dec. 4.

-'.n,
toll

.11:

h-

**■:i,
•: k

up.
9.

e.

Ar, sch. M. II. Read,

w"

Ar, .-eh. Sadie Wiicutt,

■

Dec. 3. Ar, <ch. Isaiah K.
ti, Me
N-w \ ork.
l'-imi, Me., Dec. 4. In port, schs.
'iHubbard, lor New Y >rk, loadJ uiies Hove-, for do
N v. 28 Ar, sch. L, T.
> -Si u:h Amboy ; 29, ar, sch.
iler-

ls;•

..ii,

**

•"

i

b
'•

N

L
I

_

l, Dec

;

,

Id, schs. George \\.
ton i*-: Helen W.
Martin, Phila,l"
M. J). * ies'\, Hrunsvvici: ; James
u
*’-u
Jr, Newport News; Miles M.
1
coal port.
k-purr, In-c. 9.
Ar, sch. Caroline
G. ;y, Port Reading.
m

7.

<

Amfs
In
Euckspoit, November 27, Mrs.
iatherine Ames.
aver.
In Dexter, December l. Mrs. Sarah
l.nn ner aged 86 years. 5 months.
i-balky. In Ninth Sto- kton spiings, Decem■er S, Mrs. Verne (Berry)
Rraley. aged 2u wars.
Evans. In wickenburg, Arizona. November
8. Albion G s .ii of Rev. and Mrs L. D Evans
f Can den. aged 24 years
Gkinnk.ll.
In Union, November 30, Mrs
loyal Grinneli.
H<-pkins. In Ell*-worth, November 29 Russell Hopkius. agf-d GG years.
Jones.
In Rockport, December l, Dennis
ione-, aged 18 years.
Raymond, in North Bucksport, December 7,
™rs.
aroline J. Raymond, aged 56 years ami 6
nontli".
M’Kar
In Rockland, December 2, Col Edvard R. Spear, aged 74 years, n months, 28
days.
Wellman.
In Hope, November 27. Wilder
a eilmau,
aged 54 years. 8 months, 14 days.
Woodman
In Monroe, December 9. Captain
lathan I' Woodman, aged 67 years.

ab,e Inland, Dec. 8.
In port, bark
J i"
Emery, sinail, Gold Coast, to load *
I..; N-a York, and to sail about Dec. 1(5.
It
Janeiro, Dec 5. Ar, sch. Margaret
1 o.mi.i', Host on ; In port ship
l ay
r. from
Philadelphia for .‘San Fran-1
..'■>

j
Kenilworth, i

Complete preparedness

annual meeting of Felicity lodge
Free and Accepted Masons ni
Hucksport, officers were elected as follows; I *
Worthy master, Fred XI. Mooney; junior
*
warden, William R. Beazley: treasurer, A.
D.
F.
Snowman; secretary, Frederick j
Wood; senior deacon, Daniel K. Coursey;
*
junior deacon, Harold B. Farker; steward. ♦r
Waller B. Smith; chaplain, Edward A.
Cooper.
They weie installed into their
respective chairs by Past ilaster W. iio- *
Aoister as installing ■ ffieer, assisted bv
W illiarn A. Rernick as grand marshal.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

For

Ha, U., Nov. 27
Ship Acme, w'hich
yesterday from Kobe, shifted bal- I
ia>t in a gale Nov 2nd ; cut
away topgallant
in.
; Iiu
uninjured.
Hoc.land, Me., Dec. 9. Schooner Golden
j’-1' before reported ashore at Cranberry j
i> and, was towed here,
today and is having i
dec. ....id discharged preparatory to
arrive

be

railway

lor

1

;

Pectoral

Piano to

j

!your

The best kind pi a testimonial
Sold ior over sixty years.”

*

I

!

«

i

|
j

j

—
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have

no

t^e form mV.
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SARSAPARILLA.
PILLS
HAIR VIGOR.

secrets! We publish
of all our medicines.

|

MUSIC STORE.

SPRINGS, NOV. *43, 1907
i. II. HICHBORN. President,
CHAS. N. T.vYLOR, Vice President,
LEON P LAWTON, Treasurer,
ALBERT M. A vies, secretary.
directors—H. 11. Hichborn, H. L. Hopkins, A. M.
Ames, S. B. .vierrithew, Byron Boyd, c. S. Hichborn, Enwin G. Merrill. Ralph Morse, Joseph
Williamson. Charles N. Taylor, A. E. Triies,
H. A. Milligan.

a

5xe utive Board—H. R. Hichborn. H. L. Hopkins, lbert M. Ames, S. B. Merrithew, Edwin
G. Merrill.

times displacing them. This is the line cause
of many bearing downs pains, lameness, backache. side idle, etc. Uric poisoning also causes

pain.

When suffering so, try Doan’s Kidney Pills
the remedy that cures sick kidneys. You wil

get better

Organized December 27,

Belfast

Capital stock.*.$25,000 00
judivided profits.
1,71136
1 Savings deposits.
8,979 54
demand deposits. 18,104 21

the

woman

tell you about

Doan’s

$53,795 11
RESOURCES.

’.oaus
Loans

Kidney

Pills.
Mrs. Carrie

Woodbury,

of 23

Spring Street,

Belfast, Me., says: “For some time Iliad been
troubled with pain across my back. It came on
me gradually and as time rolled on it became
more

severe.

1

on
on

mortgages ol real estate.$ 1,996 7l

collateral.
2,500 00
)ther loans.. 10 5/7 64
Rocks and bonds..
21 623 72
furniture and fixtures.
800 00
ixpen.se account. 1,953 42
Jash on deposit..
5,943 89
3ash on hand. 2,449 73

At the time 1 read about Doan’s

Kidney Pills I was greatly in need of such a
remedy and procured a box at Wilson’s drug
store. They quickly relieved the backache and
proved to be a^ood general tonic and strengthening medicine for the kidneys.
They are
worthy of the highest recommendation that I
can give.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster ;*lilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for

the United States.
Remember the
other.

name—Doan’s—and take

no

Special attention is directed
gilt s ggestions.

i

J

Commence

4
4

this

!

Furs.

$150

to

1 00

to

830 CO
10 OO

.25

to

.50

Waists.

I

Table Raisins,

Neckwear.

Fancy

f

Malaga Grapes,
|
Best Teas and Coffees, I

nb-'

..

Tin Cushions.25

t«'

2 50

Belts

25 to

Back Combs..

10

to

1.2 »
3 1*0

Handkerchiefs.

05 to

.75

Silk Petticoats
5.00 up
Children’s Bearskin Tams 98
Pearl Neck pins ..25
Side Combs ..W* to

1.00

Hainty Corset Covers.

.25 to

2 00

Table Bamask.

.25

to

1.50

Napkins.98

to

Muslin Nicht Robes.

50 to

Opera Bags.50
Umbrellas.
1 00
1.allies' Skirts.
Toilet Sets

Choice Groceries

SWIFT & PAUL

!

2.98

to

2.25

to

3.75

Robes.

50 to

1.98

THOSE DELICIOUS LEMON PIES

j

....

Ontlnir Flannel Skirts.25

to

.50

Children's Coats.
1.98
Fancy Xmas Boxes.05

to

5.00

The kind that ••make your mouth water” are *
no fussing and at the least pos- !
Rihle expense ’f you tw “OUK PIE" P eparation
It is put up in air tight packages fvnd con j
tains the right pioportions «»f the choicest ingre- !
diems Every package inspected and guaranteed 1
under the Pure Food Laws
Don’t heMtate. Try
it to-day and then tell your friends. At grocers. !
10 cents.
i

7

GOOD

$1.00

to

Fancy Vests, new brown shades,
Coat and high Neck Sweaters,
Fur Caps for both Ladies and Gentlemen,
Fur Coats

Fur Lined and Fur Trimmed
Men’s and Boys’Caps,
Fancy Dress LJp Shirts,

Hosiery...

^

»

Coats,

...

mi

3

O'shanter*
Hooks, Quotation*. Hil*le
Verse*, etc
Children-, Cur Set*
Hod Spreads..
..

.94

.98 to

3.00

1 50 to
to

9

to

3

..

to

7.00

to

3.50

to

SO

US

to

?s

to

10.00
4

to

.US to
per

..

oo

.uni
0 oo
SO
rd

»5

5.00

,.*»0 to

.50
Dennison Doll Outfit*
.25
Dennison Seal*.
to per bo*
Manicure Set*
2.50 to
.150
Leather Hand Ba»j*
25 fo
12.00
1008 Diaries.
1 50
75 to
»5 to

...

.75
50

05

I

SO

1

S»i»le and Hack Comb Set*
Helt Buckle*.

00

2.00

US

.so to

Muslin Skirts
White Waistltiff*

o 25

Y«>

J.llo

n.oo
0 00

,t>
1

Fancy lion Bushings

09 to
.25

,.us

.3 so to

Tain

.25

Blankets.

„„

124

-—.

125

to

"-

rightT^

A

'*,

pp,r™
’

j

V

rRtr-Aove^ntroFT-^

i

;
J
|

I

V»(‘ m

j

1

1.00
.50

3.00

1

|
j

Showing lliimf Hie Largest

il lid

I■L

I

We have

llcsl NcIitIciI Liiifs of

i

ABSOLUTELY SAFE

j

FROM^LOSS

us

T

1 SSI.

|

that are a

£
T

Gifts

Holiday

25c. to 1.50
50c. to 1.00

much to

please,

;

|
;•
|

CIGAR ^ packed neatly. 12.

fancy handkerchiefs, Dress Mufflers, Suits and Overcoats for
Men and Boys at extremely low prices

i

for smokers,

£

£

so

£
*

5.

£

£

I
|-*
j M. P. WOODCOCK & SON I
t
f

box.

MEERSCHAUM OR BRIAR PIPE.
CIGAR CASES.

rOBACCO JARS—another

ALL THESE THINGS AND MORE AT

a

fi

-j£

varied it would not be possible
special things, but we want to say
that we have always been acknowledged to carry the
most distinctive, tasty, up-to-date line in Belfast,
and when you buy of us you can be assured of
getting good things at low prices: such things as
“CITY PEOPLE” buy.

|

are

25 and 50 in

•!•

.j.

over.

Our stock is

necessity

4* •-4-•

at

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.’S,

-i-

♦

*1-.

-1-* -K *i*

-1-

♦'—

♦

-I- v-I-

.-j-. .p...p. .p. .p T .p.

2*

CHASE & DOAK, Jewelers,

*

Beg

to announce that

i

j

W. B.

$53,795 11
SKELTON, Bank Examiner.

For Sale at

a

Bargain.

Xn Upright Piano, Bradford make, fine
toned, in first class condition. Price,
(125, cash. Enquire of
2w50*
Henry Carrow,

B. F. D. No. 1

<

they have the

I

|

f
|

|

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
A FULL HOUSE IN EVERY LINE.

*

East Belfast. Me.

|

j
1
I

|
|
I

I

Plain Cuff

Links, Lockets and Seal Rings for f ngraving, Watches,
Chains. Fobs, Earrings and Stick Pins.

I

-C LOCK S-

^COME

*

IN^

We take pleasure in showing our stock to the public.
It is well to make an early selection of goods requiring

engraving.

NOTICE. From the amount of engraving arising trom our own
sales we positively can do no engraving on goods
purchased elsewhere.

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

| Positively
2>*.l.a.i.«ea.t^.l.».t.« ti^t.a.ta.t isni .i*it.ei

no trouble to show goods.
>m

f
}

I

WE EXPECT IT.
Tit 111 > 111 S t S

ever

carried, and wish

QUALITY

!

For Sale
AT A BARGAIN.

i
llJ Trick stores Nos.
street,

--~

I

j

|„

t

CUT GLASS
SOLID SILVER,
PICKARD S HAND PAINTED CHINA,
SILVER TOILET SETS, MANICURE SETS, COAT BRUSHES
NOVELTIES OF ALL KINDS.

LARGEST STOCK OF HOLIDAY GOODS
they have

aud

to SHOW Til KM TO KYKUYBODY

STYLE,

COURTEOUS ATTENTION and LOW PRICES
have made our Christmas trade larger every year and
this the biggest year of them all.

BELFAST SAVINGS

BANK.

To The Public:
UT FLOWERS AND POTTED PLANTS
Always make
I have

a

n

acceptable Christmas gift.

beautiful line of

IHRYSANTHEMUMS. PINKS.
ROSES AND VIOLETS
A full line of Christmas Greens.
Call and see them.

lyr46

WILLIS E. HAMILTON

make

I Miss Gustason of A'ew
York hits
opened parlors al 25 Hap View
St. Anyone looking for natty,
up-to-date work should give her
a call.
A good fit guaranteed.
:""lr'
Prices reasonable.

BROKEN CANDY,
RED

__tf39_

to

I

shall stores.

7or prices inquire at

wish

_*25 MAIN ST.

71 and 75 Main
known as the Mar-

Storehouses and wharf on Front
street, known as Marshall’s
wharf.

we

and

L O ST.

WHITE
From

VERY FINE FOR CH RISTMAS.

SWIFT & PAUL
Card of Thanks.
We wish to extend

our thanks to friends
arts of kindness and
our bereavement;

neighbors for the many

•hown to us in the time of
tor the beautiful flowers.

carriage, the lOfcli Inst 11 tan colored hand
hug containing a Muck pocket book, a small wal
Id, between nine and ten dollai s in money, a pair
of gold bowed soectnelcH, and othei t hi tigs.
II
I he Under will kindly return Ihe same to me he
shall he well compensated.
Mbs w. | C
Searsporl, Nov. 11), 1007.—:»w4H

and
love
also

IIk 1.1 n a. Lowk,
Lkhi.ik Lowk,
Ki.iza K. Lowk.

bllNNKI.Ls.

NOTICE.

All persons are hereby forbidden to tins!
my
laughter, Delia May Seekens, on my account
its
shall pay no bills contracted by her allot

this date.

A

Lit A SKKKKNH

Lincolnvllle, Mo., Dec. 9.1U0J.— 3wfl0*

^

'j; ff

to enumerate any

|

pleasure

to give as well
as to receive, that will have a pleasinii effect oil the one that you wish

so

1'lirisl-

ness,

1

1.98 to
15.00 to 30.00
20.00 to 60.00

ot

We have always made a specialty of this hu.-i
and our aim is to collect from every source all
the new. up-to-date goods which long experience and
good taste assure us you will like.

SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
OKGAMZKI)

hud. and ill tin's.’.'ally days

before you have made your purchases.
and while goods are fresh, you must not fail to look

CAPITAL $50,000.00.

4.50
1.50
4.00
5.50
4.00

ever

shopping,

mas

£

|

1.00 to 1.50

..

2.50

5.00

.10 to

Plaid Silk Waist Patterns 3 75
Collar and Cuff Sets.25
Teddy Rears
50

t

^

Shawl*.
Coat Sweater.

set

Pocket Rooks

Dolls
Fancy H« se Supporters..
Mercerized Petticoats
Worsted Dress Patterns

H u*ie ry.

Inderwear.
Wrapper*..

50

to

2.50
.50

..

earh and I

Embroidered

3.00
75
10.00

.50

Silk

_

5 00 to 7.00

50c to
1.50 to
95c. to

3 00

to

...

shopping

| Holiday Goods |

to $1.50

50c. to
25c. to

to

your

3 00
25 00

Jersey Sweater Collars
.50
Soft leather Hags.50 to
Pillow Tops.25 to
Kmbroidery Novelties
25 to
Shaving Pads.

Articles that would be pleasing to any Man
Or Boy, very moderately priced.

50c.

7 50

nsemi's Calendars.
.25
Pearl Hat Pius.25
silver lleauty Pins
.25
Children’s Hooks.
.05

f

Dog Suspenders, in fancy boxes,
Fancy Arm Bands in Japanese Boxes,

to

Tow

>

Bull

.50

...

jb1FPFP
(VGOODS^

easily made with

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK

append-

make it easy for you.

12$ to
...

Huffs.1.50 to
25 to
Aprons
Hand Drawn Linens
.12$ to

50

2

5 OO
10.00

store

Neck

4 50
per dor
5 00

to
to

Japanese Drawn Work
Silk Neck Scarfs.
Raincoats

Outing: Flannel Niijht

j

-3SF0R CHRISTMAS DINNER AT*€~

The annual meeting ot the stockholders <•! this
bank will he held at their banking rooms in Searsport on I tiesdny. ,lan. 14. 1t)OS. hi 10 oVlm k
h. m to act on the.lolsowing
To see if the stockhohiers will vote to increase the capital stock
$60,i> '0; also to elect direct-»r> and transact sindi
other business as may legally come before the
6wr>0
meeting.
A. H NICHOLS. Cashier.

to the

ed list of

?
I

Fancy

| Rings, Necklaces, Brooches, Bracelets, Crosses,

1906.

LIABILITIES.

kidneys get better, and health
will return when the kidneys are well. Let a
as

♦
*

mum|w_j f
Keep the bowels regular with Ayer’s
Pilis and thus hasten recovery.

N<> woman can be healthy and well if the kidPoisons that pass off in the
neys.are sick.
mine when the kidneys are well are retained in
Hm- body when the kidneys are sick
Kidneys
and bladdei get inflamed and swollen,
crowding
the delicate female organs nearby and some-

and rheumatic

be found in this store.

|

4

THE MAIN STREET CLOTHIERS AND OUTFITTERS, BELFAST

STOCKTON

nervousness

BELEAST.

*

•*

5TOCKTON SPRINCS TRUST COMP’Y

headaches, dizzy spells, languor,

h. f. miller

PITCHER’S

Umbrellas,
Dress Gloves.
Smoking Jackets.

Statement of the Condition of the

Many

many

highest qualities can make them.
Every convenience, attraction and advant
age that the Holiday shopper could desire is to

on

|J

--m—Irumtmmnm iun

way.

A Little bound Advice Will
Kelp
Sufferer in Belfast.

tTeu

is one of the most economical
pianos made, because the test ot
time,has proven them worthy the
high approval bestowed upon them.
They give perfect and lasting satisfaction.
Send for catalogue of this and other
makes

*

A Choice Line of NEW TIES.

I

sj

A Made by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Maas, i
Also manufacturers of

s

Buy

for

PIANO

Night Robes,

cer-

There can be no mistake about
this. You know it is true. And
own doctor will say so.

■

I
!

tainly cures coughs, colds,
bronchitis, consumption. And
it certainly strengthens weak
throats and weak lungs

I

Economical

*h-'"
homes

its kind made.
Pines are as low as our
ambition to always offer the lowest
possible

of

1

Lung

Ayer’s Cherry

^ferth"
i
prov.il
those 4

Bath Robes.

Troubles

going

repairs,

D-. a ware Hreak water, Dec 4.
Sch. S.
M. ■ Ed, from Charleston for New
York,
b-loie reported ashore at
Lewes, Del., Nov.
24, and lull of water, is transferring her
M sell.
Mary E. Morse, which arrived
moe yesterday in tow of tug Aiex
Jones.
Dec.
7
1 he barkentine Mabel
'•o'i"H,
L M♦*>►•!■», New York for
Yarmouth, N S.,
*" hii. ;i't, at anchor near Pollock
Rip lightwas
run
down
•'inp,
and nearly sunk by
°
"f a tow of barges late
Thursday night,
ay-O! ding to C.ipL. liond :>f the steamer
Kei.'hrtW, which arrived here Friday.
I'ii“ M-yers had been anchored about
a
Wrtst ,>f
Pollock lip lightship since
Sunday and :ode out the gale not far from
the schooner, KebeKali
Shephard, which
went to pieces
n
Wednesday. '1 he Kersiiaw passed the
Meyers Friday morning
and found that she had been raked
along
her starboard side and cut down to
within
MX feet of tile water line.
The captain
said that his vessel was in collision
with an
unknown barge in tow of a
tug. -Captain Loud of
the Kershaw, on coming
amu id < ape Cod, passed the
tug Lykens
having in tow three barges, one of which,
the .spring, had part of her
port rail carried

The Most

X

served as a rally and ladies’ night by Silver 1
Ctoss Lodge, Knights of Pythi as. About S
o'clock the members of the order, their
families anti friends, some two hundred in 1
all,assembled in Castle hall, Pythian Hloek.
Vice Chancellor \Y. F. Langill presided and
made the opening address, welcoming the
visitors in well chosen words. Mr. John
Parker sang a baritone solo in his usual I
pleasing manner, and then followed addresses b\ Rev. Albert K. Luce and Edgar 1
F. Hanson, both members of the order.
During rhe evening Patterson’s Saxophone
quartette gave several selections, and vocal
were rendered
by Mrs. J. 11. Webber,
Mi'' l>abel Ginn and Mr. Arthur Johnson.
Ab ui 10 p. m. all s;tt down to a bountiful
supper prepared and served by the Pythian
S >iers.
Silver ( ross Lodge has a membership "f nearly 200 knights. The present of.
< harles
tieers ar« :
Stevens, chancellor i
commander: William F. Langill, v ee chance ior; John Norton,
prelate; James Dexter, master-at-arms; Milo Colson ; master-.
of-\vork ; Herbert Hamiin, inside guard;
J «mes Waterman, outside guard; Samuel
Hodgkinson, keeper of records and seals;:
hied J. Stephenson, master of
exchequer;1i
Sanford Howard, master of finance.

all

m

descriptions could never be more
and economically done.
Qualitv is
idealized here and ever> article or
piece of
merchandise shown is absolutely the best of

**«♦#****♦.♦****,* ***♦♦**#

!

was

is reflected

pleasantly

At the

Wednesday evening, Dec. 4th,

season

needs of all

Xo. 19,

At

Holiday

fresh, new Holida\ stock. The
choosing
of appropriate
gifts and personal and household

Tarratine Tribe of Red Men will coufei
wort in the Adoption degree at their regular meeting next Monday evening and a
fish sapper will be served by Past Sachem
Smalley following the work. The nomination of officers will take place Dec. 23d-

M—M———aMMi

Ml

ei.mo.

The announcement of the
tmds this store at its best.
our

p—wa

■

j

FOREIGN PORTS.

a

Canton Pallas, P. M., I. O. 0. F., will
have their annual inspection this, Thnrsday, eveuing at Odd Fellows flail. The
inspection will be conducted by Lieut. Col
Berry of Waterville.

DIED.

ty, sou
boy
r"t, J).:-. 4
Ar, sch. Lila F Crow-!
tii
m mth ; sailed, sch. Portland
5, ar, sch. S. .1 Lindsev,
’•
'•> m"Uth : >ni, sch. L la F. Crowell,
.;.i: d, s,d, sch. S J. Lindsey, Rock-

oo

y

The ladies of the Pythian sisterhood
will bold a dance, supper and sale of fancy
articles at Memorial hail, Wednesday afternoon and evening, Dec. I8th.

1

sle an Haur.
Coombs-Coombs. In West Franklin, N-vem1 ier27.Pear' I. ronmbsand Sophionia E Coombs,
1 >oth of West Franklin.
Cameron-Knowlton. in Eli«worth. Novem»er 27. Kenneth McKenzie Cameron of
London,
)nt.. and Hazel Meservey Know.ton of Ellsworth
Fa ydf-Haskkll. In Searsport, December 4,
o K. v
Hatr> itiii, Alfred W Fayde and Lottie
1 i. Haskell of Stockton
Springs
Frekman-Mvnrob. In Camden, Nov*mber
8. Perrin P. Fiv»m ,n and Mrs. Ida C. Munroe
>oth of Camden
HoPKIns-Heath. In Pucksport. December 4,
T he 'evidence of Rev. William
Forsyth, Ralph
lopkinsand Mi>$ l.ticinne E. Heath, both of
rerona.
Hi'Wahd -Emfrti»n
In West Brooklin.
>Mnb-r 30. A ibert K Howard and Mbs Fanuie
ilmerton. both of Hlueliiii.
J.amsi•n-Pettfnuii.l In Rockland, ^Decern-I
»• r 4. w liiiam
Ambrose I amson and Miss Aimee i
'oy p. trenuill. both "f Rockland.
Mk haki s-Kelly. In Bella>T. December 7
•V Rev A K. Luce, Alton G. Michaels and Miss
: il rtie A. Kelley, both of Keifast.
Roberts-»n-*»no\vman. In Bucksport. Govern} mi 28. Herbe-t H Jo- ertson and Miss Ethel s.
inowmaii both of Oi lan-l.
York-Hardjni;
In Atlantic. Mass Novem1 mr
Sanford George York of Rockport, «e,
nd Hemietti omit Harding --f Atlantic, Mass.
;

..

N

picnic supper

i in

N
tven.Dec. 7 Sid,schs. Holliswood,
New London: Augustus W. Snow, New
Y
N wburyporr, Mass., Dec. 7. Sid. schs.
li- y R. i'iiton, Vinalhaveu, Me.; Lucy
K
: lend, Philadelphia.
Li.
Dec 7. Cleared, sch.
g-'-n, N. l
sc :
Fen.dndis.a lor New York.
ee 4
r,
Sid, schs. Daylight, New
V -A h K .ii'ibeig, do; Abei (. Duckiey,
V.a."'i Lawn: 5, ar, -ch. Alice M. Cobu
i'i i.-.vi-.phia; (5, sailed, sen. Suiiiviu
N^v' V rk ; 7, ar, sch. Nat
>;•
Ayer,
1
'id, sch'. iieien Thomas, Port
}
la.i.ni and I xitimore; Joseph n J hum is,
‘-■oa ;-*:t : Frank
i
stinson, Philadelphia;
sj*i. Hi :g»dier. Rock laud ;
9,>ailed,sch.
A
M.
biiTi, I" -ion, to repair; pa->ed
Point, sch'. IVnntquid, Portland mr
v*
! k"it: < .:o.jne
Gray, Port Johnson
f’
UCK.spoi t ; Lizz!~ Lee, ;-ir hangor
P-cemhei 4 A: 3rd, sell. .John >.
i
ii
New V ork, with coal to Castine
1.

A

It

II.
,e, Portland.
N folk, Dec. 4. Sailed, sch. Harold B.
I u'•• j>, st. John, N B.; 9, ar, sch. Helen
"Se

gree on
ing last Tuesday evening.
was served at 6 o’clock.

To Solve the
Gift Question!

v

Rebekah Lodge worked the defive candidates at the regular meet-

Aurora

j

..

•>

veisus

SOCIETIES.

There was a large attendance at the meeting of the X. E. O. P. last Monday evening
and the initiatory degree was worked on
several candidates.

the tenth memorial service of the Lewiston Lodge of Elks, Holman F. Day of Auburn, Past Exalted Ruler of Lewiston
Lodge, delivered the eulogy. Iu closing he
said:
in IKN.
And finally, my brethren, do we remem- i
ber that fidelity is that virtue which emBowden. In Monington. November 22, to Mr.
braces us all in our great brotherhood.
and 'irs. Hoscoe Bowden, a son,Carl Ko»coe.
Clark. Id Monington, November 23. to Mr.
Loyalty to our order and to each other in all
and ':rs. William H. Clark, a daughter. Mildred that is clean and honest and
pure and noble,
Melissa.
is what makes us strong ami felt in life’s
Le ch. Id Penobscot, November 29. to Mr
service.
Fidelity to ail that is best and
aud Mrs. Einie; G. Leach, a daughter.
noblest in our natures should characterize
Met.aclev. In Monington, November 27. to
That we may never be found
Mr. and M;s. Theophilus McCauley, a daughter, our everj act.
Gladys Margaret.
wanting in our journey through life, first
York
In Penobscot, December l. to Mr. and
let me enjoin \ou again, in closing, that
Mr-, tred \\ York, a son
“charity is the noblest tree in the garden of
virtues;" that “justice is the tire of divine
.'I
Iv
C.U.
truth;” that "brotherly love is the mvstie
tie that unites our hearts"and that
“fidelity
Amks- Litti.kfiei d. In Searsport. December
is tlie guardian angel of ail our virtues.”
by Kev Harry Hi l Edward J. Ames and Helen Xlay we so live that, when our final
sum/ftiefield. both of Searsport.
mons conies, we may lie down to
Eoyd-Killman. In Bangor. Deeerober,2. John
pleasant
*oyd and Miss Sarah Ki’lman. both of Stockton dreams, with an unlaltering trust that we,
too, have left some foot print on the sands
Jprings.
Briduea-Carter. In Brooklin, December 4
of time that, some forlorn and shipwrecked
and
Isabel
Carter,
Bridges
both
BrookIcPr>
of
brother, seeing, may take heart again.

1

..

Exceptions.

Mate

L iK, D-c. 5
Pa-sCity Island,
Lorn, p :t Head g for Thomas‘U. i. \\
Ntoekton via
_Cooper,
I passed < .t\ Is. Il.d, sc:*s. Moi-

a

SECRET

THE DECEMBER LAW COURT.

